Chapter III : Tantric Doctrine in "Hevajra Tantra"

1. The essence of Highest Yoga Tantra

In chapter One of the thesis, it has been cited that the unique feature of Buddhist Tantra, specially Highest Yoga Tantra is the application of Emptiness Yoga in union with Deity Yoga and that the tantric practice is built on a foundation of altruistic motivation and requires the Bodhisattvas' altruistic deeds. In the four Tantra sets the distinctive tantric practice of Deity Yoga, motivated by great compassion and beginning with Emptiness Yoga, is carried out in different ways.

Various levels of desire - involved in looking, smiling, touching, and sexual union -are utilized by the main trainees of the four Tantra schools in accordance with their disposition to styles of practice. It is done to emphasize external activities, balance external activities and meditative stabilization, emphasize meditative stabilization, or exclusively focus on meditative stabilization. The tantric techniques are geared to the levels of capacity of trainees as they proceed in their practice over the continuum of life times, the variety of vehicles and forms being a representation of Buddha's compassionate knowledge.\(^{159}\)

In all four Tantras desire is used in the path. But it is only in Highest Yoga Tantra that the desire for sexual union is used in the path for liberation. It does not mean that sexual promiscuity is being advocated. In fact in Tantra the Six perfections recommended in the Sūtra path is more stringently adhered to and a person with overwhelming compassion for the suffering sentient beings can enter the Tantra path. The reason for entering the Tantra path is to hasten the process of enlightenment for the benefit of others. One of the techniques used to quicken the progress is sexual desire. But a practitioner can deem himself eligible to

use sexual desire only after he has mastered the practices of the Generation Stage that deals with clear conceptual understanding of Śūnyata or Emptiness and using the same consciousness to manifest himself and his environment in the deity form by replicating the Clear Light experiences of Death, Intermediate State and Re-birth.

1) Union of Śūnyata and Bodhicitta

It has been claimed by the texts of Highest Yoga Tantra that the path recommended in them can take one to the ultimate state of union (great bliss and emptiness) within this short lifespan of degenerate era. This considered a ‘degenerate era’ (snyigs dus) for it is characterized by strife and violence. The ultimate state of union is characterized by the seven features. The seven features are: complete enjoyment, embracing each other, great bliss, emptiness of inherent existence, compassion, uninterrupted continuum and non-cessation. This state of union is attainable by the Highest Yoga Tantric practice.

Before listening to Dharma teachings it is very important to set up a proper motivation—especially for the study and practice of Greater Vehicle Buddhism and particularly for Tantra such as this. In the present context a proper motivation means an altruistic motivation. This motivation will be discussed now.

The purpose for listening to this tantric teaching is to practise it as sincerely as possible in order to attain enlightenment, to fulfil the wishes of all sentient beings to remove their sufferings completely and to give genuine, lasting happiness. This kind of motivation is extremely important. If both listener and teacher have such a motivation, that would be most excellent, and the practice would become effective accordingly. Conversely, if one lacked in such an altruistic attitude practice would not be of much benefit even if the teachings were of the Greater Vehicle, or within that Tantric Vehicle or within that even Highest Yoga Tantra.\textsuperscript{160}
A spiritual practitioner whether he is a Vedantin, Jaina or Buddhist has to follow the path decreed in the faith he adheres to in order to attain liberation from cyclic existence. According to Buddhist Tantra only the power of a union of method and wisdom — namely the union of compassion, as a greatly blissful awareness, and the discriminating awareness of emptiness — can lead one to attain the total release of supreme nirvana, namely enlightenment. The emphasis on compassion distinguishes the Mahāyāna path of Bodhisattva from that of an arhat.

As explained earlier the Sanskrit word for compassion “karuṇā,” has the implication of “that which blocks or prevents bliss.” In general, when one develops compassion, one develops very strongly the attitude that cannot bear the suffering of other beings. There is a strong wish to end it and to make them free. Although one does not actually experience others’ suffering at that time, the strength of the attitude that cannot bear their suffering causes one’s mind to become unhappy. This is the general sense in which compassion blocks bliss.

In Tantra compassion “karuṇā,” and Bodhicitta has a deeper significance. Bodhicitta refers to seminal fluid and also to the bliss of orgasmic emission. In this context, compassion “karuṇā” refers to the blocking of the bliss of orgasmic emission — either male or female. A greatly blissful deep awareness arises only when the bliss of orgasmic emission is blocked. More specifically, the subtle and deep awareness arises from binding the subtle energy-drops or energy-sparks so that one does not emit and lose them, as happens with orgasm. This is why such a blissful awareness is also called “karuṇā,” compassion — that which blocks bliss.

Furthermore, greatly blissful deep awareness enables one to free others from their suffering. Thus another reason for calling greatly blissful awareness “compassion” is that it acts as a cause for success in the practice of compassion.161

---

161 H.H. The DALAI LAMA & Alexander Berzin, The Gelug/Kagyü Tradition of
Just as compassion is an integral part of Tantra, so is the realization of the Clear Light Mind. From the Prāsaṅgika perspective the mind is by nature pure and luminous but due to defilements it is not perceived in its proper nature. The Highest Yoga Tantra (anuttara yoga tantra) helps one to actualize the pure and clear light mind which has the capacity to directly cognize emptiness as it is itself of the nature of emptiness. The truth of this statement is realized even by practitioner who may not have started with the Prāsaṅgika-Mādhyamika view. This is possible as anuttarayoga tantra in its higher state or stage of completion initiates the yogi to focus on the energy winds and to make them abide in the central channel thereby helping him to manifest a more subtle mind.

Finally the most subtle clear light level of mind is made manifest. As the yogi’s experience of this clear light mind becomes increasingly more profound and subtle, the mass of divergent appearance-making minds and discordant appearances of true, inherent existence automatically dissolves and ceases as one strongly focuses on clear light. As this ceasing or stopping becomes total and the yogi reaches the full, complete experience of primordial simultaneously arising clear light, he directly experiences his clear light mind automatically giving rise to an aspect that has the appearance of the object. The mind gives rise to when it has straightforward, non-conceptual perception of voidness - a total absence of fantasized, impossible ways of existing in general. By means of his experience of the dissolution of the most subtle level of divergent appearance making minds and the most subtle level of divergent appearances, he consequently gains a decisive understanding that all phenomena including mind lacks in true and inherent existence and is not established from its own side. In this way, he gains conviction in the non-affirming refutation and nullification of true, inherent, findable existence or in the Prāsaṅgika-Mādhyamika view.

The Third Panchen Lama has summarized this by stating that, "The boundary line marking when yogi practitioners holding a Chittamātra view

gain a decisive understanding of the Prāsaṅgika–Mādhyamika view, with nothing incorrect, is when they practice the mind isolation stage of anuttarayoga tantra’s Complete stage. At that stage, their inner experience induces exceptional conviction in the correct Madhyamika view.”

Therefore it is essential for a Bodhisattva to uphold the Prāsaṅgika Mādhyamika view specially he is on the Tantra path. As all the internal experiences encountered in this path validates the Prāsaṅgika Mādhyamika view of Śūnyatā or Emptiness of inherent existence of both the phenomena and self. A Bodhisattva’s progress on the path depends on the practice of uniting Śūnyatā with Bodhicitta. Therefore a correct understanding of Śūnyatā which forms the wisdom (prajñā) aspect of the path must be conjoined with Bodhicitta, that is generating the mind of enlightenment for the benefit of all sentient beings; this forms the means (upāya) aspect of the path. Without the fusion of Wisdom and Means one cannot attain the omniscient mind of Buddha.

In Sūtra one does not achieve a union of method and wisdom in which compassion and wisdom are actually present in one consciousness. It is no small thing for an activity to be conjoined with the force of an understanding of emptiness or the force of compassion. It is just that Tantra has an even more profound type of unity wherein the realizational mind itself, out of compassion, appears as a deity. That very form is the aspect of compassionate method.

2) Wisdom (prajñā) and Means (upāya)

The term prajñā means Wisdom and the upāya is Means. The wisdom aspect of the two Mahāyāna Schools – Sūtra and Tantra is same. Emptiness [as presented in Nāgārjuna’s Mulamādhyamikakārikā] is the ultimate truth for both schools. Bodhicitta or (altruistic mind generation)

is similar for both types of Mahāyānists. However, the difference lies in
the Means adopted by the two schools in realizing the ultimate truth —
Emptiness. Both schools consider the attainment of Buddhahood as the
final state of liberation from all afflictions and obstructions to
omniscience. The reason for seeking Buddhahood is to have the power to
help all sentient beings skillfully and effectively. But a Buddha needs to
have an Emanation and Enjoyment Body to help sentient beings. The
Truth Body of the Buddha is too subtle to be perceived by anyone other
than a Buddha. According to Sūtra Schools the Form Bodies are
manifested as a result of the merits accumulated by Bodhisattvas while
progressing on the path to liberation. In Tantra primarily the Highest
Yoga Tantra the Means to attain the Form Body is the practice of
generating oneself as a deity with the pride of deity right from the time
of receiving initiation from a qualified tantric master. Thus it is noticed
that both schools combined the Wisdom and the Means to progress on
the Bodhisattva path.

A Buddha who actually appears to trainees and achieves their aims is
not the Truth Body but the two aspects of the Form Body [the Bodies
of Complete Enjoyment and Emanation]. A Truth Body is achieved
through the wisdom cognizing the profound [emptiness] and Form Bodies
are achieved through vast methods. Also, the Two Bodies cannot be
attained with a wisdom lacking method or with a method lacking wisdom.
Therefore, one needs inseparable wisdom and method; this is a tenet of
Mahāyānists in general.

Next it is examined how the method is explained in the texts of
Highest Yoga Tantra. This section has two parts:

The first chapter of the Vajrapañjara Tantra expresses the method
clearly:

If emptiness were the method, then
Buddhahood could not be. Since other
Than this cause there would be no other fruit,
The method is not emptiness.
The Conquerors teach emptiness
To overcome the conceptions of self
In those who from [fright] views have turned away
And in those who seek the view of self.

Therefore it is the 'circle of a mandala',
It is a binding of the blissful method.
Through the yoga of Buddha pride
Buddhahood will not be distant.

A Teacher has the two and thirty signs
As well as all the eighty minor marks,
Therefore the method of achievement
Is to take on the Teacher's form.163

One by one these four stanzas (1) refute the assertion that merely meditating on emptiness is the method, and indicate (2) the purpose of teaching emptiness, (3) the uncommon method and its greatness, and (4) the reason why Buddhahood is achieved through this method.

The first stanza means: It was taught earlier in the Vajrapañjara Tantra that, since the mind is polluted with the taints of one's own thoughts, one should make every effort to purify it. Then one might think, 'To cleanse these taints, one should meditate only on emptiness of inherent existence because the wisdom cognizing the suchness of selflessness is opposed to thoughts conceiving self [inherent existence] whereas other paths do not contradict these thoughts. Therefore, the method for developing into a Buddha is only meditation on emptiness.

Emptiness, or selflessness, was taught for the sake of overcoming the two conceptions of self in those who have turned away from the views of the selflessness of phenomena and so forth and in those who seek the view of a self [of persons] in the sense that they strongly adhere to a conception of it. This shows that in order to cleanse the taints of thoughts of the two types of self [inherent existence both of persons and of phenomena] one definitely must seek and cultivate a viewing consciousness cognizing suchness—selflessness.

163 P.11, vol. 1, 223.4.4–223.4.7.
Mere meditation on emptiness is not feasible as the method, the special one is 'the circle of a maṇḍala' [a 'resident maṇḍala' which is a divine body and a 'resident maṇḍala' which is the deity's abode.] This is how the stanzas should be connected.

In Devakulamahamati's commentary to the Vajrapaṇḍara the next line is translated [into Tibetan] as 'The method is a blissful binding.' This is a better translation than the one given above, 'It is a binding of the blissful method'. Here, a method superior to that of the Perfection Vehicle is being indicated, and it has been shown that mere meditation on emptiness is not a complete method. Thus, there is a method to be added to meditation on emptiness, and it is said to be Deity Yoga. Thereby, meditation on a maṇḍala circle [divine resident and residence] is known to be the main method for achieving a Form Body.

The features of this method are two, blissfulness and binding. Blissfulness is non—dependence on asceticism. Many modes of binding are put forth in the Hevajra Tantra, but at this point binding should be understood as an indivisibility of method—the appearance of a divine circle—and wisdom—cognition of the emptiness of inherent existence.

With such a yoga of method and wisdom in which one cultivates the pride of a Buddha such as Vairochana, one attains the state of a Buddha without the passage of a long time as in the Perfection Vehicle. In this way the greatness of the Mantra path is presented. The Vajrapaṇḍara says: "A teacher has the two and thirty signs, As well as all the eighty minor marks, Therefore the method of achievement, Is to take on the Teacher's form."

Taking as the reason that a Form Body—the object of attainment—is adorned with the major and minor marks, it is said that the fruit must be achieved through a method which has the form or aspect of a Teacher.

The teacher Jnanapada sets forth a very clear exposition of what is taught in the Tantra quoted above in his Engaging in the Means of Self-Achievement (Ātmasadhanavatara). First he sets forth the way of the Perfection Vehicle, saying:
If meditation on selflessness lacks the features of method, it cannot generate an omniscient wisdom free from all taints of thought and aiding all migrants. Therefore, one should work hard at a very clear method. For that which has a nature of helping all beings is an omniscient wisdom, and this help arises from the ultimate vastness, its cause being only the cultivation of method because cultivation of selflessness has the fruit of only forsaking thought.  

Further, [Maitreya’s Ornament for the Mahāyāna Sūtras] says:

Because of profundity and because of vastness
These two [wisdom and method] are taught for the two,
Non-conceptuality and full maturation,
Therefore, they are the highest method of all.

By this Jñānapada means: If one lacks the vast method, no matter how much one meditates on selflessness, one cannot attain Buddhahood which sustains all migrants. Therefore, one must work hard at method. The state helping all sentient beings is the imprint [result] only of the vast method because the imprint of meditation on selflessness is an abandonment—only an extinguishing of taints.

In Ṭhānajra Tantras, one perceives oneself appearing in the form of Hevajra deity. The first chapter elaborates on the union of Prajñā and Upāya is represented by the Hevajra deity who is perpetually in the state of bliss with his consort Nairatmyā. The Paramitā concepts of Śūnyatā, prajñā, upāya are represented by the deity forms of Vajrasattva, Mahāsattva and Samayasattva respectively.

[HT] Thus have I heard: At one time Bhagavān dwelt in the wombs of the Vajra Lady which are the Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddha. There the Bhagavān spoke: The heart of the Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddhas is the Noble Lord, who is the most secret of all secrets. O Vajragarbha, thou great Bodhisattva of great merit, listen to the essence of Vajrasattva, Mahāsattva and Samayasattva which known as Hevajra. Vajragarbha asked: Explain to me, O Bhagavān, whence Vajrasattva, how so Mahāsattva and by what Samayasattva? Bhagavān replied: Vajra

164 P.2723, vol.65, 28.2.6–28.3.5.
165 This quotation has been taken from Tsong Ka Pa, (tr. and ed. by) Jeffrey Hopkins, *Tantra in Tibet* (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1987), p.123.
is said to be the indivisible and Sattva the unity of the three Centres. By this kind of wise reasoning Vajrasattva, the Adamantine Being, is so called. Mahāsattva is so called because of being full of the flavours of the Great Knowledge. (I.1.1-5)\textsuperscript{166}

Therefore one must have prior understanding of Śūnyatā concept (as explained by Nāgārjuna) and in conjunction with this wisdom practise the vast method of the Deity Yoga, failing which one cannot achieve the benefits of Tantra practice.

But before analysing Deity Yoga, the doctrine of Tathāgatagarbha (Tathāgata—embryo) must be discussed. An evaluation of this doctrine is essential to understand how the cult of deity yoga evolved.

3) Buddha Nature (tathāgatagarbha) and the Cult of Deity Yoga

The Tathāgatagarbha (Tathāgata—embryo) doctrine is a stream of Mahāyāna Buddhism, and it propagates that sentient beings can become a Buddha. In Early Buddhism the concept of sentient beings evolving into a Buddha was popular. However, with Tathāgatagarbha doctrine it became systematised.

This doctrine declares that ‘all sentient beings are Tathāgatagarbha’ and has consistently influenced the various Buddhist traditions of north–east Asia and Tibet. Its role in Buddhism cannot be undermined. On the one hand it offers solace to suffering sentient beings by staunchly advocating the possibility of sentient beings attaining the state of Buddhahood. At the same time it acts as a profound teaching on enlightenment as

\textsuperscript{166} evaṃ māyā śrutam ekasmin samaye bhagavān sarvatathāgata kāyavācitta vajra yoṣid bhageṣu vijahāra//1/ tatra bhagavān āha/ sarvatathāgatakāyavāc cittahṛdayaṃ bhāṭṭārakam guhyatīguhyatāram/ aho vajragarbha sādhu sādhu mahākṛpa mahābodhisattva vajrastātvasya mahāsattvasya samaya hṛdayaṃ hevajrasamkhyaṃ šrōḍu//2/ vajragarbha uvāca/ vajrastavato bhavet kasmāt mahāsattvo bhavet katham/ samayasattvo bhavet kena kathayatu bhagavān mayi//3/ bhagavān āha/ bhedyam vajram ity uktam sattamā tribhavasyaikata/ anayā prajñāyā yuktyā vajrastavato iti smṛṭam//4/ mahājñānaraśayaḥ pūrṇa mahāsattvo nigadyate/ nityasamayapraśṭattvaḥ samayasattvo bhidhiyate//5// (HT[F&M]., pp.3-7)
salvation.

Ratnagotravibhāga mahāyānottaratantra śāstra\textsuperscript{167} states that the essence of the Buddha is present in living beings and it is concealed by innumerable coverings of defilements. Nine examples have been given to illustrate this point. In one of them the Buddha nature is compared to a Buddha who has the power to help all sentient beings, but being covered by the husk of afflictions cannot do so. In other words the point of difference between the Buddha nature and the Buddha with the three kāyās is that the latter is freed of all defilements and can effortlessly and effectively help beings.

The kernel of a grain of rice, of buckwheat or barley, unextracted from its husk and covered with bristles and not duly prepared, cannot become sweat food enjoyed by man.

Similar is the Body of the Lord of the elements, existing in the living beings and undelivered from the coverings of defilement.

It does not grant to the living beings affected by the passions the delightful flavour of the truth. (RGV.1.105)\textsuperscript{168}

This indicates that sentient beings are covered by afflictions in reality but, essentially they are not different from a Buddha’s dharmakāya. This is generally expressed as ‘Inherent pure mind and afflictions which is like dust in defilements (āgaṇṭuкеhi upakklesehi)’. When this dharmakāya or Inherent pure mind reveals without any barriers, that is the tathāgata. Sentient beings essentially are not different from dharmakāya and with the regard having inherent pure mind, they are not different from Tathāgata. Essentially sentient beings are namely Tathāgata. But in reality, sentient beings are loathed by afflictions and covered by that husk. Therefore, though in reality Tathāgataness is hidden yet sentient beings are Tathāgatagarbha.

\textsuperscript{167} Hence forth the abbreviated form of ‘Ratnagotravibhāga mahāyānottaratantra śāstra’, i.e. ‘Ratnagotravibhāga’ or RGV. will be used.

The term Tathāgatagarbha is comprised of two terms: Tathāgata and Garbha. The word Tathāgata literally means one who comes and goes in the same way as the Buddhas who preceeded him. However, in Ratnagotra śastra the Buddha is taken as signifying the Absolute Refuge of all Sentient Beings. In the absolute sense, He is the refuge of all Sentient Beings,

In Absolute sense the refuge
of all living beings is only the Buddha.
Indeed the Lord is possessed of the Truth Body,
And the multitudes of Saints, too have their issue in the latter. (RGV.I.21)

He is also the one "who has neither beginning, middle, nor end, Who is quiescent and fully enlightened, [perceiving] his own [Cosmical] Essence of Buddhahood."\(^{170}\)

To comprehend the term garbha, again one must refer to the above reference taken from the Ratnagotravibhāga. Literally speaking, garbha means 'womb' - here it is to be understood womb of Tathāgata. In Ratnagotravibhāga the Tathāgata's Cosmical Body is presented as the source of all phenomenal sentient beings. In this sense all sentient beings dwell in the womb of Tathāgata. But it is not sufficient to understand garbha as a mere concept of womb. One must also understand it as an embryo. Embryo or potential to attain the undefiled Tathāgata state is present in all sentient beings. The garbha concept has been also accepted as a concept of gotra or lineage. It also includes the concept of dhātu or essence.

Immitating Obermiller one can try to give a systematical synopsis of the different theories regarding the concept of lineage of the Tathāgatas. The gotra, in general is accepted as that special, immutable element that is the cause of Buddhahood. The Yogacāra and the Mādhyamika view on

---


Tathāgatagarbha will be dealt in brief, in order to elucidate how this doctrine became an integral part of the philosophy propagated by the two afore said Buddhist Schools. It’s usually accepted that the Hinayāna school has explained the Tathāgatagarbha concept as the primary factor necessary for the attainment of Arahatship. The Yogācāra school, primarily the Vijñānavādins, interpret Gotra as that force which controls the Ālayavijñāna and is also responsible for the manifestation of pure transcendent knowledge. Like the Yogācāra, the Mādhyamika School including the Prāsaṅgikas accept the presence of the Gotra in all sentient beings. However their interpretation of the term Gotra is different from the Yogācārins. The Tathāgatagarbha or Buddha nature [in Tsong Ka ba’s view] is the Emptiness of the of the mind , it is the natural lineage (gotra) of each being, it is that reality which allows them to grow and to attain Buddhahood. The emptiness of the mind [that is the lack of inherent existence of the mind] is permanent and it does not disintegrate with the mind inspite of being its predicate. Thus, it can be deduced that the Gotra or lineage concept is present in both Hinayāna and Mahayāna schools and all Buddhist sects and schools accept the term to mean as being that specific trait or characteristic which acts as the cause of Buddhahood. Though each School specifies the term differently yet they all agree that it is a trait common to all sentient beings and it is the necessary cause for the attainment of Buddhahood.

It is natural for the Tathāgatagarbha theory to find an eminent place in the Vajrayāna faith, as the goal of the Tantra path is not different from that of sutra. However, when the Tathāgatagarbha theory as presented in 7Hevajra Tantra 8 is analysed, it will be done in keeping with the way the Prāsaṅgika–Mādhyamika [Tsong kha pa and other dGe’ lug ba] have depicted in their philosophical tenets.

This embryological theory related to the origin of Tathāgatagarbha doctrine appears in 7Hevajra Tantra 8.

HT] Thus have I heard: At one time Bhagavān dwelt in the wombs of the Vajra Lady which are the Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddhas. (I.1.1)171
In the wombs of the Vajra Lady which are the Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddhas: Bhagavan dwelt in the wombs of the Vajra Lady which are the Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddhas. The Body, Speech and Mind are the Three Secret Centres (trigyaḥyasamhāra). These three centres constitute the form of Bhagavan Vajradhara which is known as the Source of Nature (dharmodaya). These Secret Centres are the wombs of the adamantine goddesses, Locana and the others. The Three Secret Centres are wombs of the adamantine goddesses because their bodies are in essence faultless and possess in finite pure natures. The Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddhas are synonymous with the wombs of these adamantine goddesses is the intent. ...... It is also said: "Vajradhara is characterized by the qualities of Essential Nature (darma) and Enjoyment (saṃbhoga)." And again: "As relative, white like jasmine; as absolute, essentially blissful."

By such statements the essential tantric view regarding the nature of Voidness (stonyāta) and Compassion (karuṇa), Wisdom (prajñā) and Means (upāya), the Body of Essential Nature (dharma-kāya) and the Body of Enjoyment (saṃbhogakāya), the Relative (saṃvṛtī) and the Absolute (paramārtha) and the Process of Generation (utpattikrama) and the Process of Completion (utpannakrama) are expressed. ......

The Innate, as absolute, is bliss and is the view according to the Process of Perfection (nispannakrama). The doctrinal instructions of the Buddhas are founded upon these two truths. Therefore later in this tantra it is said: "The instructions of the Vajradhara are based upon the two processes, the Process of Generation and the Process of Completion". (YM)172

[commentary of 1.1.4] Bhagavan in Vajraśekhara thus: "The Void which is the firm essence, indestructible, indepletable, indivisible and not capable of being consumed is called Vajra." Being (sattva) means the existent being. Existence is characterised by actions that produce effects which are the basis for belief in the manifested external world. The ‘existent being’ is characterized by the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness (pañcaskandha). Regarding this Bhagavan has said: "What the wise call the existent being is the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness." When the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness are transformed, they become the three Centres which are the Body, Speech and Mind. The unity of these three Centres is the state of non-duality which occurs from the arising of the Innate Radiance (prabhāsvara). By means of this kind of wise reasoning which is the Mādhyamika view of the Perfection of Wisdom, the Body of Essential Nature (dharma kāya) is called Vajrasattva.(YM)173

---

171 evaṃ mayā śrutam ekasmin samaye bhagavan sarvatathāgata kāya vāk citta vajra yoṣidbhageṣu vijahāra//1// (HT[F&M]., p.3)
172 (HT[S].part2, pp.103-104)
(i) Existence of Gotra

The term 'garbha' [as already stated in the introductory chapter in Tathāgatagarbha] is often understood as 'gotra' or 'lineage'. Generally speaking, the term 'gotra' indicates the hidden potential and lineage which is handed down to the practitioner on the basis of his/her propensity i.e. if one has Śrāvaka or Bodhisattva tendency. The 'gotra' is decided before one is to embark on the road to enlightenment while one is still covered with afflictions. The deeper significance of the term 'gotra' is analysed below.

First the term 'gotra' is analysed from the Hinayānist point of view. In the Vinaya and Abhidharma the term gotra is to be found as a special element which is regarded as the primary factor necessary for the attainment of Arhatship. In other words, it is that element which forms essential nature or character of a saint. The absence of desire is the element which truly represent the essential character of a Buddha and it is the element conducive to salvation. Thus here the element of absence of desire is the gotra or the fundamental element of the saint lineage. The Sautrāntika School also accepts the concept of gotra, but it is different from the Vaibhāṣika's. This School admits the existence of a special force (bijā=samarthya) governing the element of consciousness. This belongs to the pure forces and gives rise to the pure transcendental wisdom (anāsrava—jñāna). According to the Sautrāntikas this force can be annihilated and the attainment of enlightenment made impossible, this occurs in an individual in whom the roots of virtue are prevented from growing.¹⁷⁴

Before an investigation of the term 'gotra' as viewed by the Yogācāras

¹⁷³ (HT[S].part2, pp.104–105)
is conducted, it is necessary to point to the principal subdivisions of this school. The elder branch are the Yogācāras or vijñānavādins basing upon Scripture, the school of Āryāsanga and Vasubandhu. They maintain the theory of the store—consciou'sness (alaya vijñāna) containing, so to say, the seeds of all the elements constituting a personality. The other subdivision is that of the Logician Vājaṃavādins founded by Dignāga. They do not admit the existence of the store—consciou'sness, according to this school its functions are divided among the six internal bases of cognition. Further the conception of the ‘gotra’ between the two schools differs in some points.

Those who maintain the theory of the store—consciou'sness define the ‘gotra’ as a force which governs this store—consciou'sness and which brings about the origination of pure transcendent knowledge, the removal of the defiling agencies and the transformation (parāvṛtta) of all the elements constituting a personality into component parts of the three Bodies of the Buddha. With the logicians it is respectively a force governing the internal bases of cognition, its functions being exactly the same as those maintained by the elder school. The ‘gotra’ is regarded by both the subdivisions of the Yogācāra school as manifesting itself in two aspects, viz. the fundamental, existing in every living being from the outset, and that which undergoes the process of development. It is held to be a pure force and an active (sāṁskṛta) mutable element. The seed, the germ of the Transcendental Wisdom of the Buddha. This seed is the ‘gotra’, the fundamental element and the original cause of Enlightenment. Yogācāras believe that the metamorphose (parāvṛtta) of the elements constituting the personality of an ordinary individual transforms into component parts of the three Bodies of the Buddha at the time of final Enlightenment. This metamorphose is produced by the agency of the ‘gotra’, which is accordingly viewed as the force bringing about the transformation of the internal bases of cognition [and of the store—consciou'sness with the elder school] into the elements of Buddhahood.175
When one speaks of the two types of purity, the first type is the utter purity of the nature, which is to say that the nature of mind, or the element, the sugatagarbha, has been free from all defilements such as the mental poisons and so on since beginningless time. From the viewpoint of the essence, gold contained in ore is also pure gold. Corresponding to this example, the nature of mind is completely pure. The second type of purity is freedom from the adventitious defilements. This is comparable to the purity achieved through processing the ore and removing the dross. Once the dross is completely removed there are two types of purity, the first being the purity that is also present while gold is contained in ore, and the second being the purity achieved through the complete removal of the dross.

As explained in the Tathāgata Essence Sūtra, the Nirvāṇa Sūtra, and so forth, Buddha speaks of a permanent, fully developed Buddha existing in the continuum of each sentient being. The Prāsaṅgikas say that this teaching is an example of giving to the ‘cause’ the name of the effect, for the emptiness of the mind of each sentient being is what allows for change of that person’s mind, and this emptiness being called a fully developed Buddha. The emptiness of the mind, its lack of existence by way of its own being or its dependence on causes and conditions, is that most marvelous quality of the mind allowing it to be transformed into the wisdom of a Buddha. This emptiness is not a fully developed Buddha but is like a ‘cause’ of Buddhahood in that if the mind did not lack inherent existence, it would be utterly static, unable to be affected by practice of the paths.

Buddha praised this essential and marvelous ‘cause’ in order to lead beings who were incapable of understanding emptiness correctly. The basis in his thought was the existence of the Tathāgata essence or Buddha nature which is the emptiness of the mind — not a fully developed Buddha, which could never be obscured, dulled, or hidden by

anything. Buddhahood is not a temporary but an immortal state in which body and mind, though impermanent, are similarly and endlessly produced. Buddha set forth the non-literal teaching of a Tathāgata essence for Mahāyāna trainees who are not yet able to cognize the profound emptiness; he taught it in order to allay their fears of emptiness.176

The Buddha nature, that is, emptiness of the mind, of each sentient being is his natural lineage, that quality which naturally abides in the mental continuums of all sentient beings allowing them to attain Buddhahood and thus giving them the Buddha lineage (gotra) or Buddha constituent (dhātu). The emptiness of the mind is permanent, or non-disintegrating, because although it is a predicate of the mind, it is not produced and destroyed each moment as the mind is. Emptiness is the mere negative or absence of objective existence. However, the emptiness of the mind is both non-disintegrating and always existent because from beginningless cyclic existence each sentient being's mind has existed and will continue to exist uninterruptedly right through Buddhahood when it is the Wisdom Body (jñānakāya). The emptiness of the mind because it is the precondition of change and transformation, is called a 'cause' of Buddhahood. At Buddhahood, the Bodhisattva lineage becomes the Nature Body (svabhāvikākāya) of a Buddha. Though the emptiness of the mind is permanent and non-changing, it is said to improve when the mind of which it is a predicate improves. Finally, the mind itself reaches consummation as the Wisdom Body, and the emptiness of the mind becomes the Nature Body — these being the two aspects of a Buddha's Truth Body (dharma-kāya), so called because the Wisdom Body is the ultimate true path and the Nature Body is the ultimate true cessation.177

In reality neither Cittamātrins nor Prāsaṅgikas accept as literal the teaching of a permanent body of Buddha obscured in the continuums of all sentient beings. The Prāsaṅgikas, taking the "Descent into Lankā

176 Jeffrey Hopkins, Ibid., p.381
177 Jeffrey Hopkins, Ibid., p.382
Sūtra... Sūtr... Sūtra... point... point to the lack of independent existence of the mind, that quality which when cognized can lead to Buddhahood. Emptiness in general is the element of [superior] qualities (dharmandhātu) because meditation on it acts as a cause generating the qualities of Superiors. The emptiness of the mind is singled out as the Buddha nature because it specifically allows for mental improvement and the cognition of what previously was not cognized.178

There are many Mahāyāna sūtras that illustrate the truth that Buddha Gotra or Tathāgatagarbha is present in all sentient beings from their inception and continue till Buddhahood is attained. In other words the Gotra is present in the defiled stated of the beings and continues till the non defiled state of Buddhahood is realized. The Vimalakirti sūtra is one such Sūtra which elucidates this very point.

In the Vimalakirti sutra, the term ‘tathāgata gotra’ is explained as:...

“The body is the seed, ignorance and partiality are the seeds, greed, anger, and stupidity are the seeds. The four topsy-turvy views are the seeds, the five obscurations are the seeds, the six sense-media are the seeds, the seven abodes of consciousness are the seeds, the eight errors are the seeds, the nine sources of anxiety are the seeds, the ten evil actions are the seeds. To sum it up, the sixty-two erroneous views and all the different kinds of earthly desires are all the seeds of the Buddha.” And “The lotus does not grow on the upland plain: the lotus grows in the mud and mire of a damp low-lying place. In the same way, the Buddha Law can never grow in a person who has perceived the uncreated nature of reality and entered into correct understanding. It is only when living beings are in the midst of the mire of earthly desires that they turn to the Buddha Law.”179

In here the lotus is compared to the Buddha nature which remains unaffected by the pollutants that cover it.

178 Jeffrey Hopkins, Ibid., p.383.
179 Burton Watson., The Vimalakirti Sūtra (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1999), p.95
The primary śastra dealing at length with the concept of the 'gotra' is Ratnagotravibhāga. In the very title of the śastra we find that the term Gotra is being used as the synonym of the term Tathāgatagarbha. In sanskrit, the term 'ratna' of 'Ratnagotravibhāga' means three Jewels, especially the Buddha Jewel [focusing on the Buddhakāyas] and 'gotra' also indicates the basis (dhatu) or cause (hetu) that leads to the appearance of the Buddha Jewel. 'Ratnagotravibhāga's aim is to analyse the cause of the Manifestation of the three Jewels' and in this context, the 'gotra' theory will be discussed.

Being like a treasure and like [the germ of] a tree in a seed,
The source [of Buddhahood] is known to be of two kinds, —
The Fundamental (praktistha gotra) that exists without beginning,
And that which undergoes the highest process of development (samudānīta gotra).

From these two forms of the source of Buddhahood
The three Bodies of the Buddha take their origin,
From the first arises the first of the Bodies,
And from the second, — the latter two. (150)
The Body of Absolute Existence (svabhāva kāya)
is like a beautiful, precious image,
Since, by nature, it is not wrought (by human hands)
And is the treasury of all the virtuous properties. (151)
The Body of Supreme Bliss (sambhoga-kāya) is like a universal monarch,
Being endowed with the sovereignty over the Grand Doctrine,
And the Apparitional Form (nirmanā kāya) is like a golden statue,
As it has the nature of being an image. (RGV. I.1.149–152)

Therefore, these five remaining examples, — of a treasure, a tree, a precious image, the universal monarch, and the golden statue, refer to the source that gives rise to the three Bodies of the Buddha, as it exists [in all living beings]. They illustrate the fact that [from this point of view likewise] the element of Buddhahood is the embryo of all the living beings. Now, Buddhahood manifests itself in the three Bodies of Buddha. Therefore, the source of Buddhahood in its two forms is the cause for the attainment [of these three Bodies]. The word dhatu has here accordingly the special meaning of "a cause".180

180 gotraṁ tad dvi vidhāṁ āhīṁ śāhāḥ phala vrkṣavat/ anādi prakṛtistham ca samudānītam uttaram//149/ buddha kāya trayāväptir asmād gotra dvayān matā/ prathamāḥ prathamaḥ kāyo dvāt yād dvau tu paścimāu//150/ ratna vigrahavaj āhīṁśāḥ kāyaḥ svabhāvakāḥ śubhaḥ/ akṛtrimatvāt prakṛter guṇā
The next excerpt explains how the ‘tathāgata dhātu’ or ‘gotra’ remains pure and uncontaminated in spite of being covered with defilements from beginningless time. Nine metaphors are used to explain this truth.

Like the Buddha in an ugly lotus flower,
Like honey [concealed by] a swarm of bees,
Like a kernel of a fruit in the bark, and like gold buried in impurities,
Like a treasure in the ground (nīdhāna),
And like a sprout hidden in a small seed (phalavṛksa),
Like the image of the Lord covered by a tattered garment (ratnavigraha),
Like the Chieftain of men (cakravartī-rāja) in the womb of a miserable woman,
And like a precious statue covered by dust. (RGV.1.94–95)181

Ratnagotravibhāga further preaches that ‘only’ the Tathāgata’s gotra exists in all sentient beings equally and without beginning and the inherited gotra exists in all sentient beings from the time of birth.

In Hevajra Tantra, the term ‘gotra’ as explained in Ratnagotravibhāga is substituted for ‘Family (kula)’ or ‘Caste (varṇa)’. The reason for using the concept of Family is to demonstrate how the predominance of one of the five afflictions in a practitioner places him/her within the fold of one of the Five Buddha Families.

[HT] Of Perfection of Wisdom, I will speak of the family appropriate for different individuals. A man or woman who has a nine-pointed Vajra at the base of the ring finger belongs to the supreme Akṣobhya Family; one with a circle to the Vairocana Family; one with a lotus to the Amitabha Family; one with a great gem to the Ratnasambhava Family and one with a sword to the Karma Family. (II.11.2–4)182

---

The perfected yogis neither hold dear nor have contempt for any one. All beings belong to the families of the Five Buddhas but by the fact that beings are embodied they appear as relative and limited. (I.I.11.8)\(^{183}\)

While in Ratnagotravibhāga the Tathāgata's Gotra of the practitioner is decided on the basis of his or her disposition and then accordingly placed under the lineage of Śravakas, Pratyekas or Bodhisattvas.

Hevajra Tantra also brings to focus the Caste system which is basis of Indian social system. It propagates how the members of each caste with their particular inclinations and traits can attain spiritual advancement with the practise of Hevajra Tantra. The fact that the discrimination of the castes is superficial is emphasised in the following extracts. This also proves that the seed of the Buddha if understood as the "Emptiness of the Mind" and is the "Innate Primordial Clear Light Mind:" it is present equally in all beings irrespective of their caste and creed. So not only Brahmin, Kṣatriya, Vaiśya, and Śudra, but also the fifth caste, the untouchables can achieve spiritual heights by the non discriminative Hevajra Tantra practise.

Even those untouchable Cāṇḍālas and other outcastes and those whose minds are intent on living for slaughter will attain accomplishment if they follow the Hevajra method, of this there is no doubt. (I.I.4.77)\(^{1}\)

The one who performs the Heruka yoga interacts with all the five castes. He conceives of the five castes unified as one caste because he does not distinguish between one or many castes. (I.I.6.4)\(^{185}\)

[commentary] 'Interacts' refers to the interacting with people, receiving alms and so on. 'Five castes' refers particularly to those of the lower castes. Or else 'five
castes’ refers to the aggregate of the five castes. In truth all are undifferentiated. In spite of the belief in the differentiated external world which is caused by the association with dullness and the other defilements, in truth, there is only one caste. How this is so is said by: "... because he does not distinguish between one or many castes."

Different species of living beings are of different shapes, that is, like elephants, horses and pigs etc. Members of the same species are of similar shape, like cows among cows and elephants among elephants. So, they are not of different species, [that is] not different from one another because of the similarity in their shape. Like this, even by worldly conventions the oneness of castes is concluded. Then what to say regarding the convention among the yogis where within the infinite phenomenal universe all things are of the same nature! (YM)

In the above reference, it is being asserted that the practitioners of Hevajra Tantra do not discriminate on the basis of caste, rather the equality of all castes is asserted. As they realize the lack of inherent existence of all the discriminatory factors. The realisation that all phenomena including mind is “empty” of inherent existence makes the adepts of Tantra regard all sentient beings as having the possibility to have the Tathāgata Gotra or the special seed of Buddhahood in them. According to the Prasangika view as explained by His Holiness the Dalai Lama – the mind has two aspects the i) the aspect of emptiness ii) the aspect of cognising. In other words, mind is lacking in intrinsic existence from its own side, in this sense it is a dependent arising and of the nature of Emptiness. It can have any object as the basis of its cognition– including Emptiness. This wonderful feature of the mind is the Tathāgata Nature of the mind. And it is for this nature of the mind Deity Yoga also can be practiced. However this Empty nature of the mind is not easily apparent to non-analytical lay persons as the ordinary mind is

---

186 viharāṇam bhikṣādikramaṇaṃ// pañcavarṣā nicataraḥ pañcavāpa iti va nairvikalpitaṃ/ idaṃ satyābhinivesāt/ jādyādibhiḥ · dośais samayuktam iti kṛtvā · svarūpātās tv eka eva varṇāḥ kuta ity āha/ anekenaikavrpaṇena yasmāt bheda na lakṣyate · bhinnajātyāḥ prāṇino bhinnākṛtyayaḥ · tad yathā karitvāngavaiḥāṅgāḥ/ sajātyās te samānākṛtyaya eva/ yathā gavo gavāṃ kariṇāḥ kariṇāḥ tebhhyo ’bhinnā varṇā na parasparavājñātāḥ/ ākārasāmyāt/ tad evaṃ lokavayuḥhārato pī varūjanām ekavarnaśātā siddhā · kim punar yogisamvṛtya · anādīmati saṃsāre sarveṣāṃ sarvavarṇatvāt// (HT[S1].part2, p.119)
covered with defilements, as has been mentioned earlier. But, the beings depending on their primary afflictions are situated under appropriate Tathāgata Families or lineage. They can attain the state of perfection of the Tathāgata under whose lineage the practitioner belongs only after removing all afflictions and obscurations to omniscience.

(ii) The Intrinsic Pure Mind and the Accidental defilements

Generally speaking the Tathāgatagarbha theory is about the Truth Body or the Buddha nature possessed by all sentient beings but which is covered by afflictions of greed, hatred and stupidity etc. of sentient beings. The theory of Intrinsic pure mind is already seen in Āgama sūtras and it is supported by Śāriputra abhidharma and Mahāsanghika. This concept on being introduced to Mahāyāna sūtras has been extensively used and found in many sūtras including Prajñāpāramitāsūtra. The concept of 'Intrinsic pure mind' and 'All phenomena is originally pure' can be said to be the fundamental thought in all Mahāyāna sūtras. But we can not say that only 'Intrinsic pure mind' is the Tathāgatagarbha doctrine. According to the Śrī māla sūtra it is preached that 'This Dharmakāya of the Tathāgata when not free from the store of defilement is referred to as the Tathāgatagarbha'. The Dharmakāya which exists in the proximity with defilement, is Tathāgatagarbha.187

In Mahāyāna Buddhism, Tathāgatagarbha doctrine is presented in the most systematized way in Ratnagotravibhāga, it preachs the following:

The one's essential nature of mind which is pure and radiant, is not destroyed like space. But it is polluted by the occasional stains of desire and the other [defiling forces] which arise from the wrong conception [of existence]. (RGV. I.63)188

\[187\] Hirakawa A. Lee, Ho Geun (tr. in Korean), The History of Indian Buddhism (印度佛教의 歷史), vol. 2. (Seoul: Min Zok Sa, 1991), pp.66-67.

\[188\] cittasya yasau prakrtih prabhasvara na jatu sa dyaur iva yati vikriyām/ agantukai rāga maladibhis tv asav upaiti sankleśam abhuta kalpa jaiḥ//63// E.H. Johnston (ed.), The Ratnagotravibhāga Mahāyānottaratantrāstra (Patna: The
And in the commentary verses, it is preached that 'we have this example of space enlarged upon in Scripture, where it stands in connection with (the subject of) the medium of perfect purification. This medium is, to speak otherwise, the means of (perceiving) the light of the essence of the Buddha.' and then quoted from *Gaganagañjaśūtra*.189

O great Sage, the defiling forces are like darkness, and purification is light. The defiling forces are feeble in strength; the transcendental perception of the Truth, on the contrary, is powerful. The defiling forces are casual, whereas the perfectly pure (Absolute) is the true fundamental Essence (of all that exists). The defiling forces are imputed (and essentially unreal), whereas the Absolute is the true (essence of all the elements) and not a construction (of the mind). O great Sage, such is the state of things. This great earth is supported by water, water reposes in the air, and air is supported by space. But space itself has no support. Moreover, of these four elements, that of space is, in comparison with the elements of earth, water, and air, the most powerful. It is stable, motionless, knows no decrease, no origination, and no destruction. It is enduring by its very nature. Now, the three (other) elements are liable to origination and destruction; they are not stable and have no long duration With everyone of them a constant change may be perceived. But space (on the contrary) does not undergo the slightest change.

In a similar way the (5) groups (of elements), the (16) component elements (of an individual), and the (12) bases of cognition have their foundation in the Biotic Force and Desire. These two are founded upon incorrect appreciation, and the latter has its support in the (spiritual) essence, which is perfectly pure. This essence is (by itself) pure and radiant and become polluted by the occasional defiling forces. (prakṛti prabhāsvaram cittam āgantukair upakleśair upakāśyate).190

---

189 *Gaganagañjasūtra* (虚空藏所問難), TS 13, p.124 c.
190 नापाचयो नुतपन्नो निरुद्धाः स्थिताः स्वरसा योगेना/ तत्र या एते त्रयो धात्ववस ता उत्पदा भाङ्गा युक्तं अनवास्थिताः अचैरा श्यायिनाः दश्यता एसं विकारं न एव अन्तः शान्तनं अध्यात्मकं कर्मं एवं सत्यं निर्भाश्यति महात्म कार्यं यथा अयोध्यो मनसा कार्यं गत्यं सत्यं कर्मस्य मनसा कार्यं प्राची निरूढाः मृत्युशास्त्र अस्तित्वां तत्सत्यं सुप्रवेशं समयं आयीतं सत्यं तदायूष्यते प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः प्राची निरूढाः
And, the emptiness of the accidental defiling forces is described in Ratnagotravibhāga as follows:

Here there is nothing that is to be reduced and absolutely nothing to be added. The Truth must only be directly perceived, and he who sees the Truth becomes delivered. (RGV. I.154)

The element of Buddhahood is by nature devoid of the accidental [defiling forces], which are different from it. But it is by no means devoid of the highest properties, which are, essentially, indivisible from it. (I.155)

What is said by this? – There exists absolutely no real defiling element that is to be removed from the Essence of the Buddha, since it is from the outset devoid of all the accidental defilement, this being its nature. There exists likewise not the least purifying element that could be added to it, because it is itself the true essence of all the perfectly pure properties which are indivisible.¹⁹¹

The idea of Intrinsic pure mind and the accidental defilements are also presented in Hevajra Tantra.

Bhagavān said: Truly all beings are enlightened beings but they are veiled by the accumulation of defilements. By removing this veil of defilements, all beings are enlightened beings without doubt. The goddesses said: Bhagavān, it is as you have said, it is true and not false. (II.4.70–71)¹⁹²

Although the six sense organs, their six objects, the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness and the five elements are by their intrinsic nature pure, they are veiled by ignorance and afflictions. (I.9.2)¹⁹³

Nowhere else in any of the realms of existence is the Enlightened Being to be

---


¹⁹² bhagavān āha/ sattva buddhā eva kim tu āgantuκamālāvṛtāṁ/ tasya pačkarṣaṇāt sattva buddhā eva na saṃśayāṁ//70/ devya śuḥṣet evam etad bhagavān satyaṁ na mrśāṁ// (HT[F&M]., p.228)

¹⁹³ śādindriyaṁ pañcaskandhāṁ śadāyatanāṁ pañcabhūtāṁ/ svabhāvena viśuddham apy ajñānakleśaṁ avṛtāṁ// (HT[F&M]., p.111)
found for it is in fact the Consciousness itself which is perfectly enlightened and nowhere else is the Enlightened One to be perceive. (II.4.76)\textsuperscript{194}

Only that purification which is essentially one of direct personal experience and no other method of purification liberates. From the pure nature of the objects of experience arises this direct personal experience which is the highest bliss. (I.9.3)\textsuperscript{195}

Those foolish people who are veiled by ignorance and do not know this way transmigrate continually in the prison of existence, being born among the six kinds of living beings. O Vajragarbha of great mercy, those who obtain the Means which is Hevajra and purify the objects of sense–experience will surely attain the highest state. (II.4.78–79)\textsuperscript{196}

Thus, no smell; no sound, no form, no taste, no purification of mind, no touch and no nature, for by the purification of all things I experience an intrinsically pure world. (I.9.20)\textsuperscript{197}

For the yogi, form and whatever other objects of experience that manifest, are all pure in nature, for the world is pervaded by the Enlightened Nature. (I.9.4)\textsuperscript{198}

So far, I have examined the fundamental idea of Tathāgatagarbha from the point of view of Intrinsic pure mind and Accidental defilements. Next, I’ll examine the structure of the Tathāgatagarbha doctrine.

The logical grounds of Ratnagotravibhāga\textsubscript{a} can be seen in ‘The three meanings of Buddhanature’ or ‘the three Germ of the Buddhanature’ and we can get a understanding of the structures of Tathāgatagarbha. In the explanations of ‘The Truth Body is all–pervading’, we can know the reasons that Tathāgatagarbha exists and in the explanations of ‘The Absolute is [one] undifferentiated [Whole]’, we can know the essential-

\textsuperscript{194} na buddho labhate 'nyatra lokadhātusu kutraci/ cittam eva hi saṃbuddho na buddho 'nyatra daśītaḥ// (HT[F&M]., p.231)
\textsuperscript{195} svasaṃvedyātmikā śuddhir nāṇyaśuddhyā vimucyate/ viṣayaśuddhabhāvatvāt svasaṃvedyāṃ paraṃ sukham// (HT[F&M]., p.112)
\textsuperscript{196} ajanenāvṛtā bālā imāṃ gatim ajānakāḥ/ saṃsaranti ca te mūḍhāḥ sādgateu bhavacārake//78/ upāyaṃ prāpya hevajraṃ vajragarbha mahākṛpa/ viśodhayanti viṣayān lapsyante te hy anuttaram//79// (HT[F&M]., p.232)
\textsuperscript{197} tasmat/ gandha na śābda na rūpaṃ naiva rasa na ca cittaviśuddhiḥ/ sparśa na dharma na sarvaviśuddhyā śuddhasahāva jago jaga manye// (HT[F&M]., p.118)
\textsuperscript{198} rūpaviśayādye 'py anye pratibhāsate hi yoginah/ sarve te śuddhabhāvā hi yasmād buddhamayaṃ jagat/ (HT[F&M]., p.112)
sameness (nisyanda) between sentient beings and Tathāgata and in the explanations of ‘the Germ [of Buddhahood] exists’. we can see the development of Tathāgatagarbha. *Ratnagotravibhāga* is saying on ‘the three meanings of Tathāgatagarbha’ as follows:

With regard to the Absolute mingled with defilement (= the Buddha nature in the living beings) it has been said: — All living beings are endowed with the Essence of the Buddha — What is the meaning of this?

The Wisdom of the Buddha infiltrate in the multitudes of living beings,
It is immaculate [of sentient beings] by nature and non-dual [with Buddhah],
And Buddhahood is the fruit of the Germ.

Therefore the whole animate world bears the Essence of the Buddha. (RGV. 1.27)

The Body of the Supreme Buddha is all-pervading,
The Absolute is [one] undifferentiated [Whole]
And the Germ [of Buddhahood] exists [in every living being].

Therefore, for ever and anon, all that lives is endowed with the Essence of the Buddha. (RGV. 1.28)

This subject, in all its different aspects is to be explained in that sense in which it is invariably demonstrated throughout the whole of Scripture, namely as follows: — (All living beings are endowed with the Essence of the Buddha) in the sense that (1) The Buddha’s Truth Body manifests itself in all living beings, (2) that the Absolute [the true essence] of the Buddha represents an undifferentiated whole, and (3) that the Germ (gotra) of the Buddha exists in everything that lives. 199

According to the Verse 1.27, 1.28 and the commentary, the three meanings of Tathāgatagarbha are epitomized as the: (1) Pervading of Truth Body, (2) The Undifferentiation of Suchness (3) The existence of the Buddha nature. But it is noticed in the commentary that the Truth Body, Suchness and Buddha nature are always discussed in relation to the ‘Tathāgata’.

---


- 128 -
(iii) The All Pervading Truth Body

In the verse 1.23 of Ratnagotravibhāga, the four aspects of the Embryo nature is preached. The Immaculate Absolute is considered to be that exclusive property of the Buddha which is responsible for the total metamorphosis (parāvṛtti) of all the elements of existence. This is also the distinctive feature of the Truth Body.

When we understand the concept of metamorphosis as presented in the doctrine of Tathāgatagarbha as being a ‘manifestation’ of the above Truth Body [as already explained]. Then the Truth Body is only a manifestation of the substratum of the sentient beings which is Tathāgatagarbha. From this definition of the Truth Body, we can see that the Truth Body is considered as a result. The Truth Body which is a result is expressed as the fruit of deliverance (visāmyogaphala).

Ratnagotravibhāga explains about the Truth Body as follows:

The Truth Body is to be known in two aspects –
It is the Absolute perfectly immaculate,
And its natural outflow, the Word
Which speaks of the profound (Highest Truth)
And [of the elements of the Empirical World] in their variety. (RGV. I.145)

The Truth Body of the Buddha appears in two forms. It is [first of all] the perfectly pure Absolute accessible only to the non-dialectical intuition. As such it is to be known in its character of the Absolute Truth revealed to the Buddhas by introspection. The cause bringing about the attainment of it is [the Word which is], the natural outflow of [the intuition of] this very Absolute. [This Word] instructs the living beings in accordance with the character of [every] convert taken separately. Such do we know to be [the Truth Body] in the aspect of the Doctrine, the

---

In here the Truth Body is classified as the perfectly pure Absolute (dharma dhātu) as its of the same stream. It is explained that the former refers to enlightenment and the latter refers to the teachings on enlightenment. Furthermore, Ratnagotravibhāga mentions Non-discrimination Wisdom and ‘instructs the other sentient beings’ (parasattvesu viṭṭhaṇi prabhavat) accordingly. From this explanation, the Tathāgatagarbha of sentient beings is understood as the same stream as the Absolute Truth Body. The existence of the Tathāgatagarbha in the conventional world is based on existence of the Truth Body of the Absolute world. And the that the Truth Body is of the same stream as Tathāgatagarbha reveals the compassionate activity of Buddha.

In Ratnagotravibhāga the Immaculate Absolute has been classified into eight subjects as the self nature (svabhāva), the cause (hetu), result (phala), the functions (karma), the unions (yoga), the manifestations (prāvṛtti), the eternal (nitya) and the inconceivable character (acintya).

Of the eight, on karma Ratnagotravibhāga comments as follows:

In short, such do we know to be the functions (karma)
Of the two kinds of Highest Wisdom, -
The attainment of the Liberation Body (mukti-kāyasya)
Which is free [from all defiling elements]
And the purification of this Truth Body (dharma-kāya). (RGV. II.21)
The Body of Liberation and Truth
Are to be known in two aspects and in one,
Being free from all defilement, all-pervading,
And the substratum of eternal properties. (RGV. II.22)
They are undefiled owing to the extirpation


Of all the passions and their residues,
Being free from every attachment and hindrance
They are all-pervading in their wisdom. (RGV. II.23)
They are eternal, being of a totally indestructible nature,
This imperishable character, being demonstrated in short,
Is expressed by the ideas of firmness and the rest. (RGV. II.24)204

In here distinction has been made between Truth Body and Liberation Body. It thus appears that the Liberation Body is an existence that is free from all defilement (anāsrava) and the Truth Body is an existence that is all-pervading (vyāpti). In the verse II.30, we note that the Liberation Body represents the act of benefitting oneself and Truth Body represents the act of benefitting others.

The Body of Truth and Liberation
Represent the fulfilment of one's own aim and of that of others.
This support of the twofold aim
Is possessed of properties inconceivable and the like. (RGV. II.30)205

The reasons for bringing out the difference between the two bodies is primarily to bring to focus the noble altruistic aspect of the Truth Body. The prime function of this body is to benefit others practice Universal compassion. 206 The Buddha Nature, 'aikāra (unchangeable)' is compared to the space "Just as space fills everything, and, owing to its subtle [transcendental] character, cannot be polluted, In the same way this [cittapraκtī, perfectly pure Germ] has its abode in all living beings, but remains undefined." (RGV. I.52)207

---


207 yatha śarvagatāṁ sauksmyādākāsarāṁ nopalipyate/ sarvatrāvasthitāṁ savvatāṁ - 131 -
Tathāgatagarbha is all-pervading like space, and it is one of the explanations of the Truth Body. "Indeed, among the categories of living beings, there exists absolutely none standing apart from the Truth Body of the Buddha, [not pervaded by it]. [This Truth Body] has accordingly a resemblance with space that fills up all physical forms." After pointing this out, Ratnagotravibhāga quotes another verse from Mahāyānasūtrālaṁkhāra as follows:

As space is considered to be always all-embracing,
In a like way it (the Essence of the Buddha is held to be all-pervading for ever and anon. Just as space fills up all visible forms, Similarly it pervades all the multitudes of living beings. (MAS. IX.15)

This comparison of the all-pervading nature of the Truth Body and Tathāgatyā with that of space should be understood in the context of pan-cosmology which indicates 'all sentient beings are Truth Body'. As the whole being is infiltrated by the Truth Body and besides that there is no independent Truth Body. Hence the sentient beings doesn't exist apart from Truth Body.

The all-pervading of Truth Body is explained as the all-pervading of the Innate in Hevajra Tantra. Innate means that 'which is manifested by a simultaneous arising'. According to Vajrayāna theory the Innate arises from the union of Wisdom and Means and is also explained as the Source of Nature (dharmaodaya) that every knowledge arise from. Related verses from Hevajra Tantra as follows:

[HT] Whatever exists, moving or stationary, grass, shrubs, creepers etc. are all conceived of as the supreme principle which is one's own very nature. (1.8.43)

---

210 sthiracalāś ca ye bhāvās truṅgulma latādayaḥ/ bhāvyante vai paramaṁ tattvaṁ
The Innate is known as that which is manifested by a simultaneous arising. The intrinsic nature is known as the Innate which is the one Concealed Essence of all things. (I.10.39)\(^{211}\)

The whole universe arises from me. The three realms arise from me. I pervade all there is and this visible world consists of nothing else. The yogi who reflects in this manner and attentively practises will without doubt attain the accomplishment, even if he is a person of low merit. He should think in this manner, whether eating, drinking, bathing, awake or asleep. Then the eager seeker of the Mahāmudrā will attain the eternal. (I.8.39–41)\(^{212}\)

The Knowledge that arises from the Source of Nature is space-like and also consists of Means. It is there in that the three worlds arise having the nature of Wisdom and Means. (I.8.47)\(^{213}\)

The Innate also indicates the Great Bliss Body (Mahāsukhakāya) which arises as result of the union of the Bodies of Creation, Enjoyment and Truth. This is specially called the Innate Body (sahajakāya). All the phenomenal things which exist in the three phenomenal realms arise from this Innate and this Innate is the true nature of things. The Innate is the another name for Tathāgatagarbha that is according to the Ratnagotravibhāga. In here we shall now see how the Hevajra Tantra has transformed yet another concepts of Mahāyāna Buddhism and used it in harmony with their own doctrine.

(iv) The Undifferentiated Suchness

\(^{211}\) sahajātyaṃ yad utpannaṃ sahajāṃ tat prakīrtitaṃ/ svabhāvaṃ sahajaṃ proktāṃ sarvākaraikasāṃvaram/ (HT[F&M]., p.135)

\(^{212}\) madbhavaṃ hi jagat sarvaṃ madbhavaṃ bhuvanatrayaṃ/ madvyāpitaṃ idaṃ sarvaṃ nāṇyamayaṃ drṣṭāṃ jagat/39/ evaṃ matvā tu vai yogī yo 'bhyaśe su samāhitab/ sa sidhyati na sandeho mānāvab/40/ khanapāne yathā snāne jagat supto cintayet/ sātatyāṃ tu tato yāti mahāmudrabhisamıkṣakab/41// (HT[F&M]., p.104)

\(^{213}\) dharmodayoddhavaṃ jñānaṃ khasaṃponentaṃ/ trailokyaṃ tatra jātaṃ hi prajñotpāyasvabhāvataba// (HT[F&M]., p.104)
The term 'tathātā' literally means 'true state of things, true nature or Suchness'. While the term Tathāgata means (as already explained) being in such a state or condition [of Suchness].

In Ratnagotravibhāga, though sentient beings and the Tathāgata are called Suchness (tathātā) with defilement and Suchness without defilement respectively but it is preached that they are not essentially different in the aspect of the Suchness.

Being by nature inalterable, sublime, and perfectly pure,

This Absolute is spoken of as having a resemblance with gold. (RGV. I.148)

That which represents the spiritual element is, notwithstanding, its contact with innumerable forms of defilement and the miseries, perfectly pure and radiant by nature. Therefore it cannot be spoken of as being alterable and and, for this very reason, since it is unchangeable like fine gold, it is called the Absolute, the true Essence. This (Absolute) exists without any difference even in all those living beings who are possessed of the factors for becoming definitely rooted in error. But when it attains the full purification from all the accidental defiling forces, is called "the Buddha". Therefore, with regard to the indivisible character of the Absolute, we have the comparison with gold which illustrates the fact that 'the Absolute Essence of the Buddha is the embryo (garbha) of the living beings' (tathāgatas tathataisām garbhaḥ sarvasattvānām).

After this explanation, a quotation from Jñānalokaśāṅkāra sūtra follows "As the true Unique Essence has become perfectly pure [in him], he cognizes the perfectly pure essence of the living beings [identical with his own]." A similar thought is expressed in the following quotation found in Ratnagotravibhāga. It is a quotation taken by the

---

214 prakṛter avikāritvāt kalyāṇatvād viśuddhitaḥ/ hema maṇḍala kauḍampuyaḥ tathatāyām udāhītām//148// yac cittam aparyanta kleśa dukkha dharmānvagatam api prakṛti prabhāsvaratayā vikāruṇāṁ dṛṣṭāṁ atāh kalyāga suvaṇṇavad ananyathā bhāvārthena tathatety ucyate/ sa ca sarveṣām api mithyāvāt niyata saṁtāṇānāṁ sattvānāṁ prakṛti nirviśiṣṭānāṁ sarvāṅgantukā mala viśuddhitām āgatas tathāgata iti saṁkhyāyānām gacchatā/ evam ekena suvarṇa dṛṣṭāntaṁ tathatāvyati bhedārtham adhiṛkṛtya tathāgatas tathataiṣāṁ garbhaḥ sarva sattvānāṁ iti paripūtaṁ// E.H. Johnston (ed.), The Ratnagotravibhāga Mahāyānottaratantraśāstra, p.71, ll.6-12.

author of "Ratnagotrabhāga" from "Mahāyānasūtrālāṃkāra". It is as follows:

The Absolute, though unique with all, is every time that it becomes purified,
No other but Buddhahood: therefore
All living beings are endowed with the embryo of the Buddha. (MAS. IX.37)216

In "Ratnagotrabhāga", it is stated that Suchness with defilements and
Suchness without defilements are based on unalterable nature of
Suchness. Then, is immutability (avikārītva) the main characteristic of
the Suchness?

A clue to the answer can be found in "Ratnagotrabhāga" explanation
on the "10 viewpoints of Tathāgatagarbha". There it is stated that in
Prajñāpāramitā sūtras and other sūtras the Lord, in connection with the
intuitive teachings has demonstrated to the Bodhisattvas the general
character (sāmānyā lakṣaṇa) of the Absolute Essence of all elements. It
is perfectly pure [by nature] (sarvadharma tathatāviśuddhi), as all
contain the Germ of the Buddha.

This [Absolute] is to be known as manifesting itself in three different
ways: – in the ordinary [worldly] beings who do not perceive the Truth,
in the Saints who have an intuition of the latter, and in the Buddha who
has attained the culminating point of the perfectly pure introspection of
the Ultimate Reality.217

Here, we observe that the germ of the Buddha whose essential
characteristic is Purity and being omnipresent, that is presents in all
beings and phenomena. It can also be stated that this Purity is
unchangeable or immutable as it is always present in all beings, it is
from this perspective that we can deduce that immutability is indeed the
general character (sāmānyalakṣaṇa) of Suchness.

---

216 sarvasaṃ aviśīṣṭāpi śuddhim āgataḥ/ tathāgatatvam tasmāc ca tad-garbhaḥ

217 samastastrayāhām pugdalanām prthagajanasātattvadarśina āryasya tattvadarśino
viśuddhi niśṭhāgatasya tathāgatasya tridhā bhinnā pravṛtirveditavyāḥ/ E.H. Johnston
Therefore it can be concluded that the Tathāgatagarbha and the Truth Body both are Suchness, only the former is with defilements while the latter is without defilements, i.e. their purity is essentially of the same nature. From this the Universal Nature of Tathāgatagarbha can also be understood. Further the all-pervading aspect of Truth Body is also indicated here. This relationship between Tathāgatagarbha as one with defilements and Truth Body as one without defilements is also discussed in "Hevajra Tantra".

[HT] Bhagavan said: Truly All beings are buddhas, but this is obscured by accidental defilement. When this is removed, they are buddhas at once, of this there is no doubt. The goddesses said: It is as you have said, this is true and not false. (II.4.70-71)

[HT] Although the six sense organs, their six objects, the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness and the five elements are by their intrinsic nature pure, they are veiled by ignorance and afflictions. (I.9.2)

The Self—nature of Tathāgatagarbha is pure hence all sentient beings are pure. In other words, all sentient beings are actually enlightened existence, but being covered by defilements they appear to be impure. When it is purified the sentient beings are the very Buddha. In the light of the Suchness, all existence are equal without discrimination.

In "Hevajra Tantra" it is said that all existences including 'the six lower states of existence' [that includes even the worms and so on in the dung] can be eternally blissful. This point must be understood as an expression of the totality of Consciousness (cittasamājalupi) and not as the Undifferentiated state of the Suchness. By the term Consciousness (citta) one means the Enlightened Consciousness (bodhicitta), while the term Totality (samāja) means to be of One taste (ekarasa).

\[218\] bhagavān aha/ sattvā buddha eva kīṃ tu āgantukamaḷāvṛtah/ tasyāpakaśraṇat sattvā buddha eva na samśayab//70/ devya āhub/ evam etad bhagavān satyaṇaḥ na mṛṣā//71// (HT[F&M]., p.228)

\[219\] śaḍindriyaṃ pañcaśaṅkhāṃ saḍāyataṃ sa pañcaabhūtaṃ/ svabhāvena viśuddham apy ajñānakaśair āvṛtam// (HT[F&M]., p.111)
View all, whether low, middle, superior or anything else to be equal in light of the True Principle. Here ‘low’ refers to a subtle object. ‘Superior’ refers to what has manifested. ‘Middle’ is that which is exclusive of these two. ‘Anything else’ refers to the six sense organs. (I.8.35–36)

There exists not one being who is unenlightened from the awakening to his own nature. By their very intrinsic nature the beings in hell, ghosts, animals, gods, titans, men and even worms and so on in the dung, are eternally blissful, for they do not merely experience the pleasure of the gods and the titans. (II.4.74–75)

Then explain the True Principle which is pure and is in essence the Knowledge. By the purification of the phenomenal there exists not even the slightest perceivable distinction. (I.10.30)

No recitation of mantra, no austerity, no fire-sacrifice, no retinue of the maṇḍala and the maṇḍala. All these are aspects of the totality of Consciousness. (I.10.41)

In Hevajra Tantra, the Enlightened Consciousness (bodhicitta) is said to be identical with the Tathāgatatagarbha and it is to be defined in two ways. There is conventional bodhicitta which is the mundane and defiled mind that attains enlightenment after removing defilements and obscurations. The ultimate bodhicitta is innately enlightened mind. The conventional bodhicitta can be understood as Suchness with defilements and the ultimate bodhicitta can be understood as Suchness without defilements. In this sense Bodhicitta is called One taste of all phenomena or the Same taste (samarasa).

Ratnagotravibhāga has referred to Śrimālā sūtra while preaching the

---

220 hinamadhyamotkṛṣṭān evāṇyānī yāṇi tāṇi ca/ sarvāṇy etāṇi samāṇiti draṣṭavyam tattvabhāvanaib//35// hināṃ suṁśmapadārthąṃ tu utkṛṣṭāṁ bhāvaṃ ucyate/ madhyamaṁ varjitāṁ dvābhīyāṁ anyānti sadindriyaṁ//36// (HT[F&M]., p.99)

221 abuddho nāsti sattvaikāh samābhodhāt svasya svasya ca/ nārakapretatīryaiḥ ca devaśūraṃanuṣyakāḥ//74// amedhyakṣatākādyaiṁ tu niyam suṁśhinaḥ svabhāvataiḥ/ na jānasti yataḥ saukhyaiṁ devaśūpī asurasāya ca//75// (HT[F&M]., p.230)

222 paścat tattvaṁ samākhyātaṁ viśuddham ājanarūpiṇiṁ/ saṃsārayanviṣadānena nāsti bheda maṇiḥ apraḥ// (HT[F&M]., p.132)

223 na mantrajāpō na tapo na home/ na maṇḍaleyaṁ na ca maṇḍalaiṁ ca/ sa manirajāpāḥ sa tapaḥ sa homaś/ tan maṇḍaleyaṁ tan maṇḍalaiṁ ca/ samāsataś cittasamājarūpiḥ// (HT[F&M]., p.137)
concept of Same taste of all phenomena.

O Lord, the intuition of the Nirvāṇa is not attained by those who distinguish superior and inferior natures: it is attained by those for whom Wisdom is equal; it is attained by those for whom liberation is equal; it is attained by those for whom Pure Knowledge and vision are equal. Therefore the Nirvāṇa–realm has a single taste (ekarasa). That is to say, the tastes of knowledge and liberation are identical. (Śūnḍāśūtra, RGV.)

In 6Hevajra Tantra 6 this concept of the Same taste (samarasa) has been used to express how the Innate is one and of the same nature. The Innate is the ultimate truth of all things. Innate and Suchness are synonyms that express the ultimate truth of emptiness. This emptiness is the true nature of all phenomena. It continues to exist, unaffected by the defilements and seeming metamorphosis of the phenomenal world. To realize this truth and to remove the defilements expeditiously it is necessary to have the consecration of Secret, Wisdom and the Fourth. By this process attains this Flavour of Essential Similarity (samarasa) as it is a necessary requirement for practicing the union of Emptiness and Compassion as per the Vajrayana path.

A. [HT] Whatever exists, whether fixed or moving, are all in truth Me. Everything that exists is of the same nature when conceived through the principle of the Flavour of Essential Similarity (samarasa). (I.8.37–38)

B. [HT] The consort has a beautiful face, wide eyes and is endowed with grace and youth. With the thumb and ring finger the Master must drop into the disciple’s mouth. There, with that dropping, the Flavour of Essential Similarity should be activated within the view of the disciple. (II.3.14)

224 na hi bhagavan hinapraṇitadharmaṇaḥ nirvāṇādhiṣṭiṣṭaḥ | samadharmaṇaḥ bhagavan nirvāṇādhiṣṭiṣṭaḥ | samajjānānāḥ samāvimuktānāṁ | samavimuktijjānārājasājanām bhagavan nirvāṇādhiṣṭiṣṭaḥ | tasmadbhagavan nirvāṇadhiṣṭaḥ ekarasaḥ samarasa ity ucyate | yaduta vidyāvimuktiṃrasenaṇaḥ//

225 sthiracalaṁ yāni tāni sarvāṇy etānity evahām/ sa mānī tulya caeṣṭāni samarasaś tattvabhāvanaiḥ/37/ samaṇ tulyam iti proktam tasya cakro rasaḥ smṛtab/ samarasaṁ tv ekabhāvam etenārthena bhavyate//38// (HT[F&M]., p.100)

226 cāruvaktā viśālakṣi rūpayauvanamāṇḍitā/ jyeṣṭhānāmikābhyaś ca śisyavaktre nipatayet/ karitavyaḥ ca tatraiva samarasaṁ śisyagocaraḥ// (HT[F&M]., p.185)
C. [HT] The consort is served until her sexual fluids flow. Then covering the face of the consort as well as that of the 'Means', drop the fluid which has arisen from the service into the mouth of the disciple. There, with that dropping the Flavour of Essential Similarity should be activated within the view of the disciple. (I.10.6)²²⁷

D. [commentary of 1.1.32] Canda is Wisdom and [the seed-syllable] aṁ. Ali is Vajrasattva and [the seed-syllable] hūṁ. Thus, Candal is composed of aṁ and hūṁ. When these two seed-syllables become one aggregate in the form of a drop (bindu) within the channel of the Vajra Gem situated in the navel, the Great Bliss-filled Fire of Passion blazes. This fire burns the Five Buddhas, who are the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness, Locana and the others, who are Earth and the other elements and aham, the ego. Then from the Centre of Great Bliss flows the Moon which is Bodhicitta, the Enlightened Consciousness. (YM)²²⁸

The example A explains the Innate truth from the point of view of Same Taste. Particularly the line 'Everything that exists is the very me and manifestation of me, hence having the same nature.' The extracts B and C are explaining the way a yogi and his consort are to practice to attain the state of the Same taste. The excerpt D explains how the Same taste state can be attained by the Candal practice. A process which razes the Self by transforming it to a bindu through breath control and mantra yoga.

But, how can one attain the state of Same taste and thereby realize the same nature of all phenomena? "Hevajra Tantra" recommends the following method of practice to attain the desired state.

[HT] Suchness is known as the purification of all things that exist. Further, the purification of each one of the deities is individually explained. Although the six sense organs, their six objects, the Aggregate of the Five Components of

²²⁷ tavad dhi sevyate mudrā yāvac chukravatī bhavet/ mudrāyaś ca mukham baddhā upāyasas mukhaṃ tatha/ sevayā tatra yad bhūtaṃ śiṣyavaktre nipātayet/ kāritavyam ca tatraiva samarasaṃ śiṣyagocaram// (HT[F&M]., p.121)
Phenomenal Awareness and the five elements are by their intrinsic nature pure, they are veiled by ignorance and afflictions. Only that purification which is essentially one of direct personal experience and no other method of purification liberates. From the pure nature of objects of experience arises this direct personal experience which is the highest bliss. For the yogi, form and whatever other objects of experience that manifest, are all pure in nature, for the world is pervaded by the Enlightened Nature. (I.9.1-4)229

To actualise suchness or Emptiness one must purify oneself of the defilements and the most efficient way to do so is through tantra. Hevajra Tantras advocates its own specific method of Deity Yoga to eradicate defilements and to realize the Innate or Suchness and thus attain the realized state of a Buddha. It is possible to realize Emptiness or suchness as the mind itself is of the nature of emptiness. Deity Yoga occurs when a yogi uses the same consciousness that can cognize the emptiness of the mind to appear as a deity, out of compassion to help others. By sincere practice of this method a yogi can attain the Buddha’s body speech and mind, even in a single lifetime.

4) Deity Yoga

To enact Deity Yoga, it is necessary to receive initiation, and to do that, it is necessary to have, as the foundation of the path, experience of some degree of compassion and the realization of emptiness.

Despite the fact that compassion is the basic motivation for the practice of Tantra and integral to its practice, the best presentations of how to cultivate compassion are found in the Sutra Great Vehicle. A famous example of advice on how to cultivate both compassion and the attitudes that are necessary prerequisites to it is the The Thirty—Seven

---

229 sarveśām khalu vastūnām viśuddhis tathā smṛtā/ paścād ekaikabhedenena devatānāṁ tu kathyate//1/ śađindriyaṁ pañcaskandhaṁ śađāyatanaṁ pañcabhūtaṁ/ svabhāvena viśuddham apy ajñānakleśair āvṛtam//2/ svasamvedyātmikā śuddhir nānyāśuddhyā vimucyate/ viśayaśuddhabhāvatvāt svasamvedyāṁ paraṁ sukham//3/ rūpaviśayādī ye ’py anye pratibhāsabte hi yogināḥ/ sarve te śuddhabhāvā hi yasmād buddhamayaṁ jagat//4// (HT[F&M], pp.111-113)
Practices (Lag len so bdun ma).230

With compassion and an altruistic intention to become enlightened as their bases, practitioners must also probe the nature of phenomena, generating wisdom realizing the emptiness of inherent existence. Otherwise, innate false superimpositions on phenomena of a goodness or badness beyond that which they actually have will lead to the biased and distorted states of desire and hatred. The process of cultivating such wisdom involves meditating on the selflessness of persons and on the selflessness of other phenomena. No matter how finely one investigates the I cannot be found as inherently separate from its aggregates.

When the decision reached is that the I cannot be found under such analysis; this shows, not that the I does not exist, but that it does not inherently exist as it was identified as seeming to in the first essential. This unfindability is emptiness itself, and realization of it is realization of emptiness, selflessness.

Incontrovertible inferential realization, though not of the level of direct perception or even of special insight (Ihag mthong, vipashyanā), has great impact. For a beginner it generates a sense of deprivation, but for an experienced meditator it generates a sense of discovery or recovery of what was lost.

The emptiness of the mind is called the Buddha nature, or Buddha lineage, since it is what allows for the development of the marvelous qualities of Buddhahood. After analysis one gains some realization of selflessness and then one may proceed to the actual practice of Deity Yoga. Besides meditation on emptiness and compassion, desire is also used in the practice of Deity Yoga.

To explain how Deity Yoga practice can be enhanced by the use of desire a verse from the eleventh chapter of the Vajra Essence Tantra (Vajraḥṛdayālaṃkāra). It says: “This shows the Tantra divisions through the embrace of two. Similarly know them through holding hands, laughing,

and looking”. The passage indicates the difference between the four sets of Tantras. These sets of Tantras are also called Tantras of looking [Action], laughing [Performance], holding hands or embracing [Yoga], and union of the two [Highest Yoga]. The special cause of a Form Body is Deity Yoga, which is the main method. That method acts as a heightener of the wisdom cognising emptiness.\textsuperscript{231}

The way that the path of wisdom is heightened through Deity Yoga is this: The special method and wisdom is a Deity Yoga, that is, the appearance of one’s chosen deity in the aspect of a father and mother union. In Action Tantras and so forth the means by which the desire of the god and goddess—Wisdom and Method—is shown is looking; in some Performance Tantras, smiling; in some Yoga Tantras, holding hands; in some Yoga Tantras, embracing; in some Highest Yoga Tantras, uniting the two.\textsuperscript{232}

In the Deity Yoga of Buddhist Tantra, the mind realizing emptiness and motivated by compassion is used as the basis of emanation of a deity such as Kalacakra or Hevajra. Thus the very foundation of Deity Yoga is meditation on emptiness and Deity Yoga also occurs in the stage of completion.

To know that Deity Yoga is the distinctive feature of Tantra and to understand what it involves reinforces the structure of the entire path. It is clear that, for example, practicing calm abiding with a Buddha’s body as your object would be helpful because it accustoms you to the appearance of a Buddha body. Knowing about Deity Yoga also shows the importance of carefully analyzing and studying emptiness. This in turn highlights the significance of identifying the phenomena of cyclic existence as having a nature of suffering and then realizing their impermanence. As has been shown already Compassion is also necessary for Deity Yoga, hence the necessity for cultivating altruism step by step, beginning with the equanimity toward neutral persons, friends, and


\textsuperscript{232} Tsong Ka Pa, (tr. and ed. by) Jeffrey Hopkins, \textit{Ibid}, p.158.
enemies that is the foundation on which the development of compassion must rest. Emptiness Yoga is a general feature of Buddhist Deity Yoga, distinguishing it from non-Buddhist Deity Yoga. For example, Hindu religions have Deity Yoga but not Emptiness Yoga. It has been mentioned earlier that in Emptiness Yoga one must confidently stabilize on the vacuity that is a negative of inherent existence found after searching for the concretely existent self that so palpably appears to us.233

However the altruistic intention to become enlightened and so forth are not merely carried over from the Perfection Vehicle, they are integral parts of the Mantra Vehicle.234

The compassionately motivated wisdom consciousness itself provides the stuff of the deity. At the same time as it is appearing as a deity — an ideal person altruistically helping beings — it maintains ascertainment of the absence of inherent existence of the deity. Thereby, the two collections of merit (altruistic deeds) and wisdom (realization of emptiness) are accumulated simultaneously, the two aspects of compassion and wisdom being contained within the entity of one consciousness. Thus, Deity Yoga is founded on the very heart of the Sūtra path of the Great Vehicle, compassion and realization of emptiness. Tantric initiation authorizes those who have some experience of compassion and a degree of understanding of emptiness to practice Deity Yoga.235

(5) Use of desire on path

Though extensively desire is used on the path of Highest Yoga Tantra, it is recommended that only a yogi of highest faculty should follow this path. A yogi with highest faculty is one who has conceptual knowledge of

235 His Holiness the Dalai Lama, (tr., ed. & Intro. by) Jeffrey Hopkins, Kālacakra Tantra, p.58.
Śūnyatā and has strong altruistic motivation to achieve Buddhahood to benefit all sentient beings. Only a person of this capacity can truly use desire on the path and attain the four joys as explained in "Hevajra Tantra".

The four Joys are Ordinary Joy (ānanda), Refined Joy (paramānanda), Joy of Cessation (viramananda) and Innate Joy (saḥajananda). To attain the four types of Joy the following prescribed path is recommended in "Hevajra Tantra". First, depending on the quality and progress of the disciple the consecrations or empowerments are conferred on the disciple at appropriate moments. The four moments being Diverse (vicitra), Ripening (vipāka), Dissolving (vimāra) and Signless (vilakṣaṇa). A disciple must have strong faith on the four noble truth. The four Noble Truths are Sorrow (duḥkha), its Origin (samudaya), its Cessation (nirōdha) and the Way (mārga). The faith must arise after a proper understanding and contemplation on the scriptures. The four principles that the disciple reflect on prior to receiving empowerment are Principle of Self (ātmatattva), Mantra Principle (mantratattva), Principle of the Divinity (devatattva) and Knowledge Principle (jñanatattva).

In other words it is imperative to understand the Self (ātmatattva) that is to be refuted, followed by a proper scriptural understanding of Mantrayāna from the Prāsaṅgika Madhyamika perspective next one must properly practice Deity Yoga and lastly have proper conceptual knowledge of the ultimate truth, Śūnyatā.

Thus like all Highest Yoga Tantra, "Hevajra Tantra" also recommends a thorough understanding of the Paramitāyāna before one becomes eligible to receive empowerments necessary for practicing the Deity Yoga. The union of Method and Wisdom in Highest Yoga Tantra is not simply a union of the practice of Six Pāramitās [Means] and direct cognition of

236 cakrasamkhyañkrameṇa vyavasthāpanam\(/25/ catvāraḥ kṣaṇāḥ/ vicītā vipāka vimāra vilakṣaṇaḥ ceti\(/26/ caturāryasyatāni/ duḥkha samudaya nirōdha mārgaḥ ceti\(/27/ catvāra tattvāni/ ātmatattvaḥ mantratattvaḥ devatattvaḥ jñanatattvaḥ ceti\(/28/ catvāra anandāḥ/ ānandāḥ paramāṇaṃ viramāṇaṃ saḥajanandaḥ ceti\(/29/ catvāra niṇayaḥ/ sthāvārī sarvāstivādaḥ saṃvidī mahāsanghī ceti\(/30/ (HT[F&M]., pp.16-17)
emptiness [Wisdom]. Here Means signifies the practice of generating oneself to be exact it is one's mind in the pure form of deity who is in the nature of Emptiness. There are two reasons for adopting this method, one is to actualize the primordial clear mind that is present in all beings, in the shortest possible time and the second, which is actually the reason for taking the Tantra path—that is to reach the omniscient state of a Buddha for the sake of all sentient beings.

Naturally this path is not recommended to disciples of middle and low capacity. It is to be practiced by practitioners of highest capacity who already have inferential knowledge of Šūnyatā and have developed true renunciation after contemplating on the truth of the four noble truth and propelled by sincere altruistic motivation to relive the suffering all sentient beings and bring all happiness. Hevajra Tantra it is explained that a practitioner reaches the level of Vajrasattva by primarily focusing on the true nature of mind and use it with its mount the wind to manifest the Vajra Body, Speech and Mind of a Buddha.

To generate this sublime state bliss is used on the path in Hevajra Tantra, it is said that the true knowledge dwells within the body though it originates there, it is free of all illusory conceptions. This body becomes the cause of the Vajrabody which has thirty two marks and three nādis. To reach the sublime non dual state the flow of the winds must be channeled into the central channel and in this way remove ignorance and other obstructions to omniscience. Through this practice the Candali can be ignited and the Self extinguished and Great Bliss is generated as one arises in the form of Hevajra.

To dissolve the winds in the central channel practitioners are sometimes recommended to use Wisdom consort and the desire that arises in union with the consort is used in the path to liberation. It is not a practice that can be undertaken without a qualified master. Tantra

---

237 deha\'sthum ca mahājñāna\'m sarvasaṃkālapavajītām/ vyāpakaḥ sarvavastūnām deha\'stho 'pi na deha\'jāb//12// (HT[F&M]., p.11)
238 cauḍāli jvala\'tā nābhau/ dahi\'tā paṅcatathāgatān/ dahi\'tā ca ločanādih\' dagdhe ha\'ṃ sravate śāśi//thirty two// (HT[F&M]., p.21)
requires a Master's guidance at every step. Further this path has to be traversed in two stages. The Generation and the Completion Stage.

2. Path and Grounds of Highest Yoga Tantra

The Ṛhevajra Tantra is called a non-dual Tantra as its main object of discourse is the state of union – a combination of empty form (a form based on Śūnyatā Yoga) and immutable great bliss (generated by the union of śūnyatā and bodhicitta). Immutable great bliss being induced by way of an empty form of the Great Seal (mahāmudrā). This state of union, or non-dual body and mind, is described in a clearly described in the Ṛhevajra Tantra, unlike its hidden description in the Guhyasamāja Tantra, and for this reason the Ṛhevajra Tantra is called a non-dual Tantra.

The Ṛhevajra Tantra has many such unique profound distinctive features. In general, Highest Yoga Tantras speak of a stage of generation and a stage of completion, of which the latter is primary. Within the stage of completion itself, there are two levels – one involved with withdrawing the winds or inner energies into the central channel and the other occurring in dependence upon having accomplished that withdrawal. In the Hevajra system, the initial branches of the Six branched yoga are mostly means of withdrawing the winds inside the central channel, and thus, given this emphasis on the phase of withdrawing the winds, the Ṛhevajra Tantra provides profound techniques for the preliminary level.

To become fully enlightened as a Buddha, it is necessary to practice Mantra and, within Mantra, Highest Yoga Mantra; otherwise, it is not

---

239 His Holiness the Dalai Lama, (tr., ed. and intro. by) Jeffrey Hopkins, Kalachakra Tantra, p.166.
possible to attain Buddhahood. The reason for this is that to actualize the
effect state of the two bodies of a Buddha — Form Body and Truth Body — it is necessary meditatively to cultivate a path that accords in aspect with those two bodies. Even in the Perfection Vehicle, it is necessary to achieve a cause that is concordant with the effect. The main point is that in order to attain the Form Body of a Buddha it is necessary to have a substantial cause of similar type for a Form Body; also, for the Truth Body it is necessary to have a substantial cause of similar type. Meditation on the Šūnyatā of self and phenomena is the substantial cause of Truth Body.

What can serve as such a substantial cause of a Form Body? A Buddha’s body is one undifferentiable entity with that Buddha’s mind; the form [or body] that is of one undifferentiable entity with a Buddha’s subtle mind cannot be a coarse form. The Form Body that is of one undifferentiable entity with a Buddha’s subtle mind is itself a very subtle entity, and thus as its substantial cause of similar type a body that has a very subtle nature must be achieved at the time of the path. In Highest Yoga Tantra, this is achieved (1) in the Guhyasamāja and Hevajra Tantra system by way of an illusory body, (2) in the Kālacakra system by way of empty form, or (3) in mother Tantras by way of a rainbow body of light. Without such a mode of achieving a subtle body of light. Without such a mode of achieving a subtle body at the time of the path, a Buddha’s Form Body cannot be achieved.

Therefore, without depending in general on Mantra and in particular on Highest Yoga Mantra, Buddhahood cannot be attained. Similarly, the nirvana that is the extinguishment forever of all adventitious defilements in the sphere of reality through the power of their antidotes is the Buddhist interpretation of liberation, of peace, and those defilements must be extinguished in the sphere of reality only through the technique of ascertaining emptiness and meditating on it. Therefore, the liberation explained in Buddhist texts can be attained only relying on the view as explained in the Consequence School (prāsaṅgika mādhyamika).
The fundamentals of all the Highest Yoga Tantra are clearly stated in Hevajra Tantra as:

\[ \text{HT} \] The Concealed Essence (saṃvara), Consecration (abhiṣeka), the Tantric Code Language (sandhyābhāṣa), the different Joys (ananda) and Moments (kṣaṇa) and others as well as Feasting (bhojana) and so on. There Vajradhara spoke regarding the Concealed Essence: The Concealed Essence of all the Buddhas abides in evaṃ. Evaṃ, the great bliss, is fully known through consecration.

(\[ll.3.1–2\])

1) Preliminary Stage of the Path

Having practiced the paths of recognizing the suffering condition of ordinary life, of developing great compassion and an altruistic intention to become enlightened, and of engendering the view realizing the emptiness of inherent existence, a practitioner is ready to receive initiation.

In Mantra, one realizes the emptiness not of a gross phenomenon such as an ordinary body but rather of a subtle phenomenon that is appearing to one’s internal mind — a divine body. This mode of procedure of the path in which there is a yoga of non-duality of the profound and the manifest — manifest being imaginative observation of a circle, or maṇḍala, of deities and the profound being the wisdom realizing suchness — is the path in the three lower Tantras — Action, Performance, and Yoga Tantras.

Highest Yoga Tantra, in addition to all these features of the Perfection Vehicle and the three lower Tantras, has special techniques for concentrated focusing on important points of the body, through which more subtle levels of mind are manifested and transformed into entities.

\[ \text{240} \] His Holiness the Dalai Lama, (tr., ed. and intro. by) Jeffrey Hopkins, Kalachakra Tantra, pp.163–165.

\[ \text{241} \] saṃvaraṃ cābhiṣekaḥ ca sandhyābhāṣaṃ tathaiva ca/ ananda kṣaṇabhedaḥ ca tathāyaṃ bhojanādikam//1/ tatra saṃvaraṃ āha/ saṃvaraṃ sarvabuddhānām evaṃkāre pratiṣṭhitam/ abhiṣekāj ānaye samyag evaṃkāraṃ mahat sukham//2// (HT[F&M]., pp.179–180)
of the path. The uncommon profound distinction of all types of Highest Yoga Tantra texts — the distinctive feature in terms of which the uncommon potency of the Highest Yoga Tantra path is developed — is in the explanation of practices for generating the fundamental innate mind of clear light as an entity of the path.

As techniques for manifesting the fundamental innate mind of clear light, some Highest Yoga Tantra texts speak of concentrated focusing on the winds [or internal currents] of the body; some put emphasis on the four joys; and others speak of merely sustaining non-conceptual meditation. The Guhyasamājā Tantra, for instance, speaks mainly of putting concentrated focusing on the winds; the Hevajra Tantra speak mainly of the four joys; and the technique of manifesting the clear light by way of non-conceptual meditation and the great seal (mahāmudrā).

Once the disciple has developed a firm and unchangeable faith in the Tantra path, empowerment is conferred on him/her. But he or she must first take Bodhisattva vows prior to receiving the tantric ones. Pledges and vows must be kept diligently by the practitioner. The practitioner must make supplication to the master for the sake of receiving the tantric vows. The master on being pleased with the disciple's sincerity agrees to confer the initiation.

The taking of tantric vows and pledges formulate the preliminary stages of the Highest Yoga Tantra.

2) Vows and Pledges

Initiation is a multifaceted process, the meanings of which are explained in great detail and even read into the term for initiation (abhiṣheka). Through imaginatively treating the “abhiṣheka” in many different ways by erasing letters, adding letters, and substituting others,

---

it comes to have the meanings of cleansing, purifying, authorizing, empowering, gaining lordship, depositing potencies, sprinkling, pouring, casting, bestowing behavior and release, and causing possession of a blissful mind.

Through considerable alteration, sheka becomes snāyi, which means cleansing. Just as dirt is cleaned away, so defilements of the mental and physical aggregates, constituents, and senses and sense fields are cleansed. Or, sheka can become shuddhe, which means pure. Just as a king is ritually bathed on assuming rule in a Vedic rite called abhiśheka, so the mental continuum is purified through cleansing defilements.

Similarly, abhiśheka can become adhikāra, which means authority. Just as a king is authorized to engage in royal activities through an inaugural ceremony called abhiśheka, so one is authorized to hear the Tantras, cultivate the tantric paths, teach the Tantras, and to engage in activities to accomplish feats (dngos grub, siddhi). Or, it can become vasha or vashini (i.e., vashin), which mean power. The initiate is empowered with respect to all feats and activities according to wish.

Or, it can become ishvara, lord. Just as through being inaugurated as a king one gains dominion as lord of the kingdom, so abhiśheka has the sense of attaining a rank of control over everthing and gaining a lordship of good qualities.

Or, abhiśhikta can become shakti, which means potency, and apakṣhepana, which means to posit or deposit. Initiation deposits potencies for attaining all the good qualities of the grounds, paths, and fruits. Or, abhiśhikta becomes nīṣhikta, which means “poured”: through initiation the potency for exalted wisdom is poured into the clean vessel of a mental continuum purified through the Bodhisattva vows. Or, with initiation, one gains the seed producing the fruit through the seed's being cast in the basis—of all (the very subtle mind of clear light). Or, shimcha can turn into chārya, which means deeds or behavior, and shekta can become mukti, which means release. In this sense, initiation bestows the Secret Mantra style of behavior and the release that is its fruit. Or
it can become sukha, which means bliss, and yukta, which means to possess. In this sense, initiation causes the initiate to possess a blissful mind.243

[H] The one who performs the Heruka yoga interacts with all the five castes. He conceives of the five castes unified as one caste because he does not distinguish between one or many castes. (1.6.4)244

Abandoning fire-sacrifices, going beyond austerities, rid of mantra recitations and the practice of concentrations and freed from the Observance of the Vow and the Observance of the Concealed Essence, the excellent yogi performs the Application of the Vow. (1.6.24)245

[commentary] the excellent yogi: The 'excellent yoga' is the yogi's actualization of Hevajra. This excellent yoga is now clearly defined. In this excellent yoga the whole gamut of external practices such as fire-sacrifices are observed. But in what manner are they observed? For the yogi who identifies with Hevajra, eating is fire-sacrifice, yoga is serving Wisdom and austerities are his physical activities. The sound of the handdrum is the mantra and the holding of the Khatvariga is the concentration (dhyāna). Similarly, the Vajra dance is the concentration and the Vajra songs the mantra. Thus, whatever he does is the Observance of the Vow (samaya) and whatever he does not do is the Observance of the Concealed Essence (samvara).

It was previously mentioned that in this tantra there are four kinds of Seals for the four types of practitioners who are distinguished as being of weak, medium, strong and strongest sensibilities. In this context, no Application of the Vow is mentioned for a person of the strongest sensibility, for at the very time of his gaining the Fourth Consecration it is realised through the Mahāmudrā, the Great Seal. Since there is no quicker means to enlightenment than by the Application of the Vow, three different kinds of the Application of the Vow are given to the three types of disciples who are of weak, medium and strong sensibilities. The three are the Differentiated, the Undifferentiated and the Extremely Undifferentiated Application of the Vow. The Undifferentiated Application of the Vow [explained in this chapter 6 of Part I] is given for those practitioners of the medium sensibility. For those of strong sensibility, the Extremely Undifferentiated Application of the Vow is explained later in the fourteenth chapter [third chapter of the second part] with such statements as: "Good, good, O Yoginis etc." For those of weak sensibility, the Differentiated

244 herukayogasya puṃso vihāraḥ pañcavargeseṣu/ pañcavargasamāyuktam ekavarṇam tu kalpitam/ anekenaikavarṇena yasmād bhūdo na lakṣyate//4// (HT[F&M]., p.62)
245 homatyāgatapā ṛtu mantra dhyānānavivarjitah/ samaya sāṃvara vinirmuktas caryāṃ kurute suyogavān//23// (HT[F&M]., p.68)
Application of the Vow is hinted upon in the seventh chapter of the second part of this tantra. (YM)

3) Internal Initiation

Secret Mantra is a case of using imagination as the path; thus, one imagines that the entire world system appears in glorified aspect as the sport of the exalted wisdom of undifferentiable bliss and emptiness—a union of method (immutable great bliss) and wisdom (realization of emptiness). These appearances having the nature of being the sport of undifferentiable bliss and emptiness are the offerings.

The altar should be considered as the complete inestimable mansion and environment of the Supramundane Victor, Hevajra, having the very nature of exalted wisdom.

The first step in the preparation, or enhancement, of the practitioners is for the practitioners to adjust their motivation so that it is properly qualified. Compassion and the special kind of altruism, called Bodhichitta in Sanskrit—along with wisdom called prajñā, these two mental developments form the ground or foundation without which one cannot perform any tantric practice.

It is very important to realize the nature of suffering. As long as one has this type of physical body under the influence of contaminated actions (karma) and afflictive emotions (klesha), something will be wrong.

The most important factor is good motivation. The purpose is to bring about sentient beings' welfare; the means to accomplish this is to attain Buddhahood. In the initiation ritual, the practitioners must express their true and sincere motivation to follow the path for the benefit of all sentient beings.

A request for initiation with the motivation of seeking personal
happiness in this life, or to prevent disease or to achieve success in a certain venture is to be condemned. Though Tantra can provide the yogi with various feats, they are mentioned in the Hevajra Tantra, they should not be the motivating force behind the Tantric rituals. These feats are the natural consequences of the practice.

[HT] The technical proficiency of this tantra is known to be manifold. this tantra teaches the Gazes, how to attract, the great Secret Sign Language, how to paralyze, how to drive away and the magical power of paralyzing an army. It teaches the correct method of generating the YogiTs, their location, and their source. It is proficient in the science and technique of the correct method of manifesting the deities. (I.1.8-9)247

Those altruistic persons who have the faith and are seeking that which transcends the world — the state of the Three Buddha Bodies, are fit to enter a mandala and should be allowed to do so. At this time it should be considered in meditation that the master and the principal deity of the mandala are not different.

It is meditated that: Rays of light from my heart, clarified as Hevajra — Father and Mother — draw in the practitioners individually; they enter the main deity’s mouth and dissolve in the Mother’s lotus. This for the yogi is like taking birth as a child of his chosen deity, Hevajra.

In imagination, he has to visualize the master as Hevajra in Father and Mother aspect, that is to say, in union with his consort. Rays of light, spreading out from the hum at the heart of the master who appears as Hevajra, draw each of the practitioners into the mouth of the master, passing down through his body into the womb of the Mother. There, the practitioners turn into emptiness.248

[HT] The first among these techniques is one method, the method of generating the Heruka, for it is by utilising the existent itself that men are liberated. O

---

247 drisṭyaṁkṛṣṭimaḥḥocāmaṁ sāmarthyaṁ bahuvidhaṁ vidūḥ/ stambho cāyāṁ sainyastambhābhīḥcārūkam//8// yoginīṁ yathāyāyam utpatti sthiti kāraṇān/ sāmarthyaṁ jānaṁ vijñānam devatānāṁ yathodayan//9// (HT[F&M], p.9)
248 His Holiness the Dalai Lama, (tr., ed. and intro. by) Jeffrey Hopkins, Kalachakra Tantra, pp.174-175.
Vajragarbha of great mercy. Men are bound by the bondage of existence and are liberated by understanding the nature of existence. O wise one, existence should be conceived through the understanding of non-existence and likewise the divine Heruka should also be conceived through the understanding of non-existence. (1.1.10-11)

All phenomena are empty of inherent existence. This mind itself serves as the “substance” of yogi’s appearance as Hevajra with one face and two arms. The mind, impelled by compassion and realizing the emptiness of inherent existence, transforms into a hūṃ that itself transforms into a vajra that in turn transforms into a Hevajra, not with all the faces and arms of the principal deity of the maṇḍala but with just one face and two arms. In 7Hevajra Tantra it is clearly stated how one is to generate oneself as Hevajra.

[H] The mantra of the two-armed Hevajra is: om trailokyākṣepa hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā. (1.2.7)

[H] Firstly, emanate Friendliness (maitrī), secondly, emanate Compassion (karuṇā), thirdly, emanate Joyfulness (muditā, and finally, emanate Equanimous Detachment (upekṣā). Then after that: firstly the Awakening to Voidness, secondly the Collecting of the Seed-syllable, thirdly the Manifestation of the Physical Form and fourthly the Placing of the Letter. From the Seed-syllable raṃ the yogi should emanate the Solar Maṇḍala in front of him. In the centre of the Solar Maṇḍala he should emanate crossed-vajras originating from the Seed-syllable hūṃ. He should emanate a balustrade and canopy formed from those crossed-vajras. (1.3.1-3)

Without receiving master initiation one does not have the capacity to practice the tantric path. The process of initiation is parallel to the

---

249 prathamam tāvad bhaved ekam herukottipīkaraṇam/ bhāvenaiva vimucyan te vajragarbha maḥākṛpa/10/ badhyante bhāvabandhena mucyan te taparijñayā/ bhāvaṃ bhāvaṃ bhavet prājñā abhāvaṃ ca pariñjayā/ tadvačchāryaḥ herukam bhāvaṃ abhāvaṃ ca pariñjayā/11// (HT[F&M]., p.10)

250 dvibhujasya/ om trailokyākṣepa hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā//7// (HT[F&M]., p.26)

251 prathamam bhāvaṃ maitrīṃ dvitīye karuṇāṃ tathā/ tṛṣṭye bhāvaṃ muditām upekṣāṃ sarvaśeṣatvāḥ/1/ tasmāt punar api prathamām śūnyatābodhiṃ dvitīyaṃ bijasangraham/ tṛṣṭyaṃ bimbaniṣṭaṃ ca taurtham nyāsaṃ akṣaram/2/ repheqa sūryaṃ purato vihāvaṃ tasmin nabhau hūṃbhavāvīśavajram/ tenaiva vajraṃ vihāvayec ca prākārayaṃ pañjarabandhanaḥ ca/3// (HT[F&M]., pp.37–39)
process of rebirth. A practitioner is reborn through the act of initiation or abhiṣheka.

In fact the body is the School and the monastery the womb. The embryo comes into existence in the womb by the release of passion, its enclosing membrane being the ochre robe. The one who instructs is the mother and the salutation is the birth with hands touching the head. The rules of conduct are the worldly activities. The recitation of mantra is the breathing of aham (which means I), a being in the Centre at the navel and harm in the Centre of Great Bliss [in the head]. Thus a monk is born, articulating mantra, naked and with shaven head and face.

Having such components all beings are without doubt enlightened ones. The Ten Stages are the ten lunar months [of gestation] and thus all beings are Lords of the Ten Stages. (II.4.67)²⁵²

The seven empowerments also act as cause to reach seven Bodhisattva Ground(bhūmi).

a. The water empowerment leads and gives rise to the first ground, the Very Joyful (pramudita). b. The headdress empowerment gives rise to the second ground, the Stainless (vimala). c. The crown banner empowerment gives rise to the third ground, the Luminous (prabhakari). d. The vajra and bell empowerment gives rise to the fourth ground, the Radiant (arcismati). e. The thumb—vajra empowerment gives rise to the fifth ground, Difficult to Conquer (sudurjayā). f. the name empowerment gives rise to the sixth ground, the Manifesting One (abhimukhi). g. the empowerment of permission or initiation gives rise to the seventh ground, the Far Gone one (duraṅgamā).²⁵³

The attainment of eighth to the tenth ground depends on the empowerments received from a master at the Generation Stage and the Completion Stage of Highest Yoga Tantra.

²⁵² nikāyam kāyam ity uktam udaraṃ vihāram ucyate/ vītarāgād bhavet yonau jarāyu jvalacīvaram/64// upādhya/yi tathā janani vandanam mastakānjaliḥ/ śīksāpadaṃ jagat kṛtyaṃ mantrajāpaṃ ahaṃ tathā/65// akāraṃ yonicakrasya hakāraṃ mahāsukhasya ca/ jåto bhikṣur dhvananamantras nagnah śirastuṣṭamudātāb/66// abhir smāgrīhiḥ sattvā buddha eva na saṁśayah/ bhūmayo daśamāṣaś ca sattvā dawiahbhūmiśvarah/67// (HT[F&M]., p.226)

²⁵³ Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, Gelong Jhampa Kelsang (by tr.), A Commentary on the Kālacakra Tantra, p.8.
After receiving the Vase empowerment one has the capacity attain the eighth Bodhisattva ground called the Immovable (acala). On attaining this ground a Bodhisattva can not regress or fall from the path. The ninth Bodhisattva ground is called the Good Intelligence (sādhumati). The tenth Bodhisattva ground, called the Cloud of Dharma (dharma-megha), is the highest of the Bodhisattva grounds. There is no place to go from there except Buddhahood.254

3. The Two Stages of the Path in 'Hevajra Tantra'

The Highest Yoga Tantra has two stages that is the Generation Stage (utpattikrama) and Completion Stage (utpannakrama). Though these two stages can be found also in non-Buddhist practices such as Hindu Tantras but on one point the Buddhist Tantra stands apart. It is on the point of principles of the path. The three factors of renunciation, Bodhicitta and realistic view comprise the principles of the path and they are absent in the non-Buddhist practices.255

[HT] The doctrinal instructions of the Adamantine One are based upon the two processes, the Process of Generation and the Process of Completion. (1.8.23)256

If one is practicing the stage of generation and completion without Bodhicitta, one will not be able to attain even the lower stage of the Mahāyāna path of accumulation. With the three principles of the path as a foundation, one should enter the practice of Hevajra. If one becomes accustomed to practicing it, one's ability increases, in the course of time, becomes very adept.

256 kramam utpattikāṃ caiva utpannakramāṃ eva ca/ kramadvayām samāśritya vajrīṇā dharmaśeṣā// (HT[F&M]., p.92)
During the stage of generation, meditators achieve clear appearance of themselves as deities. However, they do not just imagine themselves to be a deity but individually imagine the different components of their psycho-physical continuum to be deities residing within a mandala, all a manifestation of their own compassionately motivated wisdom consciousness. They imagine their five constituents — earth, water, fire, wind, and space — to be deities. They imagine their five aggregates — forms, feelings, discriminations, compositional factors, and consciousnesses — to be deities. They imagine their ten winds (inner currents) as well as their left and right channels to be deities. They imagine their six sense powers — eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mental sense powers — as well as their respective objects — visible forms, sounds, odors, tastes, tangible objects, and other phenomena — to be deities. They imagine their six action faculties — mouth, arms, legs, anus, urinary faculty, and regenerative faculty — and their respective activities — discharging urine, speaking, taking, going, discharging feces, and emitting regenerative fluid — to be deities. They also imagine their pristine consciousness aggregate and pristine consciousness constituent, both understood in this context to refer to the bliss especially of sexual pleasure and non-conceptuality, to be deities. These thirty-six phenomena in seven categories are grouped under four headings — body, speech, mind, and pristine consciousness or bliss.257 This concept of perceiving all aspects of oneself as deity is also referred in "Hevajra Tantra," and it will be discussed in the chapter on Generation Stage.

1) Generation Stage

The generation stage is defined as a yoga or a meditation newly contrived or visualized to accord with any of the aspects of death.

---

intermediate state or rebirth. It is also a factor for ripening one's mental continuum by its resultant state, the Completion Stage, and it does not arise through the actual meditational practice of the winds entering, abiding and dissolving into the central psychic channel (avadhūti). Wind is the mount of consciousness as long as it flows through the two side channels, one remain attached to cyclic existence. There are fifteen winds and they must be purified before one can practice Completion Stage of Yoga.

Some synonyms of generation stage are imputed stage, contrived yoga and yoga of the first stage. As implicitly stated by its definition, practitioners of the generation stage conceive of themselves as a deity or deities. On this stage practitioners are making best use of their imaginative power.²⁵⁸

This practice involves meditating on the stages of the dissolution of bodily elements along with the respective deities, eventually culminating in the clear light of death, which is analogous to the Truth body. This is followed by the intermediate state in which practitioners instead of being reborn as beings of such a state they arise themselves in the Complete Enjoyment Body, and then, for rebirth, they arise as an Emanation Body.²⁵⁹

Prior to entering the generation stage a practitioner must receive seven initiations that are similar to a child's birth and childhood days. Through the initiations he is equipped with the potentials necessary to purify the seven types of phenomena and to progress on the path of liberation it is, an aspect common to all Highest Yoga Tantras.

The seven initiations in the pattern of childhood, those authorizing practice of the stage of generation, are concerned with establishing special potencies in the practitioner's continuum for purifying these seven groups of phenomena:

1) the water initiation purifies the five constituents — earth, water,
fire, wind, and space

(2) the crown initiation purifies the five aggregates — forms, feelings, discriminations, compositional factors, and consciousnesses

(3) the silk ribbon initiation purifies the fifteen winds (inner currents)

(4) the vajra and bell initiation purifies the left and right channels

(5) the conduct initiation purifies the six sense powers — eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mental sense powers — as well as their respective objects — visible forms, sounds, odors, tastes, tangible objects, and other phenomena

(6) the name initiation purifies the six action faculties — mouth, arms, legs, anus, urinary faculty, and regenerative faculty — and their respective activities — speaking, taking, going, discharging feces, discharging urine, and emitting regenerative fluid.

(7) the permission initiation purifies the pristine consciousness aggregate and pristine consciousness constituent.

Given that the practitioners receive the seven initiations from these faces and that the maṇḍala has four doors corresponding to them, the practitioners move from door to door of the maṇḍala to receive the respective initiations. First, at the eastern door, the practitioners request all seven initiations. They then proceed to the northern door for the water and crown initiations, next to the southern door for the vajra and bell initiations, next to the eastern door for the conduct and name initiations, and finally to the western door for the permission initiation.

These initiations make the practitioners eligible to enter the maṇḍala and to generate self and his surroundings as divine and no longer marked by ordinariness.

The term “maṇḍala” has many meanings. Our world is conceived as residing on maṇḍalas or spheres of wind, water, and so forth: here “maṇḍala” refers to the four elements that are the foundation. In “Bow down with (the body) having five maṇḍalas,” “maṇḍalas” refer to the five

---

limbs—two arms, two legs, and head. "maṇḍala" also refers to an *inestimable mansion that is the residence* of deities, as well as to the *resident deities*. In addition, it can refer to the *combination of divine residence and residents*. The topic maṇḍala will be dealt in greater detail in chapter IV.

After this the practitioner is led to the Maṇḍala and allowed to enter. The maṇḍala represents a sacred realm, often the celestial palace of a Buddha, and it contains symbols and images that depict aspects of the enlightened psycho-physical personality of the Buddha.

[H] Bhagavan spoke: After having performed the fire sacrifice as prescribed and constructing the maṇḍala, at dusk sanctify the image performing the preliminary rituals of purification and so on. (II.1.2)

[H] Now I shall explain the correct arrangement of the maṇḍala by which the disciple is consecrated and shall also explain the rules for the performance of consecration. The yogī, who in essence is the deity, should first purify the site of the consecration. After attentively performing the Hūrṇvajrī rite, he should then draw the maṇḍala.

The excellent maṇḍala should be constructed in a garden or an isolated place or the abodes of the Bodhisattvas or within the inner sanctum of a temple.

The maṇḍala appropriate is three cubits and three thumb widths long and is drawn with divine powder or with the powder of medium quality made from the five gems or else with the powder made from rice grains etc. (I.10.1–4)

[H] Further, I shall explain the external enclosure consisting of the 'other' Gaurī and the remaining Yoginis. Pukkasī is said to be in the north-east; Śavāri is famed to be in the south-east; Kaṇḍārī is located in the south-west; Dombī is located in the north-west. Gaurī is in the east; Caurī in the south; Vēṭār in the west and Ghasmarī in the north. Bhūcarī is below and Khecarī is above and two deities are of the nature of the Bound Existence and the Release respectively. Such is the view

---

263 bhagavan aha/ homaṃ kṛtvā yathāproktaṃ vartayitvā tu maṇḍalam/ pradoṣe saṃskaret pratīmāṃ kṛtvādhiśanādikam/2// (HT[F&M]., p.147)
264 ........ udyāne vijāne deśe bodhisattvagrhaṣu ca/ maṇḍāḷāramadhye ca vartaṃ maṇḍalam varam/3/ divyena rajolekhena athavāmadhyamena tu/ pañcaratnamayahś cūṃār athavā taṇḍulādibhiḥ/ trihastam maṇḍalam kāryaṃ trayāngus(hādikan tataḥ)4// (HT[F&M]., pp.119–120)
according to the Process of Generation. (1.9.11–13)265

[HT] Firstly, emanate Friendliness (maitri), secondly, Compassion (karuṇā), thirdly, Joyfulness (muditā) and finally, Equanimous Detachment (upekṣā).

Then after that: firstly the Awakening to Voidness, secondly the Collecting of Seed-syllable, thirdly the Manifestation of the Physical Form and fourthly the Placing of the Letter. (1.3.1–2)266

In the practice of the stage of generation, the appearance to the mental consciousness of an ordinary body composed of flesh, blood, and bone is to be stopped and replaced with an appearance of pure mind and body. Designated in dependence upon such pure mind and body is a deity, and ideal person.

Since the practitioners are to be let into the maṇḍala but are not yet ready to see it, blindfolds are distributed by the master’s assistants. Then the practitioners re-imagine themselves as Hevajra, and the master addresses them, asking them who they are and what they want.

The practitioners supplicate to the master/Hevajra as a great being who can show the path out of suffering; the master responds by conducting the ceremonies of going for refuge, taking the Bodhisattva vows, and taking the Mantra vows in the same way as these were done during the enhancement ritual.

The practitioners declare their intention to practice the all-encompassing yoga, which has two aspects: (1) the conventional altruistic intention to become enlightened, which all-encompassing in that it is concerned with establishing an altruistic relationship with all sentient beings, and (2) the realization of the ultimate nature of all persons and phenomena, their absence of inherent existence.

The practitioners are led again and again through exercises in which the deepest affective attitude, compassion, and the deepest intellectual realization, the wisdom of emptiness, are used as the basis of appearance in form. The suggestion is that in ordinary life attitudes of selfishness,
jealousy, enmity, desire, and so forth are the stuff of our appearance. To get control over this process of appearance and to reform it in the healthiest possible way, practitioners are again and again instructed to generate compassion and to reflect on the nature of phenomena and then reappear with those attitudes — consciousnesses, in Buddhist vocabulary — as the bases out of which pure objects appear. The objects are then symbols, not in the sense of referring to something else, but in the sense of manifesting what they symbolize within constant exhibition of what they symbolize. Compassion and wisdom do not disappear with their appearance as moon and vajra: rather, they continue within appearance in form. This is the extraordinary feature of tantra.

The doors opening the curtain around the sand maṇḍala: Since the practitioners are still blindfold, they are led inside by the master who has come down from the fifth level of the maṇḍala and is holding a vajra in his hand. Each practitioner imagines that he or she takes hold of the vajra and is led into the maṇḍala.

Still blindfolded, the practitioners circumambulate the maṇḍala three times and then go back outside through the eastern door. Obeisance is paid in series to Akṣobhya, Amoghasiddhi, Ratnasambhava, Amitābha, and Vairochana. For Akṣobhya, who is fused with Hevajra, the practitioner turns into Akṣobhya and makes a supplication; the same is done for Amoghasiddhi, again at the eastern door.

Next the practitioners have to imagine themselves in divine form several times.

The practitioners lift their blindfolds to see if any particular color appears in the line of sight the first moment after lifting, the blindfold. Through the association of activities of pacification, increase, subjugation, and so forth with certain colors, the master is able to read the type of activity that the practitioner should work at achieving.

Then, the master, ringing the bell that is in his hand, speaks from within the power of the truth, calling on the practitioners' lineages to be shown when they drop a flower on the maṇḍala board, through which the
lineage of the practitioner is known.\textsuperscript{267}

\textsuperscript{[HT]} Gaurī is black in colour, Caurī crimson as the sun, Vetaff burnished gold, Ghasmarī emerald green, Pukkast sapphire blue, Šavārī bright as a moonstone, Caṇḍalī dark grey as the rain cloud and Dombī golden yellow. (Il.5.35–36)\textsuperscript{268}

Now the practitioners are ready for initiation. First, they make a request for all six initiations. Then, the master performs an ablution, cleansing the practitioner's ears, nose, mouth, and body, makes an offering to the now cleansed practitioners, and fumigates the area with incense.

In Ṛhevajra Tantra, a practitioner may receive three types of deity initiation. The Solitary Hero or Hevajra with two arms, the Hevajra with four arms, Hevajra with six arms and Hevajra with sixteen arms. The consort of Hevajra in each case is not Nairātmyā though she is considered to be his principal consort. In the case of Hevajra with four and six arms it is Vajravārahī and Vajraśrīnkhalā who is his wisdom consort.\textsuperscript{269}

However the basic procedure of initiation and deity manifestation does not vary much in each of the above case. The general method of initiation is represented below.

The initiations are conducted by the master in a prescribed manner.

These initiations purify body: the water initiation, conferred by the five Mothers (also called the five female Ones Gone Thus or five female Buddhas) purifies the five constituents – earth, water, fire, wind, and space – and is compared a mother's washing her just born child. The correspondences are easy to see: the five constituents are compared to a just born child; the five Mothers are compared to a mother, and the activity of the water initiation is compared to cleansing and purifying a


\textsuperscript{268} krṣaṇaśvāpaḥ bhaved gaurī caurī mārtapājasannibhā/ vetālī tapahemabhā ghasmaṁ/ marakatopama/35/ pukkast indranilabhā Šavārī candramaniprabhā/ caṇḍalī ca nabbaḥśyāma dombī karcūrā mata/36// (HT[F&M]., p.251)

\textsuperscript{269} (HT[F&M]., pp.45–46)
baby.

For the sake of clarity, the five Mothers with their consorts, the deities that are on their crowns as “seal-impressions”, and the constituents that they cleanse are presented in the following diagrams.

* The Elements and their Various Correspondences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Deity</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>Locana</td>
<td>Pukkasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Mamaki</td>
<td>Savari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Pāṇḍarā</td>
<td>Candāla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>Tārā</td>
<td>Dombi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Three Adamantine Ones and their Various Correspondence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Deity</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Khecarī</td>
<td>Amītābha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind</td>
<td>Nairātmyā</td>
<td>Akṣobhya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body</td>
<td>Bhūcarī</td>
<td>Vairocana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following initiations, conferred by the five male Ones Gone Thus, also called the five male Buddhas, purifies the five aggregates – forms, feeling, discriminations, compositional factors, and consciousnesses and bestows Five wisdoms. The Five Buddhas, their family names, the names of their consorts, their symbols, symbolic ornaments, seed syllables and the five wisdoms are listed below.

---

270. prthivi pukkasi khyata abhdhatub savari smrta/ teja ca candalinj jneya vayur dombi prakirtita/17/ (HT[F&M], p.116)
271. bhagavan aha triguhya ca kramadhye tu kayavuktatubheda/ adhordhhyamadhyaman sthana ca kramadhye vyavasthitam/ bhucari kayamudri syad adhomukhi kayavajri/ khecarī rāgamudrī ca urddhuvakhi vāgvajri/98/ cīttavajri ca nairātmyā cita nairātmyarūpakam/ cittan madhyamakaṃ sthānaṃ nairātmyā tena madhyajal/99/....../ akṣobhya vairocana ratnasambhava amitaprabha amoghasiddhi vajrasattvāḥ dveṣa mohā piśuna rāga trṣa saukhyam/ ūddhīyā naṇānukramato bi bhāvyā/101/....../ kulam ekan tu citteṣan akṣobhya dveṣa rūpiṇam/ dveṣa vajra prabhāvo yāṃ kulam śat paṇcakam matam/103/ (HT[F&M], pp.237–238)
The Five Buddhas and their Associations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buddha</th>
<th>Family name</th>
<th>Affiliated Yogini</th>
<th>Family symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aksobhya</td>
<td>Vajra</td>
<td>Dombi</td>
<td>viśvavajra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vairocana</td>
<td>Tathāgata</td>
<td>Brahmanī</td>
<td>cakra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amitābha</td>
<td>Padma</td>
<td>Nārti</td>
<td>padma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratnasambhava</td>
<td>Ratna</td>
<td>Caṇḍālinī</td>
<td>ratna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amoghasiddhi</td>
<td>Karma</td>
<td>Rajāki</td>
<td>khaḍga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbolic Colour</th>
<th>Adornment</th>
<th>Seed-syllable</th>
<th>Type of wisdom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>black or dark blue</td>
<td>circlelet</td>
<td>HŪM</td>
<td>suviśuddhadhamadhātuṇāhāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>bracelets</td>
<td>BUM</td>
<td>adārśajñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>ear rings</td>
<td>JRIIM</td>
<td>pratyavekṣaṇajñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>necklace</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>samatājñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dark green</td>
<td>girdle</td>
<td>KHAM</td>
<td>kṛtyānuṣṭhānajñāna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[HT] For the attainment of liberation these Seals (mudrāḥ) are identified with the Five Families. Mudrā, the Seal, is so called because she is marked (mudrīyate) by the Vajra. The five supreme Families are proclaimed to be Vajra, Padma, karma, Tathāgata and Ratna, O Being of great mercy. (1.5.4–5)

Following this, the speech, the basis of which is wind, or inner currents is purified. The fifteen Yoginis and the winds that they cleanse are:

272 yo hi yogī bhavet kṛṣṇo aksobhys tasya devatā/ yo hi yogī mahāgauro vairocanāḥ kuladevataḥ/5/ yo hi yogī mahāśāyoḥ amoghas tasya devatā/ yo hi yogī mahāśāyoḥ ratnaśah kuladevataḥ/6/ rakta-gauro hi yo yogī amitābhah kuladevataḥ/ svetagauro hi yo yogī tasya sattvakaṇum bhavet/7// (HT[F&M]., pp.289–290)

273 vajra padma tathā karma tathāgata ratnaiva ca/ kulāni pañcavidhāny ahūr uttamāni mahākrpa/5// (HT[F&M]., p.53)

274 aksobhyaś cakrīrpeṇāmitabhaḥ kuṇḍalātmakah/ ratnaśah kauṭhamālāyām haste vairocanāḥ smṛtaḥ/11/ mekhalyām sthitā 'moghaḥ praṇāḥ khaṭvāṅga-pūśpa/ ḍamarāpāvārūpāṇa yogī dveśaviśuddhiḥ/12// (HT[F&M]., p.64)

275 The seed-syllables of the Five Buddhas are: būm, am, jrim, khaṇ and hūm. tathāgatānām bijam/ būm am jrim khaṇ hūm/2// (HT[F&M]., p.25)

276 Five types of wisdom. adārśajñānavānī candrab samatāvaṇa saptāvākaṇe/ bājaś cihnaḥ svadevasya pratyavekṣaṇam ucyate/6/ sarvair ekam anuṣṭhānām niśpatīḥ suddhiḥarmatā/ ēkārān bhāvayet pañcavidhānāḥ kathitair budhah/7// (HT[F&M]., p.86)

277 mudrāḥ pañcakulānī kathaye mokṣahetunā/ vajraṇa mudrīyate 'nena mudrā tenabhidhīyate/4/ vajra padma tathā karma tathāgata ratnaiva ca/ kulāni pañcavidhāny ahūr uttamāni mahākrpa/5// (HT[F&M]., p.53)
Nairatmyā is marked by the Seal of Wrath, the Yogini Vajrā by Delusion, Gaurī by Malignity, Vajrāḍakini by Envy, Pukkastī by Wrath, Śavari by Delusion, Cāndallī by Malignity, Dombī by Passion, the other Gaurī by Wrath, Caurī by Delusion, Vetalī by Malignity, Ghasmarī by Passion, Bhūcarī by Delusion and Khecari by Passion. Know the Seals to be thus if you wish.

These are the seed-syllables of the yoginis.

The thirty-two nāḍīs, mentioned in the chapter of the Vajra Family (I.1.1), are assigned to the Yoginis, two to each Yogini in the appropriate order. The three nāḍīs, Lalanā, Rasanā and Avadhūt are assigned to Nairatmyāyoginī. The very last digit must be firmly rejected for there is no sixteenth digit. For what reason is this so? Because it is incapable of producing an effect. The Enlightened Consciousness is the Moon comprised of fifteen digits. The Moon is the Great Bliss which is of the nature of Āli, the fifteen vowels, the Yoginis being aspects of the Moon. (II.4.18–29)

[commentary] since there are only fifteen Yoginis, so the three nāḍīs Gehā, Čandikā and Māradārikā are assigned to Khecari. But there are thirty-two nāḍīs. By dividing them by two there are the sixteen digits. How can these be assigned to the fifteen Yoginis? So it is said:

The very last digit must be rejected, since it is not of the nature of the Yoginis is the meaning. Why so? This is said by.

There is no sixteenth digit for in the phase of the waxing moon there are only fifteen lunar digits. For effective activation, which is for the increase of Āloka and the other [radiant states], the sixteenth digit must be firmly rejected because it is the cause for wanting. (YM)

Now the yogi must first generate Hevajra in the space in front seeing him arising from Emptiness, along with his retinue of deities and consort.

[HT] In space envision the Noble Lord who originates from the Vajra and is greatly compassionate. Worship Him together with the Eight Goddesses who are wearing all

278 (HT[F&MI., pp.211-213)
279 (HT[S].part2, p147)
their ornaments. Caurī holds the moon, Gaurī holds the sun in a vessel, Vetāli holds [a vessel of] water in her hand and Ghasmari holds herbal medicines. Pukkasi holds a vajra in her hand, Savari holds nectars and Canḍāli plays the hand-drum. The Lord is worshipped by these goddesses. With her arms around his neck Dombi embraces the Lord who is consumed by great passion. (I.3.8–10)°

Each of the female deities represent the purified form of a particular element, while the five Buddhas Akshobhya, Vairocana, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha and Amoghsiddhi represent the pure aspect of the five kinds of afflictions like delusion, anger, miserliness and so forth. The following verse from "Hevajra Tantra" establishes this point.

[HT] Then Vajragarbha asked:
Pukkasi is said to be Earth, so why should Aksobhya (dveṣa) be her sign? Since hardness corresponds to delusion (moha) and this is Vairocana, then Vairocana (moha) would be suitable as the sign of Pukkasi.

The Lord replied: Apart from the body, there is no means of activity for the mind, and therefore Vairocana becomes Mind and the Body (= Vairocana = Earth = Pukkasi) is marked with the sign of Mind (= Aksobhya).

Vajragarbha said: Savari is to be water, and Aksobhy has the nature of fluid. Therefore it would be suitable for Savari to be signed with the sign of Aksobhya.

The Lord replied: Apart from the Mind (= Aksobhya = water = Savari) there would be no stability for the Body (= Vairocana = Moha), and so Mind becomes delusion, and Mind (= Savari as above) is marked with the sign of Delusion.

Vajragarbha said: Canḍālini is said to be fire, so why is she signed with the Gem (Paśunya, family of Ratnasambhava)? It would be suitable with the sign of Passion (rāga); for Canḍāli we want no other sign.

The Lord replied: Since Passion (rāga = Amitābha = fire = Canḍāli) is red, and Ratnasambhava is red, therefore since fire is red, Passion (= Canḍāli as above) is signed with the sign of Envy (Ratnasambhava).

Vajragarbha said: Since Dombini is air, and Amoghasiddhi has the nature of air, it would be suitable for Dombini to be signed with the sign of Amogha, O Lord.

The Lord said: Apart from Passion (rāga) there would be no other source of origin for Envy (Irṣyā), and therefore he who understands, signs Dombini with the sign of Passion.

Since form is hardness, for Gaurī Vairocana would be prescribed, but in the manner already stated, she is signed with the Lord of Mind (= Aksobhya). In that same manner Caurī, Vetāli and Ghasmari all have their signs free of contradiction. (II.4.81–90)"
A yogi is next taught to generate the solar and lunar maṇḍala.

[HT] From the Seed-syllable raṃ the yogi should emanate the Solar Maṇḍala in front of him. In the centre of the Solar Maṇḍala he should emanate crossed-vajras originating from the Seed-syllable hūṃ. He should emanate a balustrade and canopy formed from those crossed-vajras.

Firstly, he should visualise a corpse, symbolising the Essence of Nature (dharmadhātu). Then the yogi should visualise himself as standing upon that corpse assuming the form of the Heruka.

Then, the yogi should visualise in his heart the seed-syllable raṃ and Solar Maṇḍala arising from it. From within this Solar Maṇḍala he should emanate the Seed-syllable hūṃ which is of the nature of Wisdom and Means.

Originating from the Vajra he should conceive the Seed-syllable hūṃ which is black in colour, exceedingly fearful and is the principle hūṃ located in the core of the Vajra.

And then, visualising the transformation of the Seedsyllable hūṃ, the yogi should conceive of himself as the Wrathful One. Emanate the Vajra-born as exceedingly black like the dark blue lotus in colour or dark red, according to his own wishes.

In space envision the Noble Lord who originates from the Vajra and is greatly compassionate. Worship Him together with the Eight Goddesses who are wearing all their ornaments. Caṇḍali holds the moon, Gaṇapati holds the sun in a vessel, Vetalī holds a vessel of water in her hand and Ghasmarī holds herbal medicines. Pukkasī holds a vajra in her hand, Śavari holds nectars and Caṇḍali plays the hand-drum.

The Lord is worshipped by these goddesses. With her armanis around his neck Dombi embraces the Lord who is consumed by great passion.

In the middle of the Lunar Maṇḍala which is Āli and the Solar Maṇḍala which is Kāli a Seed arises and this Seed is said to be that very Being whose nature is Supreme Bliss.

The brilliance of His own body shoots forth rays which pervade the whole expanse of the sky. Collecting the rays, bring them back into the heart and the yogi becomes the Wrathful One. (I.3.3-12)282

To generate divine pride a yogi must clearly visualize Hevajra and in Hevajra Tantra, his form is described in great detail. It is only after comprehending the characteristics of the Hevajra deity that a yogi can generate himself in the deity's form and possess the divine pride.

[HT] He is dark blue with a radiant-red aura, as the colour and brilliance of the

---
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horizon at dawn, has hibiscus-red eyes and yellow hair coiled and knotted on the top of his head. He is adorned with the Five Symbolic Ornaments (pañcamudrāḥ), the circlet, the ear-rings, the necklace, the wrist-bracelets and the girdle. These five are known as symbolic ornaments because they signify the purification of the Five Buddhas. His gaze is wrathful, he wears a tiger-skin and is sixteen-years old in appearance. He holds a Vajra-skull in his left hand and a Khaṭvāṅga rests in the crook of his left shoulder. He holds a black Vajra in his right hand. He is in essence the manifestation of the Seed-syllable hūṃ.

The Lord plays in the crematory surrounded by the Eight Yoginīs. The crematory (śmaśāna) is so called because of the play with the word śvasati (it breathes).

The four arms of the Four-armed Hevajra symbolise the defeat of the four Māras. His colour is as previously mentioned and he originates from the [Seed-syllable] hūṃ. In his first left hand he holds a human skull filled with the blood of the gods and titans and in his first right hand he holds a Vajra. The remaining two hands embrace his Wisdom, Vajravārāhi, who has the same attributes as the Bhagavān Hevajra.

The six-armed Hevajra has three faces. The face on the left side is red, the face on the right is the luminous colour of the moon and the face in the middle is blue black. he is naked and has the same colour and form as previously mentioned. The six arms symbolise the Six Perfections. In his first left hand he holds a trident, in his first right hand a Vajra; in his second left hand he holds a bell and in his second right hand a knife. With his other two hands he embraces Vajraśrīkhāla. As is the Lord so is his Wisdom consort, [but] in her right and left hands she holds a knife and skull respectively. He is trampling upon a corpse which represents the three realms. ([3.13–18])

Since the yoga at this generation stage is imputed therefore the yogi must practice purification of every phenomena including Emptiness.

[Ht] The arms symbolise the purification of Voidness; the feet the purification of the Māras; the faces the purification of the Eight Releases (aṣṭavimokṣaḥ) and the eyes the purification of the three Vajras. ([9.16])

[Regarding the composite word Śrīheruka:] Śrī symbolises non-dual knowledge. He symbolises the primordial voidness of causality. Ru symbolises the rejection of discriminating thought. Ka symbolises the fact of not being located anywhere. ([7.27])

---
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The master, by conferring the Vajra and Bell Initiation purifies the yogis mind and his understanding of Śūnyata. It also is the first step towards the purification of the yogis speech and body. Without this initiation the yogi cannot actualize the body speech and mind of a Buddha.

It is said that there are three main channels in the body; the central channel runs from the forehead to the top of the head, down the body near the backbone, and ends in the sexual organ. The wind that flows through all three channels is the basis of speech, and thus the vajra and bell initiation, conferred which purifies the left and right channels, is associated with purifying speech. This initiation cleansing the avenues through which the wind that is the basis of speech move.

[Ht] Lalanā has the nature of Wisdom and Rasanā of Means. In the middle, between them is Avadhūti, free from the duality of subject and object. (l.1.15)286  
Caṇḍālī blazes up in the navel. She burns the Five Buddhas. She burns Locanā and the others. Aham is burnt and the Moon flows down. (l.1.32)287  
[Commentary] The word caṇḍālī is composed of caṇḍā (the fierce one) which refers to Wisdom (prajñā) because Wisdom is fierce when destroying afflictions and distresses and ali which refers to Vajrasattva.

Caṇḍā is Wisdom and [the seed–syllable] āṁ. Āli is Vajrasattva and [the seed–syllable] hūṁ. Thus, Caṇḍālī is composed of āṁ and hūṁ. When these two seed–syllables become one aggregate in the form of a drop (bindu) within the channel of the Vajra Gem situated in the navel, the Great Bliss–filled Fire of Passion blazes. This fire burns the Five Buddhas, who are the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness, Locanā and the others, who are Earth and the other elements and aham, the ego. Then from the Centre of Great Bliss flows the Moon which is Bodhicitta, the Enlightened Consciousness. (YM)288

Next the mind is purified along with the six sense powers — eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mental sense powers — as well as their respective objects — visible forms, sounds, odors, tastes, tangible objects,

---
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and other phenomena. It is compared to a child’s enjoying the five attributes of the Desire Realm – pleasant visible forms, sounds, odors, tastes, and tangible objects.

A yogi has to visualize the different part of his body being transformed into different deities to achieve purification of his mental and physical aggregates. Then after dissolving the five elements of his body and mind into emptiness arises in the deity form of Heruka are Hevajra. The divine form does not contain ordinary physical or mental aggregates. The aggregates are perceived as manifestation of special deity forms. Hevajra Tantra clearly states how the Five Aggregates are purified and manifested as specific deity.

[HT] All the other [Yoginis] manifest from Wisdom and Means. Gaurī and the other Yoginis, each with a different letter, arise as transformations of the Moon, which is Wisdom and Ālī, and the Sun, which is Means and Kālī.

The wise yogi should always emanate the Five Yoginis located in the inner enclosure as being of the very nature of the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness.

Vajrā is in the eastern direction [of the inner enclosure], Gaurī in the southern, Vāryoginī in the western, Vajraḍākū in the northern and Nairatmyā is in the centre.

Further, in the outer enclosure are Gaurī, Caurī, Vetālī, Ghasmārī, Pukkasī, Savārī, Canḍālī and the eight Dombī.

The Yoginis Bhūcāri and Khecāri are located below and above the maṇḍala, respectively. These two deities respectively represent the Phenomenal and the Release.

All the Yoginis are exceedingly fierce, black in colour and adorned with the Five Symbolic Ornaments. Each one of them has a single head, blood-red eyes and holds a knife and skull in their hands. The circlet, the ear-rings, the necklace, the bracelets on the wrist and the girdle, by signifying the purification of the Five Buddhas, these five are the pure Symbolic Ornaments.

All the Yoginis are said to be similar to Nairatmyā. The left hand holds a skull and the right hand holds a knife. They also have a Khatvāṅga resting on their left side. They wear a tigerskin around their waists, each one stands upon a corpse, are fiery brilliant, have two arms and yellow hair. (I.8.10-18)289

[HT] Vajrā is in the Form component (rūpaskandha) of the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness; Gaurī is known to be in the Sensation
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Component (vedanāskandha); Vairiyogini is in the Conceptualising component (samjñāskandha): Vajraḍākini is in the component of the Imprint of Past Actions (samskaraskandha) and Nairatmyayogini is in the component of the Awareness of Phenomena (vijñānaskandha). (l.9.9-10)

[HT] Gauri is said to be located in form; Caurī is proclaimed to be in sound; Vetāli is in smell; Ghasmari is famed to be in flavour; Bhūcari is said to be in touch and Khecarī in the Essence of Nature which is the mind. By the constant purification of these Yoginis, the yogis devoted to the True Principle will attain their goal. (l.9.14-15)

[HT] Nairatmyā is proclaimed to be Wrath; Vairiyogini to be Passion; Vajraḍākini to be Envy; Gaurī of the inner enclosure to be Malignancy and Vajra to be Delusion. Such is the purification of Wrath and so on. In the Process of Generation the Aggregate is purified by these five goddesses. (l.9.18-19)

At the end of the initiation, the master gives names to the practitioners in accordance with their lineage, the initiation is like naming a child: the giver of the name, being the master, might also be compared with a parent who names a child.

At the final stage of the preliminary initiations practitioners are empowered to teach the doctrine to various sentient beings.

With each initiation, the practitioners are reborn in an ideal fashion. The initiations purify stages of development in womb. The bases of purification to be purified by three activities of the master (who is in the Vajra Body aspect of Hevajra): (1) generating the practitioners as Vajra Body deities, (2) making them indivisible from the actual Vajra Body Deity, called a Wisdom—Being, (3) conferring initiation with the mind of enlightenment which is the melted form of all the Buddhas of the ten directions.

The yogi should perceive himself as Hevajra and his surroundings as divine in the way prescribed in "Hevajra Tantra."

---
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He holds a Vajra–skull in his left hand and a khatvāṅga rests in the crook of his left shoulder. He holds a black Vajra in his right hand. He is in essence the manifestation of the Seed-syllable hūṃ. (II.3.15)

Kula, family is so called because of reckoning (kulyate), that is, grouping the families of the five elements and the five components of phenomenal awareness. There is neither emanator nor the emanated, neither mantra nor deity. Mantra and deity exist aspects of the undifferentiated nature. (I.5.10–11)

As already stated the cultivation of generation stage is to purify ordinary birth, death and intermediate state by meditating on these three states. Another crucial aspect of generation stage is to take the three bodies of Buddha as the path. Through cultivating the stage of generation by applying these aspects (of taking the three Bodies of the Buddha as the path), one cultivates the causes for being able to die without the suffering of fear. In fact, if one becomes adept in this practice on the stage of generation, as a result of becoming very acquainted with it, one transcends any fear of death.

Taking the Truth Body of the Buddha as the path in conjunction with ordinary death.

In order to follow the first of these three, taking the Truth Body of the Buddha (dharmakāya) as the path, one first needs to gain a clear ascertainment of what are called the ‘three fundamental’ or ‘basic bodies’ [death, intermediate state and rebirth].

One is born with these 25 gross factors. These 25 are: the five aggregates, the four elements of earth and so forth, the six sense faculties, the five sensory objects, and the five transcendental wisdoms. They gradually dissolve during the death process. Moreover, it is
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important to recognize the five aggregates and their relationship to the five transcendental wisdoms and the five types of Buddhas. At the time of one's attainment of enlightenment, these five aggregates are of the nature of the five Buddhas.  

[HT] Bhagavān replied: There are six objects of sensory experience. They are form, sound, smell, taste, touch and the sixth, thought, which is characterised by the Source of Nature. There are six sensory organs. They are the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, skin and the mind. These six are associated with the adamantine goddess of Delusion (mohavajra) and other goddesses. The six qualities and the six organs of sensory experience comprise the twelve faculties. There are five components to the aggregate of phenomenal awareness, beginning with the Form component and ending with the component of the Awareness of Phenomena. O Being of great mercy. For the information of yoginis there are eighteen essential aspects, comprising of six organs, the six objects and the six awarenesses of sensory experience. Their intrinsic nature is that of primordial non-arising and is neither true nor false. Their nature is like the reflection of the moon in water. Know this if you wish, O Yoginis. (ll.3.32–36)  

[HT] Although the six sense organs, their six objects, the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness and the five elements are by their intrinsic nature pure, they are veiled by ignorance and afflictions. (I.9.2)  

[HT] The bliss obtained in the Father is enjoyed by one's own self. The bliss by which death is attained, that bliss is concentration. (I.5.21)  

[HT] The Five symbolic Ornaments are the Five Buddhas and Wrath is for the subduing of the wicked. The meat is Pukkas, blood Sāvari, semen Caṇḍāli, fat and marrow Ḍombi, skin the seven limbs of Enlightenment and bones the Four Noble Truths. (I1.9.12–13)  

Next taking the Enjoyment Body of the Buddha as the path in
conjunction with the ordinary intermediate state will be discussed.

In Hevajra Tantra there is the possibility of attaining enlightenment during the intermediate period, as well as during this life or a subsequent life. In these Tantras, there is the practice of taking the Sambhogakāya as the path in relation to the intermediate state.

Birth as an intermediate being is called 'spontaneous' or, more literally, 'miraculous,' but it means spontaneous and sudden. With the sudden birth of one's body of the intermediate period (antarabhava), all of the five senses, the major and minor limbs occur suddenly and simultaneously — unlike birth from a womb in which the senses and the limbs are formed very gradually. Such a being is called a 'smell-eater' (Tib. dri.sa) because it feeds on smells. It is also called 'the one searching for rebirth.'

To understand why this body of the intermediate existence is called the foundation Sambhogakāya, one needs to look at the nature of the actual Sambhogakāya of a Buddha. The actual Sambhogakāya is not made up of gross matter such as flesh and blood, but is simply composed of consciousness and energy. This is a subtle body that is adorned with major and minor marks of a Buddha. Similarly, the composition of a body during the intermediate period is also that of consciousness and energy, and is very subtle. It is because of this parallel that the body of the intermediate existence is called the 'foundation Sambhogakāya'. The point of the meditation with regard to the foundation Sambhogakāya is to purify the ordinary intermediate period which comes through the force of mental distortions and actions motivated by mental distortions. During the path Sambhogakāya, one is creating cause for the arisal of the actual Sambhogakāya. Finally, there arises the Sambhogakāya at the time of the result, which is actual, ultimate Sambhogakāya, the culmination of one's spiritual practice.

[HT] As an illusion, as a dream, as the intermediate state, so does the mandala
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shine forth through constant persevering practice. (II.2.29)\textsuperscript{303}

[Commentary] The 'intermediate state' is similar to the city of the celestial musicians (gandharvanagara) or the mythical city of Hariścandra [which are said to be located in the space, between heaven and earth.] (YM)\textsuperscript{304}

Through sincere practice of the path one shall ultimately arise in the Saṁbhogakāya form with all the major and minor marks of a Buddha.

[HT] The lord and Master with the thirty-two auspicious characteristics and the eighty auspicious marks dwells as semen in the Citadel of Bliss (sukhāvati) which is the womb of the Lady. Without semen there would be no bliss and without bliss semen would not exist. Since semen and bliss are ineffective on their own they are mutually dependent and bliss arises from the union with the deity. (II.2.41–43)\textsuperscript{305}

The next point taking the Manifestation body of the Buddha as the path in conjunction with ordinary birth will be discussed.

The Enjoyment Body of a Buddha has such a subtle form that it is only accessible to the Mahāyāna Ārya Beings. In order to benefit and be accessible to a greater number of beings directly, the Enjoyment Body manifests in the grosser Body of Creation (nirmāṇakāya). The parallel to this [transformation of the Saṁbhogakāya into the Nirmāṇakāya] is that of the intermediate being entering the combined regenerative substances of the parents and taking birth.\textsuperscript{306}

[HT] The Body of Creation is proclaimed to be there from where all living beings are born, the act of creation being constant and age-old. Since it generates, that is, creates, it is known as [the Body of] Creation. ‘Nature’ refers to the nature of consciousness and the Body of Essential Nature is located in the heart. ‘Enjoyment’ is the enjoyment of the six flavors and the Body of Enjoyment is located in the throat. The Centre of Great Bliss is located in the head. (II.4.56–58)\textsuperscript{307}

\textsuperscript{303} yatha māyā yathā svapnaṁ yathā syād antarābhavam/ tathaiva maṇḍalāṃ bhāti satatābhyās yogatabaḥ/ HT[F&M]., p.162.

\textsuperscript{304} (HT[S].part2, p.138)
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\textsuperscript{306} Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, Gelong Jhampa Kelsang (by tr.), \textit{Ibid}, p.102.

\textsuperscript{307} aśeṣānāṁ tu sattvānāmpaḥ yatropattīṁ pragyate/ tatra nirmāṇakāyaṁ syāṁ nirmāṇam sthāvaram matam/56/ utpādayate nirmāyaṁ anena nirmāṇikām matam/ dharmaṁ cittasvarūpanaṁ tu dharmakāyaḥ hṛdi bhavet/57/ sambhogam bhūjanaṁ proktam saṁśāmn vairasāpyaṁ/ kaṇthe sambhogacakraṁ ca mahāsukham śirasi
In one’s heart, from the Deity’s Seed-syllable emanating a ray having the shape of a black gdad, attract the Buddhas of the three realms and worship them together with the Eight Mothers. Then beseech: Om Consecrate me all you tathāgatas.

The yogi is consecrated by the Buddhas, who have the form of Heruka, with the five Five-Nectar-filled sacramental pots, which represent the nature of the Five Buddhas. During the consecration flowers and saffron shower down and drums sound.

The yogi is worshipped by Rupavajra and the others. Locana and the other Yoginis sing the Vajra songs. Once consecrate, the Lord of the yogi’s own Family manifests in the crown of his head. By this the Heruka manifests. Practise this emanation of Empowerment at the three junctures of the day, then arise and remain at one with the deity’s form. (1.4.1–3)

In the state of ordinary birth as explained in Ṣevaŋa Tantraj the innate pure clear light mind is covered by five elements. And only through deity meditation the innate nature of the mind may be realized and defilements removed.

Bhagavān replied: By uniting the male and female sexual organs the holder of the Vow performs the erotic union. From contact in the erotic union, as the quality of hardness, Earth arise; Water arises from the fluidity of the semen (bodhicitta); Fire arises from the friction of pounding; Air is famed to be the movement and the Space element is the erotic pleasure. The Innate is covered by these five elements and so the erotic pleasure is not the real bliss, for this pleasure arises from the five great elements. (1.10.36–37)

The process of ordinary birth is purified and in conjunction with the Nirmāṇakāya of a Buddha, a yogi meditates to generate a similar kāya to help all sentient beings. In Other words he imagine himself to have transformed his psycho-physical aggregates into the three kāyas of a Buddha with the sole aim to benefit other beings. The process of visualising oneself in the form of a Buddha, mainly in the Nirmāṇakāya, acts as the substantial cause for the actualization of the pure Nirmāṇakāya form in the future.
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The Nirmāṇakāya form has also been referred in 『Hevajra Tantra』.

[H] I dwell in Sukhāvatī, the Citadel of Bliss, in the womb of the Vajra Lady which has the shape of the letter e (a triangle pointing downwards) and is the receptacle of the jewels of the Buddha. I am the revealer, I am revealed doctrine and I am the disciple endowed with good qualities. I am the goal, I am the master of the world and I am the world as well as the worldly things. (II.2.38–39)310

However initially the deity form generated by practitioner is impure as the mind is still in defiled state.

[H] The form of the Deity with which the yogi identifies exists only as something which is born, being a repository of the arms, faces and colours which moreover arise in accordance with unrefined past tendencies. (II.2.45)311

While visualizing the residence and resident maṇḍalas in stages, whenever a genuine experience of the spontaneous pride of a deity along with the clear appearance of the maṇḍalas arises precisely in accordance with the size determined by one’s motivation, a realization of the generation stage is said to have dawned initially. If, while visualizing the coarse residence and resident maṇḍalas, they appear instantaneously and lucidly, with no confusion of their coarse and subtle parts, and can be maintained for one sixth of a day, free of laxity and excitement, one has achieved stability in the coarse generation stage. If the same thing can be done for as long as one wishes, for a month or a year, one has completed the coarse generation stage. If, when the residence and resident maṇḍalas are visualized within a subtle drop to the size of a mustard seed, they appear instantaneously and lucidly with no confusion of their coarse and subtle parts and can be maintained as before [for one sixth of a day, free of laxity and excitement], one has achieved stability in the subtle generation stage. If the same thing can be done for as long

310 vihare 'ham sukhamatyaṃ sadvajrayosito bhage/ ekaraśtriṣe tu buddharatnakarançake//38/ vyākhyātāham aham dharmaṃ śrotāham sugaṇair yutah/ sādhyo 'ham jagataḥ sāsta loko 'ham laukīko 'py ahaṃ//39// (HT[F&M]., p.167)
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as one wishes, as mentioned before, one has completed the subtle generation stage.

With the completion of the subtle generation stage one attains fully characterized calm abiding since one has attained mental and physical pliancy. Special insight into emanating and absorbing deities and their hand implements also follows. Due to this an extraordinary union of calm abiding and special insight is attained. A yogi now moves from the imputed yoga state to the non-imputed state. He, in order to generate a more subtle mind that can directly cognize emptiness may enter into union with wisdom consort.

However only that yogi has the capacity to enter into such a union (with a consort) who has gained mastery over the winds (vāyu) and channels. One should know that the 'energies' or 'wind-energies' (vāyu) are at the root of both samsāra and nirvāṇa. It is by way of the energies that one goes either to liberation and full enlightenment or to the lower realms of existence. Apprehension of any type of object, for example, is made in conjunction with the energies. Mental distortions such as attachment and anger also arise in conjunction with energies. The energies and states of consciousness are very intimately related. The practice of the generation stage is primarily based on the purifying the gross and defiled elements that pollute one's consciousness and deludes one to perceive everything dualistically. By visualizing oneself as a deity and environment as the deity's abode or maṇḍala one generates the divine pride which will aid the yogi to progress to the next stage i.e. Completion Stage.

[HT] This whole universe arises from me. The three realms arise from me. I pervade all there is and this visible world consists of nothing else. The yogi who reflects in this manner and attentively practises will without doubt attain the accomplishment, even if he is a person of low merit. He should think in this manner, whether eating, drinking, bathing, awake or asleep. Then the eager seeker of the Mahāmudrā will attain the eternal. (l.8.39-41)313

313 madbhavaṁ hi jagat sarvaṁ madbhavaṁ bhuvanatrayam/ madvyāpitam idaṁ
Such indeed is the Phenomenal Existence and such the Released Existence. The Released is nothing other than the Phenomenal. The Phenomenal if form, sound and so on; it is Sensation and the other components of the aggregate of phenomenal awareness; it is the sense organs and it is Wrath and so on. All these elements are [essentially] released but because of delusion they appear as the phenomenal. The undeluded one functions in the world, releasing the phenomenal by means of the process of purification. This Release is the Enlightened Consciousness which is both absolute and relative in nature. (II.4.36–38)\textsuperscript{314}

2) Completion Stage

In order to practice the stage of completion, one needs to understand the basis that one is working with. The channels and the various energy-centers, with the thirty two branch channels at the crown of the head, the one with 16 at the throat, the one with eight at the heart, 64 at the navel and thirty two in the genital region. One also needs to have the basic understanding of the three channels, the four principal energy-centers, the drops and the illusory body. In \textit{Hevajra Tantra,} Completion Stage and Generation Stage has been defined in the following verses.

\[\text{[HT]} \text{ So far the section on Generation has been explained. Now I shall explain the section on Completion. 'In Space' means in the Lotus. 'Bhaga' is Knowledge. 'Emanation' is the Attainment of the State of Unity (samāpatti). The 'Circle' is known as the bliss of the Attainment of the State of Unity. 'The order appropriate' is the direct personal experience (svasaṁvedyaṁ). The 'Deity' is the Enlightened Consciousness (bodhicitta). 'The proper order of arising' is the Semen. And thus, the Innate is of two kinds. (I.8.25)\textsuperscript{315}\]

\begin{verbatim}
\end{verbatim}

314 (HT[F&M].)\textsuperscript{p.215}

315 \textit{utpattibhāgaṁ kathitam utpannaṁ kathayāṁ aham/ khadhatav iti padmeṣu jhānaṁ bhagam iti smṛtaṁ/ bhāvaneti samāpattis tatsuken cakram ucyate//}
The holder of the Vow must conceive the differentiated world by means of the method of the Process of Generation. Making the differentiated dream-like, utilising the differentiated, transform it into the undifferentiated. (II.2.28)\(^{316}\)

Under the Completion Stage the Six yoga must be explained, and it is also mentioned in \(^{3}\)Hevajra Tantra, where in each phase of the yoga the yogi emanates a different colour.

In the First phase of Six-phased Yoga the yogi should emanate black, in the Second red, in the Third yellow, in the Fourth green, in the Fifth blue and in the Sixth white. In this order the yogi should emanate the Six-phased Yoga, and then, the culmination of the Joy of Cessation thus. (I.8.21–22)\(^{317}\)

The Six phased yoga should be practised to achieve the three kayas of a Buddha. But achieve them one must first attain the Primordial clear light mind (prabhāśvara).

A primordial clear light mind is something that we all have within us. It is not something external to us. It is on this basis that we can attain enlightenment. When we can see, straightforwardly and non-conceptually, the nature of our clear light mind and remain totally absorbed on this nature without ever regressing from it, we have become a Buddha. That being the case, Buddhahood is not something that can be given to us by someone else. If we think in this way, we must conclude that we all have Buddha—nature — the factors that allow us to become a Buddha. This is the ultimate, deepest point that we come to in meditation on the essential factors for blissful progress discussed in Maitreya’s The furthest Everlasting Stream. Primordial simultaneously arising clear light subtlest mind, which we all have had without beginning and which becomes manifest each time we die, is the basis dharmakāya — a body
encompassing everything, which forever abides as a basis. Since basis dharmakāya continues each moment after the next, when we transform it, with skillful means, into having the nature of a pathway mind, it functions as a pathway dharmakāya. When we cultivate pathway dharmakāya, continually making it more and more excellent, so that it becomes totally purified of all obstacles regarding knowables together with their instincts – or, if we describe it from another point of vies, when we reach the state at which we forever remain totally absorbed on clear light mind without ever being parted from a correct view of reality.318

The very nature of the mind as already stated in the madhyamika section is essentially pure and luminous as it is by nature empty of inherent existence. It is this luminous clear light mind that must be realised through the practice of the Six-phased yogas, the clear light mind is most subtle mind and it can directly cognise emptiness. Innate clear mind is existent in all human beings therefore the possibility of Buddha bodies is also there in all individual practitioners. In 7Hevajra Tantra, it is stated that the practice of emanating Six different colours is an integral part of the practice of Six yogas.

[HT] The Three Bodies are said to be located within the body in the form of Circles. The complete knowledge of the Three Bodies is known as the Centre of Great Bliss (mahāsukhacakra). The four Centres, comprising the three Bodies, the Essential Nature (dharma), Enjoyment (sambhoga) and Creation (nirmanā) Bodies, and the fourth, the Centre of Great Bliss (mahāsukhacakra), are located in the heart, throat, yoni and head, respectively. (II.4.54-55)319

We have set for ourselves the goal of full enlightenment. To accomplish it, we should know what we are attaining: the Body, Speech and Mind of a Buddha.

[HT] Thus have I heard: At one time Bhagavān dwelt in the wombs of the Vajra

319 (HT[F&M], p.221)
Lady which are the Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddhas. There the Bhagavân spoke: The heart of the Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddhas is the Noble Lord, who is the most secret of all secrets. O Vajragarbha, thou great Bodhisattva of great mercy, listen to the essence of Vajrasattva, Mahâsattva and Samayasattva which is known as Hevajra. (l.1.1–2)\textsuperscript{320}

(1) The first of the Six branches of the practice or [yoga of the Hevajra] is called ‘individual convergence’ (pratyâhâra).

[HT] Great Knowledge is located in the body and is free of all illusory conceptions, pervades all phenomenal things and although abiding in the body does not originate from the body. (l.1.12)\textsuperscript{321}

(2) The second branch of the practice is called ‘individual stability’ (dhyâna).

In order to accomplish the illusory body (mayadeha), which can be described as a dream body which is realised by a yogi at the intermediate level, an illusory body may be attained by penetrating the vital points or the cakras in the body. By combining of the ultimate view of selflessness with the great bliss results in the accomplishment of an illusory body. This body is of two kinds Impure and pure. A yogi who attains the Impure Illusory body may be regarded as one who has already transcended the Generation Stage. Then he is qualified to enter into union with real consort while in union they practise either the instantaneous or the gradual process of the dissolution of their psycho–physical elements which culminates in the dawning of the clear light. As soon as this spontaneous blissful clear light ascertains objectivity emptiness directly, i.e., nakedly without dualism, it becomes the meaning clear light of the fourth level of the Completion Stage. At that time the impure illusory body ceases to exist and the practitioner attains the first

\textsuperscript{320} evaṃ maṇḍa śrūtām ekāsmaṁ samaye bhagavān sarva tathāgata kāya vāk citta vajra yośīdhbhaṃ ṭījhaḥā // I/ tatra bhagavān aha/ sarva tathāgata kāya vāk citta hṛdayaṃ bhaṭṭārakaṃ huḥyadighyataram/ aho vajragarbha sādhu sādhu mahākṛpa mahabodhisattva vajrasattvasya mahāsattvasya samayasattvasya hṛdayaṃ hevajrasaṃkhyyaṃ śrūṇa/2// (HT[F&M]., pp.3–6)

\textsuperscript{321} dehaṣṭhaṃ ca maḥājañānam sarvasaṃkalpavajītaṃ/ vyāpakaḥ sarvavastunām dehaṣṭho 'pi na dehaṣṭha//12// (HT[F&M]., p.11)
spiritual ground of Highest Yoga Tantra. The practitioner is transferred from the level of the illusory body to the level of the meaning clear light.322

The focus is on the cultivation of the great bliss and the wisdom of emptiness. It is only through the above process that the three bodies of the Buddha may be attained. Hvajra Tantraj also speaks of penetrating the vital points and first actualising the Illusory body and then through the generation of great bliss attain the three Buddha kāyas or bodies. Here it is also specified how one should generate great bliss when one enters in union with a consort. It also mentions the qualities of an eligible consort. The first reference from Hvajra Tantraj is on the Illusory body, followed by a verse giving explanations of the three Buddha bodies and verses specifying the ideal consort a yogi may use to manifest the innate and ultimately the Buddha kāyas.

[HT] Instantaneously with the arising of this (Illusory body) Knowledge earth, water, fire, air and space do not restrain the yogi and he knows his mind and the minds of others. At that moment his body is at one with the realms of heaven, men and hell. It is no longer possible for the yogis to be obstructed by the misconception that distinguishes himself from others. (I.8.50–51)323

[HT] The Three Bodies are said to be located within the body in the form of Circles. The complete knowledge of the Three Bodies is known as the Centre of Great Bliss (mahāsukhacakra). The four Centres, comprising the three Bodies, the Essential Nature (dharma), Enjoyment (saṃbhoga) and Creation (nirmāṇa) Bodies, and the fourth, the Centre of Great Bliss (mahāsukhacakra), are located in the heart, throat, yoni and head, respectively. (II.4.54–55)324

The proper consort in Hvajra Tantraj text is described as follows:

322 Master Yangchen Gawai Lodoe, (tr. by) Tenzin Dorjee, Paths and Grounds of Ghyasamaja According to Arya Nagarjuna, p. 76.
323 prthivy āpāś ca vāyuś ca teja śāśāṃ eva ca/ kṣaṇat sarve na bādhante svaparasamvidvedanam/50/ svargamartyaiṣ ca pātālair ekamūrtir bhavet kṣaṇāt/ svaparabhāgavikalpena bādhitum naiva śakyate/51// (HT[F&M]., p.106)
324 trikāyaṃ dehamadhye tu cakrārūpṛṇa kathayeṣ ca/ trikāyasya parijñāṇam cakra mahāsukham matam/54/ dharmasaṃbhoganirmanām mahāsukham tathaiva ca/ yoniḥrtkanthamāstesu trayāb kāya vyavasthatā/55// (HT[F&M]., p.221)
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[HT] Take a consort who has a beautiful face, is wide-eyed, is endowed with grace and youth, is dark, courageous, of good family and originates from the female and male sexual fluids. She must herself be consecrated in the Hevajra practice, have beautiful hair and love the yogi. Make her drink wine and then the yogi should himself drink. Then passionately arouse the consort in order to accomplish for the benefit of oneself and others. Placing the male sexual organ into the female sexual organ the Vow-holder should perform the sexual union. the wise one should not throw away the sexual fluid that arises in the union. It should neither be held in the hands nor contained in a conch shell but in a shell of mother-of-pearl. This nectar should be taken with the tongue in order to fuel his vitality. (II.4.39-42)325.

[HT] Obtaining such a consort, who has large eyes, is resplendent with grace and youth and who is born from the union of the female and male sexual fluids, refine her with the Enlightened Consciousness. Beginning with the ten virtuous observances, reveal to her the doctrine. Instruct regarding the mind identified with the form of the deity, the Observance of the Vow and the state of one-pointedness of mind. She will without any doubt become suitable in one month.

Take as one's consort such a woman who is free from all misconceptions and has been received as a boon. Or else select a consort, by attracting with one's own power, from among the gods, titans, men or even from the wood-spirits or the celestial musicians. Having firm confidence in himself, taking such a consort, the yogi should perform the Application of the Vow. This Application of the Vow which is said to be of a terrifying nature is not instructed for the sake of enjoyment, but for the examination of one's thoughts, as to whether one's mind is steady or wavering. (II.2.17-21)326

A divine consort who originates from [one of] the Five Families must be introduced into this māṇḍala. Or else, any available sixteen year-old girl must be introduce.

The consort is served until her sexual fluids flow. Then covering the face of the consort as well as that of the 'Means', drop the fluid which has arisen from the service into the mouth of the disciple. There, with that dropping the Flavor of Essential Similarity should be activated within the view of the disciple.

From direct personal experience arises this knowledge, free of notions

325 (HT[F&M]., p.217)
326 (HT[F&M]., pp.158-159)
of self and other, space—like, undefiled, void, the essence of existence and non—existence and the supreme. This Knowledge is a blending of Wisdom and Means and a fusion of passion and the absence of passion.

[HT] Vajragarbha said: Surely, the semen should not be ejected for it is the place where all the Yognis originate. It's nature is that of the Innate Joy and is indepletable, abundant and moves in space. Bhavavan replied: It is just as you have spoken.

Vajragarbha asked: By what means should the Enlightened Consciousness be generated?

Bhagavan replied: The Enlightened Consciousness which has both absolute and relative forms should be generated by means of the Mandala Circle etc. and by the process of Self—empowerment. As relative (the sexual fluid) white like jasmine, as absolute essentially blissful, the Enlightened Consciousness should be generated in the lady's Lotus which is Sukhavati, the Citadel of Bliss, by forming the evam. Sukhavati, the Citadel of Bliss, is so called because it protects the bliss and is the resting place of the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and Vajradharas. (ll.4.31—35)

The importance of experiencing great bliss is also stated in 'Hevajra Tantra4, along with the colours realised with the experience.

[HT] Among them there is one, higher than which there is no other, the Great Bliss which is known through direct personal experience. The Accomplishment comes about from direct personal experience and emanation is itself one of direct personal experience. (l.l.44)

[HT] Bliss is black, yellow, red, white, green, blue and all things moving and fixed. Bliss is the Wisdom, the Means, the erotic union, existence and non—existence. Vajrasattva is known as Bliss. Vajragarbha said: This is the method of the Process of Completion and it's bliss is known as the Great Bliss. What is the use of generating other than for the conceiving of the completion? (ll.2.31—33)

It is appropriate to mention here that in 'Hevajra Tantra4 the bliss is

---

327 (HT[F&M]., pp.214—215)
328 teśam ekam param nāsti svasaṃvedyaṃ mahat sukham/ svasaṃvedyaḥ bhavet siddhiḥ svasaṃvedyāḥ hi bhāvanā//44// (HT[F&M]., p.103)
329 sukham kṛṣṇam sukham pitaṃ sukham raktam sukham sitam/ sukham śyāman sukham nīlam sukham kṛtsnam carācaram//31/ sukham praśī sukhopāyāḥ sukham kunduryam tathā/ sukham bhāvāḥ sukhābhāvo Vajrasattvāḥ sukhasaṃtad//32/ vajragarbha aha/ utpannakramayoge yaṃ tatsuksam mahāsukham matam/ utpannabhāvanāhino utpattāḥ kiṃprayojanam//33// (HT[F&M]., p.164)
not considered to be something experienced only at the fourth level of joy but a certain amount of it is felt even in the level of ordinary joy. The method to generate bliss is also presented here. However the greatest bliss is generated only after the yogi has received the fourth consecration. In *Hevajra Tantra* it is clearly stated how with the generation of bliss the Innate is perceived.

[HT] At first the Innate manifests like a cloud; by further perfection it appears as an illusion. Then suddenly it manifests like sleep and then as having no distinction between sleep and waking. By achieving this state of no distinction which is in fact no accomplishment, the Mudrāyogi accomplishes. (I.10.17-18)330

[HT] The Innate is known as that which is manifested by a simultaneous arising. The intrinsic nature is known as the Innate which is the one Concealed Essence of all things. (I.10.39)331

[HT] And so the Innate is the whole universe and this Innate, we say, is the intrinsic nature, this intrinsic nature is itself experienced as the release when the consciousness is purified. (II.2.44)332

[HT] The first Joy is the Hero, the Refined Joy is the Yōginī and the erotic Joy is the totality. That blissful Means is the Omniscient One. From the Ordinary Joy there is some bliss; from the Refined Joy there is even more and from the Joy of Cessation there is the passionless. The Joy of the Innate is the culmination. The first, Ordinary Joy, is from the expectation of contact. The second, Refined Joy, is from the desire for bliss. The third, Joy of Cessation, is from the destruction of passion and by this the Fourth is experience. (I.8.29-31)333

[HT] The yogis know that evām is attainable through the four Moments which are Diverse, Ripening, Dissolving and Signless. The Diverse Moment is so called

330 prathamaṁ meghavad bhāti siddhe tu māyāvad bhavet/ sahasā svapnavad bhāti svapijāgratābhavati//17// (HT[F&M]., pp.128-129)
331 sahajātyāṁ yad utpannaṁ sahajaṁ tat pratkṛtitaṁ/ svabhāvaṁ sahajam proktāṁ sarvakāraikasāntaram//39// (HT[F&M]., p.135)
332 tasmāt sahajāṁ jagat sarvāṁ sahajāṁ svarūpam ucyate/ svarūpam eva nirvāṇaṁ viśuddhākāracetasā//44// (HT[F&M]., p.170)
333 ānandaṁ prathamaṁ vīraṁ paramāndanam yoginī/ suratāndanam samastan tatsuṣkhopāya sarvavit//29// ānandaṁ sukhāṁ kiṁcit paramāndanam tato 'dhiḵaṁ/ virāmena vīraṁ syat sahajāndanam ūṣataḥ//30// prathamaṁ sparśakāṅkṣaya dviṁtyāṁ sukhavādīchāyā/ ṭṛṭtyāṁ rāgoṇāśatvāc caturthaṁ tena bhāvyate//31// (HT[F&M]., pp.96-97)
because it consists of a variety, embracing, kissing and so on. The Ripening Moment is the reverse of the Diverse Moment, it being the enjoyment of the blissful knowledge. The Dissolving Moment is said to be the reflective thought ‘I have experienced bliss’. The Signless is other than these three and is free from both passion and absence of passion.

In the Diverse is the First Joy; in Ripening is the Refined Joy; in the Dissolving is the Joy of Cessation; and in the signless is the Innate Joy. In the order of the four consecrations, Master, Secret, Wisdom and after that the Fourth thus, the Joys are to be experienced. (Il.3.6–10)

[HT] The Master Consecration is by the purification by the Smile, the Secret Consecration by the Gaze, the Wisdom Consecration by the Embrace and the Fourth Consecration by the Two in Sexual Union. (Il.3.11)

With the attainment of joy at each of the four levels the yogi overcomes obstructions to omniscience. At the fourth level he attains direct, non-dual perception of Emptiness. The Dharmakāya is attained. The Dharmakāya of a Buddha is described as follows in 'Hevajra Tantra j.

[HT] when the disciple has fully attained the Moment of the Refined Joy is devoid of all notions of diversity, the Master should say: ‘O great Being, hold the Great Bliss. Until the attainment of Enlightenment, O bearer of the Vajra, act for the benefit of beings.’ In this manner, the Admantine One, full of mercy, should command the disciple. This is in fact the Great Knowledge located in all bodies which is non-dual as well as of dual nature and is the Lord whose essence is both existence and non-existence. It dwells pervading both fixed and moving things, and manifests as illusory forms. By utilising the Maṇḍala Circle and so on the eternal state is attained without doubt. (Il.3.21–24)

[HT] Such indeed is the Phenomenal Existence and such the Released Existence. The Released is nothing other than the Phenomenal. The Phenomenal if form, sound and so on; it is Sensation and the other components of the aggregate of phenomenal awareness; it is the sense organs and it is Wrath and so on. All these elements are [essentially] released but because of delusion they appear as the phenomenal. The undeluded one functions in the world, releasing the phenomenal by means of the process of purification. This Release is the Enlightened

334 (HT[F&M]., pp.182–183)
335 hasitaśuddhyā tv acārya tācā tathā/ prajñā pānyavāptau ca tat
punar dvandvatantrake//11// (HT[F&M]., p.183)
336 (HT[F&M]., p.188)
Consciousness which is both absolute and relative in nature. (II.4.36-38)

3) The third branch of the practice is called ‘life-effort’ (prāṇāyāma).
   Its function is to draw the energy of the mental consciousness into the central channel. The energies of the five sensory consciousnesses have already been drawn in by the previous practices. The first syllable of this compound term, which literally means ‘life’ or ‘life force’, refers to the energy. The second syllable refers to the closing of the two side channels.

[BH] Bhagavān replied: There are thirty-two nāḍīs. These thirty-two are the bearers of the Enlightened Consciousness (bodhicitta) and flow into the Centre of Great Bliss. Among them three nāḍīs, Lalana, Rasanā and Avadhūtī are the most important. Lalana has the nature of Wisdom and Rasanā of Means. In the middle, between them is Avadhūtī, free from the duality of subject and object. Lalana is the bearer of Akṣobhya (semen) and Rasanā is the bearer of Rakta (ova). The bearer of both Wisdom and Moon is known as Avadhūtī.

The names of the thirty-two nāḍīs are Abhedya, Šūksma-rūpa, Divyā, Vāmā, Vāmīni, Kūrmajā, Bhāvāki, Sekā, Dosā, Viṣṭā, Mātař, Savāri, Śīlāda, Uṣmā, Lalana, Avadhūtī, Rasanā, Pravāṇa, Kṛṣṇavarṇa, Surūpiṇī, Sāmāñyā, Hetudāyikā, Vīyogā, Pṛmaṇī, Siddhā, Pavāki, Sumāna, Tra ivṛttā, Kāmini, Gahā, Caṇḍikā and Māradārikā. (I.1.14-19)

To bring about the cessation of these two mental distortions, the active energies are not allowed to go through these side channels, but are drawn into the central channel.

4) The fourth branch of the practice is called ‘retention’ (dharapā).
   Its function is to retain the energy of the mental consciousness called the ‘active energies of mental consciousness’ in the central channel. Thus, it is through the life-effort practice that the active energies of mental consciousness are drawn into central channel and, with the retention

---

337 evam eva tu sāṃsāraṁ nirvāṇam evam eva tu/ sāṃsāraṁ ṛte nāṇyaṁ nirvāṇam iti kathyate//36/ sāṃsāraṁ rūpaśabdādyāb sāṃsāraṁ vedanādayāb/ sāṃsāraṁ indriyāgya eva sāṃsāraṁ dveṣakādayāb//37/ amī dharmas tu nirvāṇam mohat sāṃsārārūpīgaḥ/ amūḍhāḥ sāṃsaraṁ śuddhyā sāṃsro nirvṛtaye/ nirvṛtī bodhicittāṁ tu vivṛtisamvṛtārūpakam//38// (HT[F&M]., p.215)
338 (HT[F&M]., pp.12-13)
practice, they are retained there. Having done so, one achieves what is called ‘mastery over the energies.’ Specifically, the mastery over energies that are the root of speech. Hence, these practices act as a cause for attaining the Buddha’s Speech, the Sambhogakāya. The Sambhogakāya as described in the Hevajra Tantra:

[H] I am existence as well as not existence; I am the Enlightened One for I am enlightened regarding the true nature of things. But those fools who are afflicted by dullness don’t know me. I dwell in Sukhāvatī, the Citadel of Bliss, in the womb of the Vajra Lady which has the shape of the letter e (a triangle pointing downwards) and is the receptacle of the jewels of the Buddha. I am revealer, I am the revealed doctrine and I am the disciple endowed with good qualities. I am the goal, I am the master of the world and I am the world as well as the worldly things. (II.2.37–39)

5) The fifth branch is called ‘recollection’ (anusmṛti).

In this practice, the tum.mo, the fire of the psychic heat, flares up and melts the white Bodhicitta, which [then] flows down to the tip of the genital organ (called the ‘jewel’) where it is retained (i.e., it is not allowed to come out) and, at this point, one experiences the spontaneous joy. The recollection or the bringing to mind of this joy is what is involved in the fifth of these practices. It is the stage where by uniting the indestructable drops one can create the great bliss. These drops are red and white in colour and they are in the crown centre and below the navel centre respectively. In the Hevajra Tantra, the indestructable drops are implied and not explicitly stated.

[H] Bhagavān replied: O! the Bola is located at Kollagiri, the Kakkola at Mumumi. The hand-drum is sounded forcefully; Compassion is affected, not discord. Here we eat meat and drink liquor in large quantities. Hey! Here the worthy ones enter, the unworthy ones are barred. We bring faeces, urine, menstrual blood

339 Geshe Ngawang Dhargye, Gelong Jhampa Kelsang (by tr.), A Commentary on the Kalacakra Tantra, p.130.
340 bhāvo 'hant naiva bhāvo 'hant buddho 'hant vastubodhanat/ māṁ na jānanti ye mugdhaṁ kausidyopahataś ca ye//37/ vihare 'hant sukhāvatyaṁ sadvajrayoṣito bhage/ ekāraṅgūrāpe tu buddharatnakaramadake//38/ vyākhyaṭāham aham dharmakāṁ śrotāham sugaṁap yutaś/ sādhyo 'hant jagataḥ śāstā loko 'hant laukiko 'py aham//39// (HT[F&M], pp.166–167)
and semen. Here we eat herbs and human flesh with relish. We move to and fro without consideration of pure or impure. Adorning our limbs with bone-ornaments, here we enter the corpse. (Il.4,6-10)

6) The Sixth branch practice translates as 'concentration' or 'meditative equipoise' (samādhi).

It refers to the meditative equipoise of the non-dual bliss and emptiness. What is being referred to as 'bliss and emptiness' is as follows: the bodies of the deity and the consort are bodies of empty from called 'emptiness,' and the bliss is the supreme immutable bliss. This point has been repeatedly referred in Hevajra Tantra.

[HT] Thus Wisdom is the woman and Means is the man. Further, within each of them there are two kinds of Joys by the distinction of the absolute and the limited relative. Thus, in man there are two kinds of Joys, Semen and the experience of Bliss. In the Wisdom (woman) it is as in men, her Semen and the experience of Bliss. It is in this very context that there is the four-fold division of Joy, for in the Process of Completion the Innate is four-fold. (I.8.26-28)

[HT] The Yogi is the Means, mercy and the Consort is the freedom from causality. The absence of distinction between Voidness and Compassion is known as the Enlightened Consciousness. (I.10.40)

[HT] Bhagavān replied: [The yogi who has identified with the goddess Nairatmyā] should, abandoning the feminine form, assume the form of the Bhagavān. After relinquishing the breasts, the Vajra arises in the middle of the Lotus, the two sides become the Bell and the Kīñjalka becomes the Vajra. The other forms assumed are those of Heruka, the great being of great erotic delight. The man who is at one with Heruka attains the masculine form without any difficulty and by this the yogi whose powers are fully manifest attains the Mudrā Accomplishment. (I.2.23-25)

---

341 (HT[F&M], pp.206-207)
342 yoṣīt tāvad bhavet prajñā upāyaḥ puruṣaḥ smṛtaḥ/ paścād anayah dvāvidhyāṃ vivṛtisamvṛtibhedabha/26/ pumāṃ tāvad dhī dvāvidhyāṃ śukraṁ tasya sukhaḥ ca vā/ prajñāyāṃ ca yathā pumāṃ śukraṁ tasya sukhaḥ ca vā/27/ atra vāpi hy ānandaṁ catraśṛṇiṁ prabhedaṁ/ sahājaṁ catuḥvidhaṁ yasad utpannakramapakṣataḥ/28/ (HT[F&M], p.94)
343 kṛpopayo bhaved yogī madhurā hetuviyogataḥ/ śūnayaḥ karuṇābhināma bodhicittaṁ iti smṛtam/40/ (HT[F&M], p.136)
344 bhagavān āha/ strīraṇam vihāyanyad rūpaṁ kuryād bhagavataḥ/ stanaṁ hiitvā bhaved bolāṁ kakkolamadhyaśaṁṣtītihatam/23/ tirādvayaṁ bhavet ghaṇṭa kīñjalkena bolakaṁ bhavet/ śesāṁ rūpaṁ mahātmāno herukasya mahārateḥ/24/
Semen is itself Nairātmyā and bliss is the nature of Nairātmyā. The bliss of Nairātmyā is the Mahāmudrā located in the navel centre. (II.4.43) She is of the nature of the first vowel, a, and the Enlightened Ones conceive her as Wisdom personified. In the Process of Completion she is the noble lady, Wisdom. She is neither tall nor short and neither square nor round. She is beyond taste, smell and flavours and is the cause of the Innate Joy. The yogi generates in her and enjoys her bliss. It is along with Her that the Accomplishment which bestows the Bliss of Mahāmudrā is attained. Form, sound, smell, taste, touch and the thought, characterized by the Essence of Nature, are all enjoyed only in this Wisdom. She is herself the Innate, the great blissful one, the divine Yogini. She is the Maṇḍala Circle. She is of the very nature of the Five Aspects of Enlightened Awareness. She is of the very nature of the Five Aspects of Enlightened Awareness. She is the Mirror-like Awareness, the Awareness of Equanimity, the Differentiating Awareness of the six components of sensory experience, the Awareness of the Performance of Duty and the Awareness of Pure Nature. She is me, the lord of maṇḍala. she is the Yogini Without a Self (nairātmyayogini), the very epitome of the Essence of Nature. (II.4.44-50)

Through the rigorous practice of the Six yogas of the Completion Stage the yogi will attain the body speech mind and the blissful state of a Buddha. In the conclusion the practice aspect of this unimputed yoga's will be discussed in brief.

In the Kalacakra system there is reference to four factors — body, speech, mind, and bliss. It also speaks of four drops in a person's body. With respect to the four drops in the upper part of the body, at the crown of the head is the drop that produces the waking state; at the throat is the drop that produces the dream state; at the heart is the drop that produces the deep sleep state; and at the navel is the drop that produces the fourth, or bliss, state. Hevajra Tantra mentions four centres where the four drops are said to reside, but, the word drop or Bindu is not specified in Hevajra Tantra.

[HT] The four Centres, comprising the three Bodies, the Essential Nature (dharma), Enjoyment (sambhoga) and Creation (nirmāṇa) Bodies, and the fourth,
the Centre of Great Bliss (mahāsukhacakra), are located in the heart, throat, yoni and head, respectively. (II.4.55)346

Since both Kālacakra and Hevajra are Highest Yoga Tantra, the explanation on drops and the four factors mentioned in Kālacakra can be applied with regard to Hevajra Tantra.

According to Kālacakra Tantra the drop at the crown of the head that produces the waking state has the capacity of causing various appearances of objects. In our ordinary state as a sentient being, that is to say, as a non-Buddha, it produces appearances of impure objects. Through the process of the path, one makes use of this capacity for the mere appearance of objects by activating it and overcoming the factor that brings about impure appearances: when this is done, various pure forms — subtle and gross — appear by way of the activated capacity of the drop that produces the waking state. Thus, at the time of the path, it is through utilizing the capacity of this drop that various empty forms are achieved, and in dependence upon these, one achieves the Form Bodies of the time of the fruit of Buddhahood.

The drop at the throat that produces the dream state has the capacity of causing various appearances of mere sounds. It is what brings about the various manifestations of impure sounds. At the time of the path, it is utilized to achieve invincible sound, in dependence upon which, at the time of the fruit of Buddhahood, exalted speech in all aspects is achieved.

The drop at the heart that produces the deep sleep state has the capacity of causing non-conceptual consciousness — impure and pure. In the ordinary state, it produces impure or unclear non-conceptuality, whereas at the time of the path its capacity to produce very luminous and clear awareness is utilized. Then, in dependence upon that, at the time of the fruit of Buddhahood, the non-conceptual Truth Body — the factor of complete pacification of the elaborations of conceptuality at

---

346 dharma saṃbhoga nirmāṇaṃ mahāsukhaṃ tathaiva ca/ yoniḥṛtkaṇṭhamastēṣu trayāḥ kāya vyavasthitāḥ/55// (HT[F&M], p.221)
Buddhahood is achieved.

The drop at the navel that produces the fourth state has the capacity of producing mere bliss. At an impure level, it produces the bliss of emission—the predispositions for emission being a cause of travelling in cyclic existence. Through the power of the techniques in the path of Highest Yoga Tantra, the capacity for producing mere bliss is utilized and enhance, whereby at the time of the path twenty-one thousand six hundred periods of immutable bliss are generated. Then, at the time of the fruit of Buddhahood, the Nature Body (ngo bo nyid sku, svabhāvikakāya) of great bliss is achieved; Highest Yoga Tantra speaks of a compounded Nature Body, not just uncompounded.

In this way, the entire structure of the Hevajra path revolves around the defilements of the four types of drops and the predispositions for emission of the essential constituent. Emission of the essential constituent does not just refer to the emission of coarse semen but refers mainly to predispositions, for even those of the Formless Realm are said to have predispositions for emission. Indeed, this is a type of desire. Through the predispositions for emission one moves in cyclic existence; hence those of the Formless Realm are said to have the predispositions for emission. Those of the Formless Realm are said also to have “semen” [or essential stuff]: the “semen” of those of Desire Realm has five qualities; the “semen” of those of the Form Realm has three qualities; the “semen” of those of the Formless Realm has two qualities. Hence, “emission” and “semen” have a more subtle meaning.

In brief, to achieve a Buddha’s exalted body, speech, and mind in terms of subtle consciousness, it is necessary first to purify our gross mental and physical aggregates, constituents, and sources of consciousness [the sense fields and sense organs]. The seven initiations—the water initiation and so forth—are associated in gradual order with purifying these grosser impure factors. The water initiation purifies impure factors of the five constituents; the crown initiation purifies impure factors of the five mental and physical aggregates, and so on. One can not
proceed in the path without receiving initiation from a Master, for only a master can give the yogi a deeper understanding of the truth and reveal the concealed path to the yogi in correspondence with the yogi's spiritual progress. The following verse from the Hevajra Tantra reveals this truth.

[HT] There Vajradhara spoke regarding the Concealed Essence: The Concealed Essence of all the Buddhas abides in evam. Evam, the great bliss, is fully known through consecration. Then the Yoginis said to Bhagavan Vajrasattva thus: Why is evam called the Concealed Essence of the Dakinis? May the Bhagavan, the Master and Guru of the Universe, instruct by giving the appropriate reason. Bhagavan replied: The divine letter e, adorned with the syllable vam placed within it, is the abode of all bliss and the receptacle of the jewels of the Buddhas. It is there in evam that the Joys arise, distinguished by the different Moments. From the experience of these Moments the knowledge of the bliss located in evam is known.

The yogis know that evam is attainable through the four Moments which are Diverse, Ripening, Dissolving and Signless. The Diverse Moment is so called because it consists of a variety, embracing, kissing and so on. The Ripening Moment is the reverse of the Diverse Moment, it being the enjoyment of the blissful knowledge. The Dissolving Moment is said to be the reflective thought 'I have experienced bliss'. The Signless is other than these three and is free from both passion and absence of passion. In the Diverse is the First Joy; in Ripening is the Refined Joy; in the Dissolving is the Joy of Cessation; and in the Signless is the Innate Joy. In the order of the four consecrations, Master, Secret, Wisdom and after that the Fourth thus, the Joys are to be experience. (II. 3.2-10)

[HT] By no other can the Innate be explained and in no other person can it be attained. It is known intuitively as the result of merit gained from diligently following
the guru's instruction and the observances. (I.8.34)

When a practitioner dissolves the winds into the indestructible drop, exactly in accordance with how they dissolve at death, the all-empty Innate Clear Light dawns. Simultaneous with its cessation the mind of near-attainment of the reversal process and the illusory body arise.

Illusory Body (mâyadeha) is so called because of its being a divine form or body, arising solely from the subtle wind and mind. This can be illustrated by twelve examples, such as an illusion. Since it is not pure of the obstructions to liberation, it is the impure illusory body. The twelve analogies are: like an illusion, like the reflection of a moon, like a shadow, like a mirage, like a dream body, like an echo, like a Gandhara ( Spirits) town, like a hallucination, like the colours of a rain bow, like a lightening amidst clouds, like bubbles bursting from water and like the reflection of an image in a mirror.

[HT] The form of the Deity with which the yogi identifies exists only as something which is born, being a repository of the arms, faces and colours which moreover arise in accordance with unrefined past tendencies. (II.1.45)

There are two types of illusory body: the impure and the pure illusory bodies. This distinction is made between the two from the point of view of whether or not they are contaminated by delusive obscurations. Those who have achieved the impure illusory body have already transcended the generation stage. Then, they enter into union with real consorts, knowing well and being fully aware of the ultimate nature of sensual objects, especially the contact. While in union they practise either the instantaneous or the gradual process of the dissolution of their psycho-physical elements which culminates in the dawning of the clear

349 nānyena kathyate sahajām na kasmin api labhyate/ âtmanā jñāyate punyād guruparvopasevaya//34// (HT[F&M]., p.98)
351 devatāyogarūpaṃ tu jñāmātre vyavasthitah/ bhujamukhavārṇasthānāt kim tu prākṛtavasāna//45// (HT[F&M]., p.170)
light. As soon as this spontaneous blissful clear light ascertains objective emptiness directly, i.e., nakedly without dualism. It is a practice of the Completion Stage. The illusory body is a necessary precondition for the attainment of the Complete Enjoyment Body with all its remarkable signs – an integral feature of supreme enlightenment.352

When one engages in the practice of manifesting the Illusory Body by drawing the energy winds into the central channel, four signs of progress are visible. They are 1) the smoke-like sign, 2) the mirage-like sign, 3) the fireflies-like sign, 4) the butter-lamp-flame-like sign.353 These four signs are mentioned in both Kalacakra and Guhyasamāja Tantra. In Ṭhānle Hevajra Tantra, these four signs are not explicitly mentioned but the four stages of the manifestation of the Innate Mind of Clear Light is given. The Illusory Body in union with the Innate Mind results in the formation of the Sāṃbhogakāya, therefore the signs of the four stages of the Innate Mind can be equally accepted as signs of progress towards the attainment of the Sāṃbhogakāya.

[HT] At first the innate manifests like a cloud; by further perfection it appears as an illusion. Then suddenly it manifests like sleep and then as having no distinction between sleep and waking. By achieving this state of no distinction which is in fact no accomplishment, the Mudrāyogi accomplishes. (1.10.17–18)354

There are five points of certainty of the Sāṃbhogakāya-like form. The first being the ‘certainty of time’ which appears after the previously mentioned four signs of progress is noted. The second is the ‘certainty of abode’, indicating that the deity and the consort appear in the central channel. The third is the ‘certainty of nature’, that is, the certainty that the deity and the consort are not composed of an aggregation of particles but are, rather, appearances of one’s mind. The fourth, the ‘certainty of

354 prathamaip meghavad bhati siddhe tu māyāvad bhavet/ sahasā svapnnavad bhāti svapijāgad abhedavat//17/ abheda lākṣaṇāsiddhau mudrāyogi tu sidhyate// (HT[F&M]., pp.128–129)
the body’, is the certainty of the appearance that occurs: the deity and the consort are Vajrasattva (Vajrasattva being the same as Vajradhara). The fifth, the ‘certainty of aspect’, is the certainty that the deity and the consort appear embraced in union. This is the form of the deities that should be seen within the central channel.\textsuperscript{355}

The certain of aspect that is emanating oneself as the deity in union with the consort is regarded as the stage of the Mahāmudrā accomplishment. This state is attained by a yogi who has the power to make the winds abide in and dissolve into the central channel while practicing Karmanudrā (action seal with real consort). He experiences pliability of mind and can manifest his Illusory form either as the main deity Hevajra or consort Nairatmya. It is the state where all obstructions to omniscience is removed.

\textsuperscript{355} Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, Gelong Jhampa Kelsang (by tr.), \textit{A Commentary on the Kalacakra Tantra} (LTWA, reprinted 2002), p.136.

\textsuperscript{356} bhagavan āha/ stṛrupam vihāyanyad rūpaṁ kuryāḥ bhagavataḥ/ stanaṁ hitvā bhaved bolam kakkolamadhyasamsthitam//23// tiradvayam bhavet ghaṇṭā kiṃjalkena bolakam bhavet/ sesam rūpaṁ mahātmāno herukasya mahārateḥ//24// herukayogasya punṣaḥ punṣtvam ayāti ayatnataḥ/ mudrāsiddhir bhaved yasmād vyaktaśaktasya yogināḥ//25// (HT[F&M]., p.160)
creation and destruction. (YM)\textsuperscript{357}

\textit{[HT]} Semen is itself Nairatmyā and bliss is the nature of Nairatmyā. The bliss of Nairatmyā is the Mahāmudrā located in the navel centre. She is of the nature of the first vowel, a, and the Enlightened Ones conceive her as Wisdom personified. In the Process of Completion she is the noble lady, Wisdom. She is neither tall nor short and neither square nor round. She is beyond taste, smell and flavours and is the cause of the Innate Joy. The yogi generates in her and enjoys her bliss. It is along with Her that the Accomplishment which bestows the Bliss of Mahāmudrā is attained. Form, sound, smell, taste, touch and the thought, characterised by the Essence of Nature, are all enjoyed only in this Wisdom. She is herself the Innate, the great blissful one, the divine Yoginī. She is the Maṇḍala Circle. She is of the very nature of the Five Aspects of Enlightened Awareness. She is the Mirror-like Awareness, the Awareness of Equanimity, the Differentiating Awareness of the six components of sensory experience, the Awareness of the Performance of Duty and the Awareness of Pure Nature. She is me, the lord of the maṇḍala. She is the Yoginī Without a Self (nairātmyayogini); the very epitome of the Essence of Nature. (\textit{[II.4.43–50]}\textsuperscript{358})

According to \textit{Yogaratnamālā}, one who accomplishes the Mahamudrā is not subject to creation and destruction.

Now the yogi enters the state of a non-trainee that is enters the Path of no more Learning after he has actualized the Innate Mind. The stage is called Stage of Perfection, or Mahāmudrā or the Great Seal, where the yogi has eradicated all obstacles to omniscience and can directly cognize Emptiness. He is in the form of the deity Hevajra in blissful union with Nairatmyā and in a state of total meditative equipoise. He has now attained the body speech and mind of Hevajra.

3) The State of Union of a Non-Trainee

As a result of practising the wholesome deeds of meditative equipoise and the post-meditational period, when persons of the trainee's state of union receive the indicative signs at dawn. The first instant of such a

\textsuperscript{357} (HT[S]., part2, p.138)
\textsuperscript{358} (HT[F&M]., pp.217–218)
clear light is the meaning clear light of the final trainee and is equivalent to the uninterrupted path of the final life of a Bodhisattva on the tenth ground who will become Buddha in the subsequent moment of his/her life of the Perfection Vehicle. Thus, it acts as a direct antidote to the obstructions to knowledge and in its second moment the obstructions to knowledge are abandoned. The Innate is actualized.

Those who have already attained the state of union of a trainee, through maintaining the positive energies of both the meditational and the post-meditational periods, will see the previously mentioned signs indicating the quick attainment of the state of union of a non-trainee. Consequently, at dawn they actualize the meaning clear light by way of the 'two modes of perfect realization' induced by the internal and the external skillful methods. The two skillful methods are the external condition of a consort or consorts and the internal condition of the 'two modes of the dissolution process'.

[HT] In the supreme delight there is neither the emanated nor the emanator. There is no form and neither is there object nor is their the perceiver. There is no flesh, no blood, no excrement, no urine, no sickness, no delusion, no envy, no malignity, no pride, no visible object, no emanated object, no emanator, no friend and no enemy. The Innate is calm and undifferentiated. (I.10.31–32)

[HT] The Yogi is the Means, mercy and the Consort is the freedom from causality. The absence of distinction between Voidness and Compassion is known as the Enlightened Consciousness. (I.10.40)

As already stated after actualizing the Innate one achieves the state of union of a non-trainee characterized by the seven features.

359 Master Yangchen Gawai Lodox, (tr. by) Tenzin Dorjee, Paths and Grounds of Ghhyasamaja According to Arya Nagarjuna, p.102.
360 paramaratna ca bhavo na bhavakaḥ/ na ca vigrahaḥ na ca grāhyo na grāhakaḥ/ māṁsaṁ na śōṣitam viṣṭhā na mūtram/ na chardo na moho na śaucapavitram//31/ rāgo na dveśo na moho na īrṣyā/ na ca paśūnyam na ca māno na dṛṣyaṁ/ bhavo na bhāvako mītro na sāturāḥ/ nistaraṅga sahajākyavicitram//32// (HT[F&M]., p.132)
361 kṛpapayo bhaved yogī mudrā hetuvivyogataḥ/ śūnyatākarumābhinnam bodhicittam iti smṛtam//40// (HT[F&M]., p.136)
The seven features of the non-trainee’s state of union such as embracing each other are as explained by Acharya Ngawang Drakpa. They are: (1) Complete Enjoyment Body, (2) Embracing each other, (3) Great bliss, (4) Lack of inherent existence, (5) Filled with compassion, (6) Uninterrupted continuity, (7) Non-cessation.

The Innate Mind of Clear Light is characterized as ‘Wisdom Truth Body’, also known as the ‘Body of Great Bliss’. The ‘Form Body’ that is accomplished from mere wind and mind, is the ‘Enjoyment Body’. The Truth and Form Bodies are of the same nature and differ only nominally. Hence, the Form Body is called the ‘Non-dual Wisdom Body’.362 In the Hevajra Tantra, the state of a non-trainee is described at length in Chapter Five of Part II.363

In the Mahamudra state of non-trainee one achieves the five types of Buddha Wisdom – the Mirror like Wisdom (ādāra jñāna) to know the extent of everyone and everything that exists, the Wisdom of Equality (samatā jñāna), the Wisdom of Individuality (pratyavekṣaṇā jñāna), the Wisdom to accomplish the temporary and ultimate aims of everyone (kṛtya anuṣṭhāna jñāna), and the Wisdom of the Sphere of Reality (dharma dhatu viśuddhi jñāna) – two levels of truth about everyone and everything, as well as the above mentioned seven features of Saṃbhogakāya.

In the Hevajra Tantra, the Mahamudra state is described as the one where lord Hevajra with sixteen arms, eight faces, four feet is in union with Nairatmya and resting in Sukhāvatī the citadel of bliss. In this state of erotic union with Nairatmya he is full of tranquil bliss surrounded by eight goddesses that Gauri, Cauri etc. He is the nature of compassion and expresses nine emotions – erotic, heroic etc. and imparting the Vajrayāna doctrine of the union of Emptiness (śūnyatā) and Great Bliss. Finally sending emanations for the benefit of sentient beings. In the text of the Hevajra Tantra the following verse describes the appearance of

362 Master Yangchen Gawai Lodoe, (tr. by) Tenzin Dorjee, Ibid., p. 103.
363 (HT[FM]., pp.241-251)
Hevajra and his consort in the state of Great Bliss.

[HT] I have eight faces, four legs, sixteen arms, and trample the four Māras. I am terrifying even to fear itself. My necklace is made from a garland of human heads. I am located in the Sun and I am dancing wildly. I wear a crossed Vajra on my head and I am of a terrifying black colour. From my mouth shoots forth the seed-syllable hūṃ and my body is smeared with ash. I am in erotic union with Nairātmyā, full of tranquil bliss, my essential nature being tranquility. The face in front is dark black, the one on the right white like jasmine, the one on the left a terrifying red, the face on the top is distorted and the rest of the faces are like the colour of bees and I have twenty-four eyes. (II.5.8–12)³⁶⁴

In the conclusion it can be stated that the attainment of the state of Hevajra — a non-dual state, occurs when the Wisdom and Method have been united at the time of both the path and the fruit. The path involves meditating on oneself as one presently having an inconceivable mansion, divine companions, sacred articles, in other words, all the divine qualities possessed by a Buddha in the non-dual state of bliss and emptiness, with the ability to extend perfect aid to all suffering sentient beings. The fruit of the path is the omniscient state of Buddhahood where all duality ceases. To attain the fruit, while on the path the practitioner must generate a facsimile mind of the Buddha during meditative sessions. Without the Generation and Completion Stage practices of "Hevajra Tantra," one cannot achieve the Perfection Stage of Mahāmudra. One that is free from all mental fabrications, where realization of appearance and mind is of a Single taste (a state of non-discrimination) and of Great immutable bliss.

Chapter IV : Tantric Cult in 'Hevajra Tantra'

1. Preliminary Tantric Practice

In the previous Chapter it is deduced that the indivisibility of Emptiness and Compassion is the essential feature of Bodhicitta or Mind of Enlightenment. All Mahāyāna Buddhist aim to generate the Mind of Enlightenment for the benefit of suffering beings. While Sutra Schools recommend practitioners to reduce desire in order to attain liberation, tantric texts actually propose to incorporate the energy of desire into the path. The problem lies not in desire per se, but rather in a misdirection of the energy of desire toward objects that lead to suffering and bondage.

Instead of viewing pleasure and desire as something to be avoided at all costs, tantra recognizes the powerful energy aroused by our desires to be an indispensable resource for the spiritual path. Because the goal is nothing less than the realization of our highest human potential, tantra seeks to transform every experience—no matter how 'unreligious' it may appear — into the path of fulfillment. It is precisely because our present life is so inseparably linked with desire that we must make use of desire's tremendous energy if we wish to transform our life into something transcendental.\(^{365}\)

Tantric Buddhism accepts the idea found in many Buddhist text that Buddhas have overcome desire, but holds that the path to extinction of desire does not necessarily require its suppression. In fact, since desire is a very powerful force in human beings, suppressing it requires the expenditure of a great deal of energy and diligent practice over an extended period of time. The skillful means of Tantra, however, provide methods to redirect the force of desire by utilizing it in the spiritual

path, so that desire itself becomes a means to overcome desire. This process is compared to the way that two sticks can be rubbed together to create a fire that consumes the sticks. In Tantra desire and bliss are carefully channeled through meditative practices, and they are used in very specific ways. The path of Tantra involves great discipline and requires keen intelligence, and it is based on a strong desire to help others. It has nothing to do with sensual indulgence.366

The goal of Tantra is to transform all pleasures into the transcendent experience of deep penetrative awareness. Instead of advocating separation from worldly pleasure the way many other traditions do, Tantra emphasizes that it is much more effective for human beings to enjoy themselves and channel the energy of their enjoyments into a quick and powerful path to fulfillment and enlightenment. This is the most skilful way of using our precious human potential.367

The Tantra school naturally evolved special techniques and rituals involving symbols and peculiar objects of worship — vajra, bell and so forth, to hasten the practitioner's progress on the path to liberation. These special techniques and symbols of Tantra achieved a cult status as their use was propagated by almost all schools of Buddhist Tantra.

Rituals involving offering, purification, generation of mañḍala, mantra recitation, activation of cakras, fire sacrifices, gaṇacakra, feast, song and dance are common features of Highest Yoga Tantra. In Guhyasamāja Tantra,368 as well as Cakrasamvara Tantra, these rituals are as elaborately described as they are in Ŷhevajra Tantra.

1) Offering and Purification

The preliminary practices are taking refuge prostration, vajrasattva meditation, mañḍala offering and guru yoga. These practices are

367 Lama Thubten Yeshe, Introduction to Tantra, p.29.
368 Alex Wayman, Yoga of the Guhyasamāja Tantra, pp.62-77.
performed prior to entry in tantric practice. The main purpose being that
dissolve to diminish afflictions and to purify the mind of the practitioner.
Vajrasattva meditation involves one visualizing oneself as the deity
engaged in his enlighten activities. This process familiarizes one with the
state of Buddhahood and hastens the attainment of the final goal. In the
chapter I of ¹Hevajra Tantraº visualizing oneself as Vajrasattva is
emphasized prior to making of offerings and the application of vows.
Visualization is stressed as making offerings like maṇḍala offering is an
activity which involves physical action in conjunction with visualisation.
Practitioners imagine making offerings of substances of incalculable value
to the Guru and the Buddhhas. The other important feature of this level is
Guru Yoga that is to see one’s teacher as an embodiment of pure exalted
wisdom of a Buddha. This helps one to overcon obstructions to
omniscience. ¹Hevajra Tantraº explains how one must perform the rites
of purification and making offerings.

[HT] The yogi, at one with his chosen deity and full of the knowledge of mantras,
should make all the Buddhhas residing in all the directions enter into the heart of the
image.

οṁ vajrapuspe ah ūṁ svāhā/ οṁ vajradhūpe ah ūṁ svāhā/ οṁ vajraḍīpe ah ūṁ
svāhā/ οṁ vajragandhe ah ūṁ svāhā/ οṁ vajraṇavedye ah ūṁ svāhā/ [These are
the mantras for the five ritual offerings of flowers, incense, lamp, perfume and food
respectively.]

Various kinds of flowers along with the uttering of the seed-syllable ūṁ should be
offered. The water for the libation, the water for washing the feet and so on should
be offered, as before, in accordance with the rules prescribed in the earlier tantra.
(II.1.3–5)³⁶⁹

[HT] After having given the body as an offering the practitioner should begin the
Application of the Vow. He should not offer gifts with thoughts of worthiness or
unworthiness. He must eat and drink whatever he obtains and he should not hold
and notions regarding likes and dislikes. The practitioner should not have thoughts
regarding what is edible and inedible; similarly, he should not differentiate between

³⁶⁹ gaganansthān sarvabuddhān pratimāḥrdī veṣayet/ sveṣṭadevatasamyogī
pratyaksamantrapāragabha// ... /4// nānahāṃkāraniśpannān puṣpādyāṃs tu
praḍhaukayet/ arghapāḍyāḍikaṃ prāgvat pārvatatravidhikramaiḥ// (HT[F&M].,
p.148)
what can or cannot be drunk and what should or should not be done. (1.6.19-2
1)370

[HT] Behold, O Goddess, the great gem which is the body surrounded by a circle of flames. A gem is useless when uncut but when cut it gives delight. Likewise the gem of phenomenal existence, which is united with the five desires, when not purified becomes poisonous and when purified becomes nectar-like. (II.9.8-9)371

Offering should be made with no sense of discrimination and prejudice. One must make full use of the power of visualization and imagination while making effort to cleanse oneself of all negativities and afflictions. To make an offering of one’s body, wealth and existence one must imagine them cleansed of their ordinary defiled natures. In this way one can proceed on the spiritual path.

2) Mantras

Mantras constitute the next essential feature of tantra. They are an integral part of practice. Mantras are used for invoking the Buddhas. Tantric practitioners repeat them in order to forge karmic connections between themselves and meditational deities and to effect cognitive restructuring through internalizing the divine qualities that the mantra represents. Not all mantras, however, have such clear symbolism. Many mantras are unintelligible on the literal level, but tantric practitioners are taught the meaning by their teachers. Tantric practitioners should recognize that the conventional meanings of words are not fixed, and the meaning and significance of anything lies in the mind of the beholder. Mantras mean what they need to mean in the context of a particular practice, and so conventional usage is often irrelevant. In addition,

370 śarīram dānam datva ca paścāc caryām samārabheta/ bhagabhagavicārga tasmad dānam na diyate/19// bhakṣyaṁ bhojyaṁ tathā pāṇaṁ yathāprāptaṁ tu bhakṣayet/ grahaṇaṁ nātra kartavyaṁ iṣṭāniṣṭavikalpatab/20// bhakṣyābhakṣyavicāraṁ tu peyāpeyaṁ tathaiva ca/ gamyāgamyena tathā mantrī vikalpaṁ naiva kārayet/21// (HT[F&M], p.67)
371 (HT[F&M], p.277)
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mantras may be interpreted in innumerable ways and have no fixed significance. In some Hindu systems, mantras are said to be primordial sounds that possess power in and of themselves. In Tibetan Buddhist Tantra mantras have no such inherent power — unless they are recited by a person with a focused mind, they are only sounds. For people with the proper attitude, however, they can be powerful tools that aid in the process of transformation.372

"Hevajra Tantra\text{\textregistered} mentions different kinds of mantras and vouchsafe their efficacy. There are those that help one to overcome obstacles like mortal enemies who are against the Buddha and Dharma. There are mantras for making rain, destroying army, to cause harm to enemy, to attract a woman, to find lost wealth and such others.

[HT] I shall expound that method of rending the enveloped [life-force], the mere concentrated visualisation of which attains his goal for the practitioner. The holder of the Vow should rend with the hand the base of the navel of the one to be destroyed, whilst assuming a nature similar to that of Heruka by being in an extremely fierce state of mind. By the mere emanation of this even a Buddha is definitely destroyed. (II.9.1–2)373

[HT] After having announced the intention to the guru and accomplished beings, perform with mercy the rite of killing of one who is a non-believer of the teachings of the Buddha and the detractors of the gurus and Buddhas. One should emanate such a person, visualising his form as being upside down, vomiting blood, trembling and with hair in disarray. Imagine a blazing needle entering his back. Then by envisioning the seed-syllable of the Fire element in his heart he is killed instantly. (II.9.3–5)374

[HT] While reciting the mantra om ah phuh, make an image of a snake. Bathe the snake-image with the Five Nectars, worship it with blue black flowers, anoint it with Nāgadamaraka juice and smear elephant's ichor on its head. Place the snake's image in a hollow pot and cover it with another hollow pot of a similar kind, filling [the lower] pot with milk from a black cow. Tie the pots together with rope made

373 athātāb sampravakṣyāmi samputodghatālakṣaṇam/ yena dhyānāmātṛaṁ gādhaṁ/ sādhakaṁ siddhim ānuvati//1/ sādhyaṁ yāṁ nābhimale tu hastenotpātyed vṛataḥ/ heruka pratirūpeṇādhyaṁ kṛṣṭa cetasaṁ bhāvanāmātṛakenaiva buddho 'pi naśyate dhruvam//2// (HT[F&M]., p.275)
374 (HT[F&M]., pp.275–276)
by a black virgin.

In the north-west, making a pool, place the snake [which is within the pots] in the pool. At the edge of the pool make a maṇḍala using the following colored powders: black powder made with charcoal from the crematory; white made from powdered human bone; yellow made from yellow orpiment; red made from crematory bricks; green made with Caurya leaves ground with human bones; and blue made from human bone ground together with charcoal from the crematory. With rope obtained from the crematory measure out a square maṇḍala which is three cubits and three finger widths on each side. In the middle of this maṇḍala draw an image of Hevajra with eight faces, four feet, sixteen hands and twenty-four eyes trampling and overpowering a snake. Then in a lonely place assuming an extremely wrathful mood, the accomplished practitioner must recite the following mantra: om ghuru ghuru ghudu ghudu masa masa ghaṭa ghaṭa ṣaṭaya ṣaṭaya anataksobhaṇakaraṇa nāgadhipatayhe he he ru ru ka saaptapātalagatān nāgān kāśaya kāśaya vārṣaya vārṣaya gājaya gājaya phūḥ phūḥ phūḥ phūḥ phūḥ phūḥ phūḥ phūḥ phūḥ phūḥ hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāḥa.

If it does not rain then recite this mantra in reverse order. It will rain. Should it still not rain, [this reverse order] will cause the heads of the Nāgas to burst like bunches of jack-fruit and it will then deluge. This is the process for making it rain. (1.2.20)

[HT] I will explain the Cloud-rending ritual. In case of excess rain, sitting on an old rag from the crematory, rend the clouds by reciting the following mantra: om āryaṁśaṁanapriyaya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāḥa. This is the process for the Cloud-rending ritual. (1.2.21)

[HT] I will explain the Chalk ritual for destroying an enemy army. Powdering chalk, mix it into a small ball together with the Five Nectars and filings of a sword. As a preliminary propitiation in order to become proficient in the application of this rite, recite the following mantra ten million times: om vajrakartari hevajraya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat. For the destruction of an enemy army, recite the mantra one hundred thousand times. Mark the neck of the water pot that is used in the rite with an encircling line of the paste. Once encircled, break the neck of the water pot. This will cause all the enemy heads to be severed. This is the Vajra Knife ritual. (1.2.2)

[HT] Desiring to cause a burning fever, write the name of the enemy on an Arka

---

375 (HT[F&M]., p.28)
376 meghanam sphātanyam vaksye/ śmaśānakarpata upaviśya mantrajapena sphātayet/ om āryaṁśaṁanapriyaya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāḥa/ megha sphātanyavidhib//21/ (HT[F&M]., pp.29-30)
377 (HT[F&M]., p.30)
leaf with the mixture of the juices of Viṣarājikā and the acidic Citraka fruit. Throw it on a chaff fire and recite the following mantra ten thousand times: om hevajra ājala ājala śatrūn bhrum hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā. By reciting the mantra ten thousand times the desire will be accomplished. (1.2.24)  

[HT] Desiring to subdue a young woman, go to the foot of an Aśoka tree on the Aśoka Aṣṭāmi, wear a red garment and eat Madana fruit. Mark the forehead with Kāmācikā juice and recite the following mantra: om hṛṛḥ amukī me vaśībhavatu svāhā. By reciting the mantra ten thousand times she will come. (1.2.26)  

[HT] Desiring to control the sun and the moon, make images of the sun and the moon with the paste of ground rice and drop them into a cementing liquid. Recite the following mantra: om candrārka mā ca la mā ca la tiṣṭha tiṣṭha hevajrāya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā: By reciting the mantra seventy million times the sun and the moon will stop moving and the night and day of the moon and sun will become indistinguishable. This is the ritual for controlling the sun and moon. (1.2.27)  

[HT] In order to find lost wealth, at night whilst gazing into the eyes of a virgin, recite one hundred and eight times the mantra om nagra nagra. The worship her with flowers, incense, lamp and the other ingredients of the five-fold ritual offering. At dawn on the fourteenth or eighth day of the lunar cycle, placing the sacrament pot together with oil and lac, recite the same mantra one hundred and eight times. Then smear the big toe of the one who recites the mantra with empowered lac and bathing the toe with the empowered oil, show it to the virgin. [Then the supplicant should demand:] ‘Speak! Who has stolen this thing of mine?’ Then she will reply: ‘By such and such a person’. This is the Vajra divination ritual for finding lost things. (1.2.28)  

“Hevajra Tantra» goes to the extant of stating that no other Tantric ritual is more important than Mantras.

---

378 (HT[F&M]., p.31)  
379 pramadāṃ vaśākutākāmena aśokāṣṭāmyāṃ aśokakalāṃ gatvā raktavastram paridhāya madanaphalaṃ bhakṣayet/ kamācikārasena tilakaṃ vandya mantraṃ japet/ om hṛṛḥ amukī me vaśībhavatu svāhā/ ayutajāpenāgacchati//26// (HT[F&M]., p.32)  
380 candrasūtraryau vaśākutākāmena śālipiṣṭakamayāṃ candrākṣaṃ krtvā vajrodake nikṣipet/ mantraṃ japet/ om candrārka māca la mā ca la tiṣṭha tiṣṭha hevajrāya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā/ saptakotiṃ japet/ tiṣṭate/ candrasūtryaṃ rātrimāvāviṣeṣakaṃ bhavati/ iti candrasūtryaṃvidhāraṇavidhib//27// (HT[F&M]., p.32)  
381 (HT[F&M]., p.33)
In this tantric practice there is no need for fire-sacrifices and the performance of hand-gestures. This great tantric technique is effective on just being recited and one can accomplish merely by concentrated visualisation. (II.9.6)\textsuperscript{382}

Not only what mantra is to be recited for the achievement of a particular purpose is given in ʻHevajra Tantra, but also the way to do it is mentioned.

The recitation of the mantra for the rite of Paralysing should be performed by using crystal beads; for Subduing red sandalwood beads; for Mesmerising soap-tree wood beads; for Causing hatred human bone beads; for Driving away horse bone beads; for Attracting beads of Brahmin’s bone; for Causing Rain elephant bone beads and for Killing buffalo bone beads. (II.10.2–3)\textsuperscript{383}

Whilst performing the rite of Paralysing milk is drunk; whilst Subduing use the sacrament of one’s own desire; whilst Killing, female sexual fluids; whilst Attracting, the excrements; whilst Causing hatred, human flesh and whilst Driving away urine. Or else use [the flesh of] horse, dog, man, ox and elephant. (II.10.2–3)\textsuperscript{384}

Besides recommending mantras for the eradication of specific obstacles ‘Hevajra Tantra also elaborates on the mantras that a practitioner must chant to attain the state of Hevajra. The mantras for the main deity as well as the consorts are codified in the text. There is a mantra for the Five Buddha families as well. Each form of Hevajra has a specific mantra—that of two–armed Hevajra is different from that of four armed and so forth. what feats are accomplished by the recitation of each mantra is also revealed.

The Mantra for the sacrificial offering to all the demigods: om akaro mukham sarvadharmanam adyanutpannattat om aḥ hum phat svāhā. (I.2.1)

The seed–syllables of the Five Buddhas are: bum, am, jhbm, kham and hum. (I.2.2)\textsuperscript{385}

\textsuperscript{382} asmin tantre na hotavyaṃ mudrābandhakriyā na ca/ pāṭhitasiddham mahā tantram dhīyanamātreṇa sidhyate//6// (HT[F&M]., p.276)

\textsuperscript{383} sphātikena stambhānaṃ jāpyaṃ vaśye ca raktacandanaṃ/ riṣṭikayābhīcārukaṃ vidveṣaṃ niraṃśukais tathā//2/ uccātaṇam aśvahaḍdenākaraṇaṃ brahmāsthinā/ varṣāpāṇaṃ gajāṣṭhistaiḥ mūraṇaṃ mahiṣasya ca//3// (HT[F&M]., p.287)

\textsuperscript{384} (HT[F&M]., p.288)

\textsuperscript{385} sarvabhaṭṭikabalimanaṭhā/ om akāraṃ mukham sarvadharmanāṃ adyanutpannattat
The Heart Mantra of Hevajra is: om deva picu vajra hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā. (1.2.3)

The basic structure of all mantras is: om at the beginning, svāhā at the end adorned with hūṃ phat. (1.2.4)

The mantra for causing a city to tremble is: om a ka ca ā ta pa ya śa śa svāhā. (1.2.5)

The seed-syllables of the Yoganīs are: a a i i u ū ū ū ū e o au am ah. (1.2.6)

The mantra of two-armed Hevajra is: om trailokyākṣepa hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā. (1.2.7)

The mantra of the four-armed Hevajra is: om ṇaḷavaj-balbhyo hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā. (1.2.8)

The mantra of the six-armed Hevajra is: om kīṭi kīṭi vajra hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phat svāhā. (1.2.9)

The mantra for Empowering the Body, Speech and Mind for Purifying the site of worship, Paralyzing, Subduing, Driving-Away, Mesmerising, Killing etc. are mentioned in Hevajra Tantra. (1.2.10-19)

The order of the seed-syllables of these mantras by means of which men attain accomplishment of the various rites, are also explained in this Tantric text. Along with the seed-syllable of a mantra, the feat attained on its recitation is also mentioned.

Bhagavān, the great Admantine One, the great one whose body is the essence of the Vajra, replied: Listen O auspicious Goddess, I shall tell you the mantra. (II.9.15)

The mantra is composed of the Vairocana seed-syllable first, then the fourth sibilant with Pukkasi and the white Sūnya and svāhā at the end. By reciting this one hundred thousand times the world is paralysed. (II.9.16)

First the Chief of Letters, then Khecari and Svāhā at the end. This subdues even Buddhas. (II.9.17)

---

386 HT[F&M]., p.26
387 HT[F&M]., p.27
388 bhagavān aha mahāvajrī vajrasāravapūr mahān/ śrṇu devī mahābhāge mantraṃ te kathayāmy aham//15// ādau vairocanaṃ dattvā uṣmāṇaḥ ca caturthakam/ pukkasiśobhanam dīvaṃ śūnākṛtaṃśuklavaraṃ svāhāṃ niyojayet/ anena lakṣajāpena stambhaye jagat sarvadā//16// ādau varṇādhipam dattvā tadanu
The first of the Vedas, then the second of the first [group of consonants] with a Sūnya and svāhā at the end. This drives away even Buddhas. (II.9.18)

First Vairocana, then the third of the second along with ra, Vārī and sūnya and svāhā at the end. This causes hatred in all men. (II.9.19)

First the Chief of Letters, then the third of the fifth with Sūnya and Ďakini and svāhā at the end. This is the mantra for Mesmerizing. (II.9.20)

First the eldest of the letters, then the red hūṃ followed by svāhā at the end. This instantly attracts Rāmbhā, Tilottama and the other [celestial maidens]. (II.9.21)

First the Mohakula, then ghu and svāhā at the end. This kills gods and men. (II.9.22)

At the beginning Vairocana, then the first of the first with Vajraḍakini, then second of the semi-vowels with Vajraḍakini, then the first of the first with Vajraḍakini, then the third of the semi-vowels with Vajraḍakini, then the third of the semi-vowels with Cauri, then hūṃ and svāhā at the end. This is the Kurukullā mantra. (II.9.23-25)

The mantra for the purification of the site is: Vairocana at the beginning, then twice the second semi-vowel with kṣa, then hūṃ thrice, then phat and svāhā at the end. (II.9.33)

The mantra for the empowerment of food and drink is: Vairocana at the beginning, the vajra and hūṃ at the end. (II.9.34)

The mantra for all the demi-gods is: Vairocana at the beginning, then akārō mukham, then the third sibilant, then the fourth semi-vowel with Vahni above it, then dharmānām, then Vajra followed by ādyanupattavāt om āh hūṃ phat svāhā. (II.9.35)

After citing the mantras of the different deities the significance of the deity forms is clarified.
[HT] Listen, I shall speak of how the phenomenal manifests as aspects of the form of Heruka, the Lord who is the saviour of the world. The blood-shot eyes are because of mercy; the black body is from the attitude of friendliness; the four feet are from the four methods of conversion; the eight faces are the eight Vimokṣas; the sixteen arms are the sixteen Voidnesses; the Five Symbolic Ornaments are the Five Buddhas and Wrath is for the subduing of the wicked. The meat is Pukkas, blood Savar, semen Caṇḍāli, fat and marrow Doṃbi, skin the seven limbs of Enlightenment and bones the Four Noble Truths. (II.9.10–13) \(^{393}\)

In Ṛṛvaṭa Tantra two whole chapters have been devoted to mantras and their significance. Only with the incantation of proper mantras that one can purify the site for spiritual practice. In an unpowered and defiled site progress is impossible hence even to start on spiritual path one must chant mantras.

3) Four kinds of Gazes (drṣṭib)

In the application of mantra, for control of beings, there are four kinds of Gazes. They are Overthrowing (pātanā), Subduing (vaṣyā), Attracting (aṅkrṣṭi) and Paralysing (stambhanā).

[HT] It is that for the rite of Overthrowing the gaze is straight ahead, cruel and on the forehead. For the rite of Subduing the eyes are focused towards the left with the image on the left. (I.11.1)

[HT] For the rite of Attracting the gaze is focused upwards towards the right side and the image is on the right. For the rite of Paralysing the gaze is towards the middle, the eyes focused on the root of the nostril. (I.11.2) \(^{394}\)

[HT] Overthrowing is performed by means of exhalation; Subduing by breath

---

\(^{393}\) samṣāraṁ herukākāraṁ jagaduttaraṁ prabhūṁ/ yena rūpeṇa sambhūtaṁ tad ahaṁ vacmi śāvataṁ/10/ kṛpayā locane rakte kṛṣṇāṅgo maitrīcittataḥ/ saṅgrahavastucatuṣkena catvāraś caraṇāṁ śmṛtāḥ/11/ aśṭasyaṁ vimokṣā aṣṭau śūnayā śroḍāśa bhūjaḥ/ mudreṇa pañcabuddhāḥ syuḥ kruddho duṣṭavineyataḥ/12/ māṁsena pukkaśi khyātā śavāri raktena kalpitā/ caṇḍāli śukram ity uktaṃ doṃbi ca medamajjyaḥ/ carma bodhyangasaptan tu asti satyacatuṣṭayam/13// (HT[F&M]., p.278)

\(^{394}\) samākṛūrā lalāṭi ca pātaṇa kathīta sadā/ vaṣyā vāmaśrīta drṣṭib putalta dvau ca vāmaṭaḥ/1/ aṅkrṣṭir daksīṇe bhage putalta dvau hi cordhvataḥ/ madhyamā stambhanādṛṣṭir dvau ca nāsajaḍantare/2// (HT[F&M]., p.139)
retention; Attracting is by inhalation and Paralysing by the tranquilly-held breath. (I.11.3)\textsuperscript{395}

[HT] Having mastered the four Gazes the wise one must save all beings. Here actual killing should not be performed. If killing is performed it becomes a breakage of the Observance of the Vow. (I.11.6)\textsuperscript{396}

The Gazes have been mentioned in order to overcome beings and not for killing beings.

[HT] In this practice anything may be performed, except deceiving other beings, for the Mudrā Accomplishment is not attained by harming living beings. (I.11.7)\textsuperscript{397}

A practitioner of Tantra is supposed to accomplish the four kinds of Gazes by regular recitation of mantra. The purpose of attaining the gazes is to remove obstructions from the path of spiritual progress. Maṇḍala construction is another feature of Tantra.

4) Maṇḍala

In Ṛhevajra Tantraj maṇḍala is defined as follows:

[HT] Bhagavān said: Maṇḍala is said to be the essence, the Enlightened Consciousness and the great bliss. Maṇḍala is so called because it holds the Great Bliss, that is, bears it. (II.3.26)\textsuperscript{398}

According to the Dalai Lama, the image of the maṇḍala “is said to be extremely profound because meditation on it serves as an antidote, quickly eradicating the obstructions to liberation and the obstructions to omniscience as well as their latent predispositions.” The obstructions to liberation and the obstructions to omniscience are the two main types of

\textsuperscript{395} (HT[F&M]., p.140)
\textsuperscript{396} sādhayitvā caturdṛśṭim sattvani tarayed budhah/ māraṇam natra kāryam syat samayabhedaḥ param bhavet//6// (HT[F&M]., p.141)
\textsuperscript{397} sarvākāryaṁ tu kartavyaṁ hitvā sattvasya vañcanāṁ/ sattvāpaśkāramātreṇa mudrāsiddhir na labhyate//7// (HT[F&M]., p.141)
\textsuperscript{398} bhagavān aha// maṇḍalaṁ sāraṁ ity uktam bodhicittam mahat sukham/ ādānān tat karotiiti maṇḍalaṁ malanāṁ matam//26// (HT[F&M]., p.190)
mental afflictions that obstruct one's attainment of Buddhahood. The maṇḍala serves as a representation of an enlightened mind that is liberated from all such obstacles, and in the context of tantric practice it is a powerful symbol of the state that meditators are trying to attain.399

The deeper levels of maṇḍala offering are the "inner maṇḍala offering" and the "secret maṇḍala offering", which do not use physical movements, external gestures, or material objects. The practice takes place in the mind, and one's own body becomes the offering. The body itself becomes transformed into a maṇḍala, and through this one diminishes the sense of ordinariness. This practice also undermines fixed views and negative attitudes toward the body.

The secret maṇḍala offering requires a thorough familiarity with the mystical physiology of Highest Yoga Tantra, and because much of the practice involves great skill in subtle manipulation of vital energies, one's own mind becomes the maṇḍala. Two types of mind – the mind of enlightenment and the mind directly perceiving emptiness – are the basis of the secret maṇḍala offering. The mind of enlightenment consists of the mental consciousness accompanied by two aspirations: the aspiration to benefit all sentient beings through establishing them in the state of Buddhahood; and the wish personally to attain complete enlightenment in order to be able to accomplish the first aspiration. The wisdom consciousness realizing emptiness penetrates beyond false appearances and correctly perceives things as they are, that is, as utterly lacking inherent existence, as composite, produced, and impermanent. In the secret maṇḍala offering, one offers the mind of enlightenment and the wisdom consciousness realizing emptiness to the objects of refuge. One adorns the maṇḍala with the activities of these minds – which are suffused with wisdom and compassion – and offers them to the guru, the Buddha, and other enlightened beings.400

In "Hevajra Tantra" the construction of the outer maṇḍala is described

as follows:

[HT] The yogi, who in essence is the deity, should first purify the site of the consecration. After attentively performing the Hūṃvajrī rite, he should then draw the maṇḍala. (I.10.2)\textsuperscript{401}

[HT] The excellent maṇḍala should be constructed in a garden or an isolated place or the abodes of the Bodhisattvas or within the inner sanctum of a temple. (I.10.3)

[HT] The maṇḍala appropriate is three cubits and three thumb widths long and is drawn with divine powder or with the powder of medium quality made from the five gems or else with the powder made from rice grains etc. (I.10.4)\textsuperscript{402}

Hevajra Tantra explains the method of constructing an external maṇḍala. It is necessary for the practitioner to form a maṇḍala prior to inviting the deities and manifesting himself in the centre of that maṇḍala in the Hevajra form.

[HT] Draw a maṇḍala comprising a square enclosure having four openings and encircled by lines of different colours. It should have four archways and be decorated with vajra threads. Then draw eight ritual pots which have five lines drawn on each of them. The maṇḍala should be drawn using powder of the five gems or rice and so on or else with powder of bricks or charcoal from the cremation-ground. (II.5.50–51)\textsuperscript{403}

[HT] In the middle of the maṇḍala draw a lotus with eight petals and a pericarp. Within the lotus draw a white skull whose three parts are marked. In the north-eastern petal draw a lion, in the south-eastern a monk, in the south-western a disc and in the north-western a vajra. In the eastern petal draw a knife, in the southern a hand-drum, in the western a tortoise and in the northern a snake. These are proclaimed to be the eight symbols of the [eight retinue] goddesses which accord with their individual qualities. Draw a crossed vajra in the middle of the white

\textsuperscript{401} vasudhāṃ sodhayed yogī prathamaṃ devatātmakah/ hūṃvajrīkṛtya yatnena paścān maṇḍalam ālikhet//2// (HT[F&M]., p.119)

\textsuperscript{402} udyāne vijane deśe bodhisattvagṛheshu ca/ maṇḍalāgāramadhye ca vartayan maṇḍalam varam//3// divyena rajolekhena athavā madhyamena tu/ paṇcaratnamayaś cūrṇair athavā taṇḍulādibhib/ trihastāṃ maṇḍalam kāryam trayāṅgūsthādikan tatala//4// (HT[F&M]., p.120)

\textsuperscript{403} putam ekaṃ caturvāraṃ nānārasīmāsamākulum/ catustorānasamāyuktāṃ vajrastraatrair vibhūṣitam//50/ paṇcarekhasamāyuktam aṣṭau kalaśas tato liṅkhet/ paṇcaratnamayaś cūrṇair athavā taṇḍulakādibhib/ śmaśāneṣṭakenāpi śmaśānāṅgārakais tathā//51// (HT[F&M]., p.254)
[HT] Then place in the maṇḍala the Victorious Ritual Pot which has branches in it and is encircled by a clean cloth. It should contain the five divine gems and should be filled with rice. What need is there to say much more! Perform the maṇḍala ritual as prescribed in the Tattvasaṃgraha. (ll.5.56—57)

The manner in which a maṇḍala is to be visualized by a practitioner is revealed in "Hevajra Tantra".

[HT] Thus the Lord said: The maṇḍala comprises of a blazing square with four brilliant doors. It is adorned with garlands and chains and has flowing plumes of many colours. It is resplendent with eight pillars, has vajra threads and is decorated with flowers of many kinds. Incense, lamps and perfumes are there. In the maṇḍala there are eight jars which have branches in them and a piece of cloth is tied around each of their necks. The Victory Jar containing the five precious objects should be offered in the east. Assuming the nature of one’s own chosen deity draw the maṇḍala with a beautiful, new thread that is well made and of the right length.

[HT] Recite the mantra of the principal deity of the circle one hundred thousand times and the mantra of each of the retinue deities ten thousand times. Using the previously mentioned mantra the wise yogi must purify the ground. Firstly, at the site of consecration, place the sacrificial offering using the mantra which begins with akāra. Perform the protection rite here in the same way as mentioned in the context of the practice of concentration.

In chapter 8—Circle of Yogini, the inner maṇḍala is described in great detail. How one should visualize the maṇḍala with Hevajra in the centre surrounded with his retinue of deities is alluded to in this chapter. A few
verses are cited from this chapter to elucidate the point.

[HT] In Space, after visualising a Bhaga perform the emanations in the middle of it. Emanate the circle first and then the arising of the deities in the proper order of arising. 'The circle' is to be understood as the Earth element; 'first' as Water; 'in the order appropriate' as Fire; 'of the deities' as Air and 'the arising in the proper order' as that of the emanator. (I.8.1—2) 408

[HT] The Circle arising from the Source of Nature is undefiled and has two enclosures. The inner one is formed by the Kihjalaka and the other by the triangle. (I.8.3) 409

[HT] At the centre of this maṇḍala imagine a corpse with fifteen seats. Above that corpse is the Lunar Maṇḍala and above the Moon is the seed-syllable. Then visualise the Sun arising above the Moon. The union of these two, Moon and Sun, is great bliss. Ali is the Moon and Kali is the Sun. Gaurī and the other Yoginīs are proclaimed to arise from union of the Moon and Sun. (I.8.4—5) 410

[HT] The wise yogī should always emanate the Five Yoginīs located in the inner enclosure as being of the very nature of the Aggregate of the Five Components of Phenomenal Awareness. Vajrā is in the eastern direction [of the inner enclosure], Gaurī in the southern, Varīyoginī in the western, Vaiḍeka in the northern and Nairātmya in the centre. Further, in the outer enclosure are Gaurī, Caurī, Vetālī, Ghasmāri, Pukkastī, Savarī, Candra and the eight Dombī. The Yoginīs Bhūcarī and Khecarī are located below and above the maṇḍala, respectively. These two deities respectively represent the Phenomenal and the Release. (I.8.11—14) 411

[HT] All the Yoginīs are exceedingly fierce, black in colour and adorned with the Five Symbolic Ornaments. Each one of them has a single head, blood-red eyes and holds a knife and skull in their hands. The circle, the ear-rings, the necklace, the bracelets on the wrist and the girdle, by signifying the purification of the Five

---

408 khadhātāu bhagam dhyātāvā madhye kurvita bhāvanāṁ/ cakraṁ pūrvaṁ yathānyāyaṁ devastānāṁ yathodayam//1/ cakraṁ kṣoṇijalaṁ pūrvaṁ yathānyāyaṁ hūtāsanam/ devastānāṁ mahāvāyur bhāvakaś ca yathodayam//2// (HT[F&M]., p.83)
409 dharmodayodbhāvam cakraṁ dvipūtaṁ hi nirāmayaṁ/ kihjalkena bhaved ekaṁ trikoenāpāraṁ śrutam//3// (HT[F&M]., p.84)
410 (HT[F&M]., p.85)
Buddhas, these five are the pure Symbolic Ornaments. All the Yoginis are said to be similar to Nairātmyā. The left hand holds a skull and the right hand holds a knife. They also have a Khatvāṅga resting on their left side. They wear a tiger skin around their waists, each one stands upon a corpse, are fiery brilliant, have two arms and yellow hair. (I.8.15-18)

Formation of outer and inner maṇḍala is an essential feature of the generation stage practice of Highest Yoga Tantra. As in Tantra importance is attached to the body, it is necessary to know the four energy centres, their location in the body and how they can be activated to attain the subtle Innate mind of clear light.

5) The Four Energy Centres (cakra)

In Hevajra Tantraj importance is attached to the process of kāya sadhana-or yogic practice of using the body for the realization of ultimate truth. The five psycho-physical aggregates are purified by visualizing them as deities and their consort. The union of Method and Wisdom is used to generate Bodhicitta or the mind of enlightenment involves certain esoteric practices, whereby the wind that is the mount of the consciousness is made to abide in the central channel and to pierces the four cakras. The cakras are Nirmanacakra, Dharmacakra, Sambhogacakra and Mahasukha cakra.

According to standard mahāyāna philosophy the Bodhicitta, after its production, must march upwards through ten stages known as the Bodhicitta-bhūmis and reach the highest state of dharmaneigha and attain Buddhahood. In the process of upward march of the Bodhicitta the bliss

412 sarvā devatyaḥ kṛṣpavarnā mahāraudra pañcamudrāvibhūṣitāḥ/ ekavaktraś ca raktākṣaḥ kartikapālabhūtkarakāḥ/15/ cakrī kundala kaṭṭhi ca haste rūcaka mekhala/ pañcabuddhaviśuddhyā ca pañcaite sūdhāmudrākāb/16/ sarvā etādṛśaḥ khyāta yathā nairātmyayogini/ kapālakakaravyagrawrjā kāṣṭhā kartrdhārikāb/17/ khaṭvāṅgam caiva vāmena vyāghracarmāvṛtā kaṭṭha/ śāvarūḍhā jvaladdhā dvibhujāḥ piṅgamūrdhajāb/18/ (HT[F&M]., p.90)
first produced goes on acquiring a higher nature, the four kinds of bliss ananda, paramananda, viramananda and sahajananda are attained at the four cakras respectively. Based on the four cakras the practice of four kinds of mudrās is recommended. In Hevajra Tantra, prior to referring to the four cakras, the location and significance of the nāḍīs or the channels is explained.

[HT] Vajragarbha asked: O Bhagavan, how many nāḍīs are there in the Adamantine Body (vajradeha)?

Bhagavan replied: There are thirty-two nāḍīs. These thirty two are the bearers of the Enlightened Consciousness (bodhicitta) and flow into the Centre of Great Bliss. Among them three nāḍīs, Lalanā, Rasanā and Avadhūti are the most important. (I.1.14)413

[HT] Lalanā has the nature of Wisdom and Rasanā of Means. In the middle, between them is Avadhūti, free from the duality of subject and object. Lalanā is the bearer of Aksobhya (semen) and Rasanā is the bearer of Rakta (ova). The bearer of both Wisdom and Moon is known as Avadhūti. (I.1.15–16)

[HT] The names of the thirty two nāḍīs are Abhedya, Sūkṣmarūpa, Divyā, Vāmā, Vāminī, Kāmāja, Bhāvaki, Sekā, Doṣā, Viṣṭā, Mātari, Śavari, Śitā, ᄍśmā, Lalānā, Avadhūti, Rasanā, Pravaṇā, Kṣṇa, Surūpiṇī, Sāmānyā, Hetudāyikā, Viyogā, Premāṇi, Siddhā, Pāvaki, Sumanā, Śrāvyottā, Kāminī, Gēhā, Candikā and Māradārika. (I.1.17–19)414

[HT] Vajragarbha asked: O Bhagavan, what is the nature of these thirty two nāḍīs? Bhagavan replied: The nāḍīs are all transformations of the three realms of existence and are devoid of the duality of subject and object. But when they are used as means, they are all conceived as possessing characteristics of phenomenal things. (I.1.20–21)415

[HT] The various Concealed Essences (saṃvara) are mentioned: Āli and Kāli, Moon and Sun, Wisdom and Means, the Centres of Essential Nature, Enjoyment, Creation and Great Bliss and the Body, Speech and Mind.

Evāṃ mayā: By e the goddess Locanā is indicated, by vaṃ Māmakī, by ma Pāṇḍurā and by yā Tārīṇī.

In the Centre of Creation a sixty four petal lotus. In the Centre of Essential Nature

413 vajragarbha āha/ he bhagavan vajradehe katamāḥ nādyah// bhagavan āha/ dvātriṃśad bodhicittavahā mahāsukhaśthāne sraṇante/ τāsām madhye tisro nādiḥ pradhānāḥ/ lalanā rasanā avadhūti ceti//14// (HT[F&M]., p.12)
414 (HT[F&M]., p.13)
415 vajragarbha uvāca/ etā dvātriṃśanā nādyo bhagavan kūḍrāḥ//20/ bhagavan āha/ tribhāvavaparītāḥ sarvā grāhyāgrahakaravajitāḥ/ athavā sarvopayena bhāva lakṣaṇa kalpitāḥ// (HT[F&M]., pp.13–14)
an eight petal lotus. In the Centre of Enjoyment a sixteen petal lotus. In the Centre of Great Bliss a thirty-two petal lotus. (1.22-24)

In "Yogaratnamālā", the centres or cakras are explained in detail.

[commentary of 1.1.22-24] The Concealed Essence is that by which the yogi must resolve the externalized gross phenomenal manifestations and internalize them. Saṃvara, the Concealed Essence, is so called because it is concealed (saṃvara) in the body and because it is the choicest (vara) of essence. Here 'various' refers to the different kinds of Concealed Essences. Āli represents the sixteen vowels beginning with a Kāli represents the thirty-four consonants beginning with ka. They are [also the pairs] Lata and Rasā, Moon and Sun, and Wisdom and Means.

The Centres of Essential Nature, Enjoyment and Creation are situated in the heart, throat and the generative organ respectively. The Body, Speech and Mind are these [above—mentioned] three Centres. The Body Centre is in the generative organ, the Speech Centre in the throat and the Mind Centre in the heart. The nature of the Centre of Great Bliss is the experience of the unity of the three Centres. Know this to be in the top of the head. In the Four Centres are the four Seals who are of the nature of the four elements, Earth, Water, Fire and Air. Now, the number of petals in the Creation and other Centres is given.

In the central eight petals of the sixty four petalled lotus [in the Centre of Creation], clockwise, the letters are a, ka, ca, ta, pa, ya and 6a. At the very centre of the lotus is the seed—syllable am. In the Centre of Essential Nature in the heart is an inverted, downward facing eight petalled lotus. In the petals of the four corners are the letters ya, ra, la and va. In the four petals of the four directions are the letters a, i, u and e. At the very centre of the lotus is the seed—syllable ṛōm, facing down. In the Centre of Enjoyment in the throat is a sixteen petalled lotus facing upwards. In the central four petals, which are in the four directions, are clockwise the letters a, i, u and e. At the very centre of the lotus is the seed—syllable oṁ. In Centre of Great Bliss, in the head, is a thirty—two petalled lotus. At the very centre of this lotus is the downward—facing seed—syllable hūṃ. In the Process of Generation one should actualize these above mentioned attributes in the four Centres. (YM)

Where each centre is located, how the centres of essential nature, enjoyment and creation are equal to the Body, Speech and Mind of the

---

416 saipvarabhedaś ca kathya/ ali kāli candra sutaryaprajñopaya dharmā
saṁbhoga nirmāpa mahāṣukhakāya vakcitam//22/ evaṁ mayā/ ekāreṇa locanadevi
vaṁkāreṇa māmakā śṛṅtā/ makāreṇa pāṇḍurā ca yākāreṇa tārīṇi śṛṅtā//23// nirmāpa
cakre padmaṁ catuḥsaśtidalam/ dharmacakre aṣṭadalam/ saṁbhoga cakre
417 (HT[S]., part2, pp.106-107)
Buddhas, how the four elements of earth, water, fire and air are represented by them. It is also shown how at these four centres the actualization of four moments, the principles, four joys as well as the four Doctrinal Schools is necessary to make progress in the Generation Stage of tantric practice.

Also that these centres are deified as goddesses like Pukkasi, Šavari, Čandali and Đombi.

[HT] Pukkasi is said to be the Earth element; Ğavari is known to be the Water element; Čandali is known to be the Fire element and Đombi is proclaimed to be the Air element. (1.9.17)

Next one must analyse the justification of the names given to each of these energy centres.

1) The Center of Great Bliss is the foundation of bliss, and the white Bodhicitta abides principally at the crown, hence it is so named. 2) The Enjoyment Centre at the throat is so called because this is the place where one tastes the six kinds of tastes: sour, sweet, bitter, salty, astringent and pungent. 3) The Centre of Essential Nature is at the heart where the mind normally abides. The indestructable also resides here which comes from one's parents. It is for this reason this center is called Centre of Essential Nature. 4) The Centre of Creation is situated at the navel. The fire of the Čandali is located at this centre within the central channel (avadhūti) and is the basis of the emanation of great bliss. Therefore the centre is named Centre of Creation.

[HT] The Body of Creation is proclaimed to be there from where all living beings are born, the act of creation being constant and age-old. Since it generates, that is, creates, it is known as [the Body of] Creation. 'Nature' refers to the nature of consciousness and the Body of Essential Nature is located in the heart. 'Enjoyment' is the enjoyment of the six flavours and the Body of Enjoyment is located in the throat. The Centre of Great Bliss is located in the head. (II.4.56-58)

418 *prthivi pukkasi khyata abdhatuh savarti smrtta/ tejas candalini jneya vayur dombi prakritita//17// (HT[F&M], p.116)
419 Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, Gelong Jhampa Kelsang (by tr.), *A Commentary on the Kalacakra Tantra*, p.116.
The four centres mentioned in *Hevajra Tantra* is found in other Buddhist Tantras and they correspond to the four cakras sited in Hindu Tantras. The following diagram explains this affinity between the two Tantras.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hindu</th>
<th>head</th>
<th>neck</th>
<th>heart</th>
<th>navel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buddhist</td>
<td>Mahāsukha</td>
<td>Sāmbhoga</td>
<td>Dharma</td>
<td>Nirmāṇa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be noticed that the concept of cakra is a tantric feature common to both schools of Tantra – Buddhist and Hindu. And both schools propagate various techniques to activate the cakra for the purpose of attaining liberation.

6) Seal (mudrā)

In *Hevajra Tantra* we often come across the word mudra. Mudrā (seal) means consort; symbolic ornament; hand gesture; seal; seal of a
Hevajra Tantra states that the ornaments worn by the yogi and by the deity Hevajra have symbolic significance.

[HT] He is dark blue with a radiant-red aura, as the colour and brilliance of the horizon at dawn, has hibiscus-red eyes and yellow hair coiled and knotted on the top of his head. He is adorned with the Five Symbolic Ornaments (pañcamudrāḥ), the circlet, the ear-rings, the necklace, the wrist-bracelets and the girdle. These five are known as symbolic ornaments because they signify the purification of the Five Buddhas. His gaze is wrathful, he wears a tiger-skin and is sixteen-years old in appearance. He holds a Vajra-skull in his left hand and a khatvāṅga rests in the crook of his left shoulder. He holds a black Vajra in his right hand. He is in essence the manifestation of the Seed-syllable hūṃ. (I.3.13—15)423

[HT] Listen, I shall speak of how the phenomenal manifests as aspects of the form of Heruka, the Lord who is the saviour of the world. The blood-shot eyes are because of mercy; the black body is from the attitude of friendliness; the four feet are from the four methods of conversion; the eight faces are the eight Vimokṣas; the sixteen arms are the sixteen Voidnesses; the Five Symbolic Ornaments are the Five Buddhas and Wrath is for the subduing of the wicked. (II.9.10—12)424

Hand gesture that a practitioner is to make while chanting mantras is mentioned in the text but it is also stated that in the mahāmudrā practice one need not perform hand gestures if one is following the tantric path with right motivation and correct view (proper understanding of the ultimate truth).

[HT] In this tantric practice there is no need for fire-sacrifices and the performance of hand-gestures. This great tantric technique is effective on just being recited and one can accomplish merely by concentrated visualisation. (II.9.6)425

The practice of visualizing the five Buddha families as sealed by

423 nilārūpaḥbhavarṇena raktabandhūkanetraṇaḥ/ piṅgordhavakeśavartaḥ ca pañcamudrapālaṅkṛtah//13/ cakri kundala kanṭhi ca haste rūcaka mekalā/ pañcabuddhiśuddhyā ca eta mūdraḥ prakṛtiḥ//14/ kruddhadrśitr vyāghracarmā sa dviraṭavarsākṛtīḥ/ vāme vajrakapālaṁ ca khatvāṅgaṁ cāpi vāmatab/ daksine kṛṣṇavajraṁ ca hūṃkāroccānātmakab//15// (HT[F&M], pp.43—44)
424 (HT[F&M], p.278)
425 asmin tantrāḥ na hotavyam mudrābandhakriyā na ca/ pāthitasiddhām mahātantrāḥ dhīyānamātreṇa sidhyati//7// (HT[F&M], p.276)
goddesses is recommended in Hevajra Tantra, in order to help the yogi to purify his defiled psycho-physical aggregates and to transform them into divine entities.

[HT] Mudrā, the Seal, is a sign or mark and by this mark the Family is identified. By practising the emanation of the wrong family there will neither be the Accomplishment nor any accomplisher. (II.4.17)

[HT] Nairātmyā is marked by the Seal of Wrath, the Yogini Vajrā by Delusion, Gaurī by Malignity, Vāri by Passion, Vajračākārī by Envy, Pukkasī by Wrath, Śāvari by Delusion, Candaṭī by Malignity, Dombī by Passion, the other Gaurī by Wrath, Caurī by Delusion, Vetaṭī by Malignity, Ghasmāri by Passion, Bhucarī by Delusion and Khecarī by Passion. Know the Seals to be thus if you wish. (II.4.18–21)

[HT] All the Yoginis are exceedingly fierce, black in colour and adorned with the Five Symbolic Ornaments. Each one of them has a single head, blood-red eyes and holds a knife and skull in their hands. The circlet, the ear-rings, the necklace, the bracelets on the wrist and the girdle, by signifying the purification of the Five Buddhas, these five are the pure Symbolic Ornaments. (I.8.15–16)

At advanced levels of the stage of completion, yogins need the help of female consorts to attain the illusory body and manifest the Innate mind of clear light. In other words, they utilize special sexual practices that involve a “seal,” or partner. In these practices, one visualizes oneself and one’s partner as specific deities, and one’s sexual union is used as a way of generating very subtle minds. It is said that in orgasm coarser levels of mind drop away, but most people do not see the potential meditative benefits of the experience. In the practices using seals, the experience of orgasm is conjoined with techniques that draw the winds into the central channel. The result is an indescribable experience of bliss and direct perception of emptiness. The partner is referred to as a “seal” because the practice seals the realization that all phenomena are union of bliss and emptiness.

426 mudraṇaṁ liṅgaśākaṁ ca anikena lakṣyate kulam/ vyastakulam bhavaṇyogān na siddhir na pari sadhayakah//17// (HT[F&M]., p.211)
427 (HT[F&M]., p.211)
428 (HT[F&M]., p.90)
429 John Powers, Introduction to Tibetan Buddhism, p.251.
According to the Dalai Lama, only a person who views all the phenomena of cyclic existence with complete impartiality is qualified to engage in tantric sexual practices: "Truthfully, you can only do such practice if there is no sexual desire whatsoever. The kind of realization that is required is like this: If someone gives you a goblet of wine and a glass of urine, or a plate of wonderful food and a piece of excrement, you must be in such a state that you can eat and drink from all four and it makes no difference to you what they are. Then maybe you can do this practice." There are various types of seals, some real and some imagined. In order to attain Buddhahood in one lifetime it is necessary to use an "action seal" (an actual consort), because the great power of practice with an actual consort allows one to generate an illusory body that arises as a deity.430

[HT] Take a Vajra girl who has a beautiful face, wide eyes, endowed with grace and youth, is of the colour of the blue lotus and is herself consecrated and merciful. Instruct her regarding the method for performing this Application of the Vow. If a virgin of the Vajra family is not available, then prepare to practise with a virgin belonging to the family of one's own chosen deity. If not, practise with a virgin born of another family. Take such a virgin who has been refined by the dropping of the Seed of Enlightenment (bodhibija). (I.6.9)431

In Tantra special attention is given to the female forces without whose association the tantric practices are difficult specially at the Completion Stage. There is frequent reference to female deities such as Caṇḍāli, Ḍombi, Savāri, Yoginī and Nairatmya. While in the practice of Action Seal (mudra), a Completion stage practice, a female consort's help is considered necessary for making progress.

[HT] A divine consort who originates from [one of] the Five Families must be introduced into this maṇḍala. Or else, any available sixteen year-old girl must be introduced. The consort is served until her sexual fluids flow. Then covering the face of the consort as well as that of the 'Means', drop the fluid which has arisen from the service into the mouth of the disciple. There, with that dropping the Flavor of

431 (HT[F&M], pp.63-64)
Essential Similarity should be activated within the view of the disciple. (I.10.5-6)432

[HT] From direct personal experience arises this Knowledge, free of notions of self and other, space-like, undefiled, void, the essence of existence and non-existence and the supreme. This Knowledge is a blending of Wisdom and Means and a fusion of passion and the absence of passion. (I.10.7)433

However it is also stated that a yogi can practice action seal (karma mudrā) only with the purpose of accomplishing benefit (liberation) for self and others.434

[HT] For the yogi who abides in the state of the Divine Heruka, all movements of the body are the ritual hand gestures (mudrā) and the flow of speech Mantra. (I.7.26)435

[HT] Bhagavān said: The ‘Secret Three’ are at the centre of the Circle, differentiated as the Body, Speech and Mind. They are located below, above and in between respectively, being situated in the middle of the Circle. Bhūcarī, the Adamantine Body goddess, is below and is marked by the Seal of the Body. Khecari, the Adamantine Speech goddess, is above and is marked by the Seal of Passion. The Adamantine Mind goddess is Nairātmyā, for the mind is the nature of Nairātmyā. Mind is in between, centrally placed, and so Nairātmyā arise at the very centre. (II.4.97–99)436

[HT] In full the Families are said to be six, but are also said to be five and three. Listen O yogin! Aksobhya, Vairocana, Ratnasambhava, Amitābha, Amoghasiddhi and Vajrasattva should be conceived as the purified Wrath, Delusion, Malignity, Passion, Envy and Bliss respectively. By omitting the family of Vajrasattva, the families become five. They then become three, as Wrath, Delusion and Passion. In fact there is only one family, that of the Lord of the Mind which is the Family of the wrathful Aksobhya. The six and five families are expressions of this Admantine

432 (HT[F&M]., pp.120–121)
433 svasamvedyād bhaved jñānaṃ svapara vittivarjitaṃ/ khasamāṃ virajam śūnyaṃ bhāvabhāvatmakam param/ prajñopāya vyātīmśraṃ rāgarāga vimūśritam// (HT[F&M]., p.121)
434 mudrāṃ svaparāthaprasiddhaye//(HT[F&M]., p.217)
435 yāvanto hy aṅgavikṣepā vacasaṃ prasarati ca/ tāvanto mantramudrāḥ syuh śrīherukāpade sthite//(26// (HT[F&M]., p.81)
Vajragarbha asked: Pukkasā is said to be Earth, so how can she be sealed by Akṣobhya? Since hardness corresponds to Delusion and the Body and is said to be Vairocana, then Vairocana, as Delusion, would appear to be the appropriate Seal for Pukkasā [rather than Akṣobhya]. (II.4.81)438

Bhagavān answered: Without the body there is no other place for the activity of the mind, and so Vairocana becomes Mind and the Body should be marked with the Seal of the Mind [Akṣobhya]. (II.4.82)

Vajragarbha said: Śavāri is said to be Water and Akṣobhya is of the nature of fluid. Therefore it would appear to be appropriate for Śavāri to be marked by the Seal of Akṣobhya. (II.4.83)

Bhagavān said: Other than in the mind and nowhere else is the stability of the body seen, and so Mind becomes Delusion and Mind is marked by Delusion. (II.4.84)

Vajragarbha said: Candalinī is said to be Fire, so how can she be marked by Ratnasambhava? Therefore it would appear to be appropriate for Candalinī to be marked by the Seal of Passion and no other. (II.4.85)439

Bhagavān said: Since Passion is said to be red and Ratnasambhava is red, and since Fire has the nature of redness, Passion should be marked by Malignity. Vajragarbha said: Since Dombini is said to be Air and Amogha is of the nature of Air, it would appear to be appropriate to mark Dombini with the Seal of Amogha. (II.4.86–87)440

Bhagavān said: Other than from Passion Envy does not originate anywhere else and so the wise one should mark Dombī with the Seal of Passion. Since form is hardness, Vairocana would be marked by Gaurī, but by the previously mentioned reasoning Gaurī should be marked by the Lord of the Mind [Akṣobhya]. Similarly, Caurī, Vetalī and Ghasmāri, are marked using the same kind of reasoning, free of any contradiction. (II.4.88–90)441

Besides the rites and practices discussed above, Buddhist Tantric
practice involves various other rites such as fire sacrifice, gaṇacakra assembly of Initiates etc. These will be discussed next.

2. Various Rites

'Thevajra Tantraj mentions various rites like making Fire Sacrifice, forming an Assembly of the initiates, using secret sign language and code words, feasting on sacramental food and engaging in union with consort — as part of Highest Yoga Tantric practice.

Under the heading of Various Rites all the above mentioned rituals will be discussed with the exception of the ritual of Seals [it has already been discussed].

1) Fire Sacrifice (homa)

In 'Thevajra Tantraj fire sacrifice or homa has been referred. According to tibetan masters like Lama Thubten Yeshe fire puja is very useful as it helps in generating heat (tum-mo meditation) in the nirmāṇacakra.

While performing the sacrifice one must visualize at the heart a black seed syllable that draws into it all the sickness, disease, and other negative symptoms of all sentient beings. At the navel cakra there's a fire. Wind energy comes up from the feet and fans the blaze until it's roaring like a furnace. The fire gets stronger and stronger and explodes up the sushumna, pushing all the negative energy from the black seed syllable at the heart out through the nostrils into the mouth of the deity. This is the basic meditation technique. The actual fire burning in front of activates ones mind so that the meditation becomes more intensive and realistic, and that helps to realize Sūnyatā.442
In "Hevajra Tantra" the details of the fire sacrifice pit is given as follows:

[HT] The sacrificial fire-pit used for the rite of Pacifying is circular, for the rite of Abundance is square-shaped and for Killing as well as for the remaining rites is triangular. The dimensions of the sacrificial fire-pit for the rite of Pacifying is one cubit in depth [from the surface] and half a cubit above the surface; for the rite of Abundance it is two cubits in depth and one cubit in height and for the rite of Killing it is twenty fingers in depth and ten fingers in height. (I.1.6–7)

2) Assembly of the Circle of Initiates (gaṇacakra)

According to G.W.Farrow the gaṇacakra rite of the tantrics was inspired by the traditional tribal communal feasting that used to be held after a harvest, a hunt, a war and so on. The tantric practitioners refined this tribal custom into a tantric one. At these assemblies the yogis and yoginis assembled and empowered themselves by singing and dancing, eating and drinking of the sacraments and sexual uniting. The realisations of advance initiates were expressed at such gatherings through Carya songs. At the Assembly of the Circle of Initiates only the highest adepts vocalized their realizations in a song or verse form, hence the caryā songs of the Mahāsiddhas and the Tibetan masters.

In "Hevajra Tantra" the gaṇacakra and its associated activities such as expressing the individual realizations of the Innate through the secret-sign language (choma), as well as through caryā songs and ritualised dance, along with feasting on sacramental food, are all integral to the Tantric practice. Further the tantrics developed a peculiar method to

---

443 śāntikaṃ vartulaṃ kuṃḍaṃ caturasraṃ tu pūṣṭike/ trikoṇaṃ māraṃ proktaṃ sēṣan atraiva sādhaye tī// ekaḥastārdhahastaṃ vā 'dhordhve tū śāntikaṃ bhavet/ dvīhastam ekahastān ca adhordhve pūṣṭikaṃ maṭaṃ/ viṃśatyaṅgulaṃ ardhaṃ ca adhordhve māraṃ bhavet tī// (HT[F&M]., p.149)
444 (HT[F&M]., p.299)
transmit internal realizations and the spiritual truths. The tantrics used Secret sign language (chomā) and sang Carya songs in Tantric Code Language (sandhyābhasa), performed ritualised dance all as a way of transmitting their knowledge and attainments.

[H7] The yogi should not think of anything as being prohibited and he should never think of anything as being inedible. There is not anything, good or bad, that he should not think or say. (1.7.24)

[H7] Then after, the empowerment of the song should be noted. The call of a swan and the hum of a bee is to be heard after the song is over. In the outer garden of the assembly ground the sound of a jackal should also be noted. (11.4.16)

Next the various methods of transmission, which are all part of Assembly of the Circle of Initiates (gaṇacakra) activities will be discussed. The discussion will be concluded with the ceremony of sacramental feasting the gaṇacakra members.

(i) Secret Sign Language (chomā)

The Secret Sign Language (chomā) also known as secret hand sign language is the accepted mode of communication when meeting the yogini. This non-vocal form of communication is a supreme Means and was used by the yogis to greet and converse with the yogini during the mostly silent drama of enlightened consciousness mimed at the Assembly of the circle of Initiates. It is also used by the guru and disciple for communicating matters relevant to the tantric method.

[H7] Now I shall expound the chapter regarding Chomā, the Secret Sign Language

---

445 nākāryaṁ vidyate kīṁcīn nābhakṣyaṁ vidyate sada// nācintyaṁ ācide bhaṁya// (HT[F&M], p.80)

446 rūtaṁ hāṃsaśya bhr̥m-gasya śiyate sītāśeṣatah/ gomāyor api śabaḥ ca bāhyodyāne tu lakṣayet//16// (HT[F&M], p.210)

447 (HT[F&M], p.xxxix)
by which a 'brother' can without any doubt recognise a 'sister's. (I.7.1)\textsuperscript{448}

\[\text{[HT]}\text{ To the one who shows one finger, showing two fingers means 'Most}
\text{welcome'. Know that the Sign of Well-being is shown by pressing the left}
\text{thumb. (I.7.2)\textsuperscript{449}}\]

\[\text{[HT]}\text{ To the one who offers the ring finger give the little finger [in reply]. To the}
\text{one who shows the middle finger show the index finger. (I.7.3)}\]

\[\text{[HT]}\text{ To the one who shows the ring finger show the neck. To the one who shows}
\text{the Sign of the Tiara show the Sign of the Trident. (I.7.4)}\]

\[\text{[HT]}\text{ To the one who shows the breasts show the end of the parting of the hair.}
\text{To the one who points to the earth show the Sign of the Circle. (I.7.5)}\]

\[\text{[HT]}\text{ To the one who shows the eyebrows instruct by loosening the tuft of hair. To}
\text{the one who shows the forehead show the back. (I.7.6)\textsuperscript{450}}\]

\[\text{[HT]}\text{ To the one who shows the sole of the foot, in answer joyfully dance. Thus,}
\text{with such signs and counter signs, in accordance with the Observance of the Vow,}
\text{the yogi and the yogini should reveal themselves. (I.7.7)\textsuperscript{451}}\]

\[\text{[HT]}\text{ There the yoginis greet by saying: 'Well done, O son of great mercy. If the}
\text{yoginis show the Sign of the Garland-in-hand, they are saying: 'There we must}
\text{meet.' By the casting away of the garland they are indicating: 'O disciplined one,}
\text{abide within regulations of the Observance of the Vow.' Worship there at the}
\text{meeting place, abiding in the divine realm doing whatever the yoginis command.}
\text{(I.7.8–9)\textsuperscript{452}}\]

This kind of communication was deemed necessary because the very
nature of the states being described are beyond the realm of phenomenal
concepts. At the Assembly of the Circle of Initiates, before and after the
empowering rite and during and after the feasting, the need to
communicate was curtailed to only the essential matters at hand and
these were expressed in secret sign language.

\textsuperscript{448} \textit{atha chomāpātaṁ vyākhyāsyāmāḥ/ yena viṁśayate bhrāta bhagini ca na}
\textit{saṁśayāḥ//1// (HT[F&M]., p.71)}

\textsuperscript{449} \textit{aṅgulīṁ dārśayet yas tu āgataṁ ity uktaṁ bhavet/ dvāhīyāṁ susvāgato}
\textit{bhavet/ kṣemamudrāṁ vijāniyād vāmāṅguṣṭhaniṇipīdanāt//2// (HT[F&M]., p.71)}

\textsuperscript{450} \textit{(HT[F&M]., p.72)}

\textsuperscript{451} \textit{(HT[F&M]., p.73)}

\textsuperscript{452} \textit{vandanti tatra yoginya aho putra mahākṛpa/ yadi mālāhasan darśayanti tatra}
\textit{militavyam iti kathayanti//8/ mālam abhiṣeṣitam divyagocaram āśritya/ yad diḥ}
\textit{vadanti yoginyas tat sāryam kartavyam//9// (HT[F&M]., p.75)}
Besides chomā, the secret sign language, another means of communication amongst tantric practitioners is sandhyābhaṣa, a Tantric Code Language. It is a feature common to both Hindu and Buddhist schools of Tantra. According to scholars like Benoytosh Bhattacharya, Dr Bagchi, S.B. Dasgupta, this secret language was used by the tantrics to keep their knowledge of the occult a secret from the lay people. It was a cryptic language comprehended only by tantrics.\footnote{453}

In āHevajra Tantrāṇa this Tantric Code Language has been alluded. It is one of the six ways by which the contents of the Tantra are interpreted. The Cārīya songs of the Mahāsiddhas are mostly couched in code language. In āHevajra Tantrāṇa a list of 20 code words is given. And it is emphasized that the knowledge of this language is essential for a yogi.

\[HT\] Vakragamja asked: O Bhagavān, tell us definitely what may be said regarding the Tantric Code Language (sandhyābhaṣa) which is the great conventional mode of communication amongst the yoginis that is not decipherable by the Sravakas and others. This Tantric Code language has not been mentioned even in the four tantras of the Smile, the Gaze, the Embrace and the Union. (II.3.53–54)\footnote{454}

\[HT\] Bhagavān replied: I shall explain the Tantric Code Language, the great language that amplifies the convention of the Observance of the Vow. O Vajragarbha, listen with an attentive mind. (II.3.55)\footnote{455}

\[HT\] Wine is intended by Madana, meat by Bala, the meeting by Malayaja, movement by Kṛetā, the resort by Śava, naked body by Asthyābharaṇaṁ, the coming by Pṛṇkhaṇaṁ, hand drum by Kṛpiṭaṁ, the unworthy by Dunduraṁ, the worthy by Kāliṇjīraṁ, the untouchable by Dīṇḍimaṁ, a skull by Padmabhājanmaṁ, food by Ṭptikaraṁ, herbs by Mālatindhanaṁ, faeces by Catuḥsamaṁ, urine by

\footnote{453}{HT[F&M]., p.303}
\footnote{454}{Vajragarbha uvaca/ sandhyābhaṣaṁ kim ucyeta bhagavān bravītum niṣcitam/ yoginīṁ maḥāsāmayāṁ śrāvakādyair na chidritam/53/ hasitaṁ cekṣitaṁ bhyān tva śaṅgaṁ dvandvakais tatha/ tántraṇāpi caturāṇaṁ ca sandhyābhaṣaṁ na sabditam/54// (HT[F&M]., p.200)
\footnote{455}{bhagavān āha/ vaksyaṁ ahaṁ vajragarbha śrītu tvam ekacetaṁ/ sandhyābhaṣaṁ maḥābhaṣaṁ samayaṁketakavistaram/55// (HT[F&M]., p.200)
Kasturika, menstrual blood by Sihlakāṃ, semen by Karpūraṃ, human flesh by Sālījaṃ, the union of two sexual organs by Kundurum, the Vajra [male sexual organ] by Bolakaṃ and the Lotus [female sexual organ] by Kakkolaka. (II.3.56-60)456

[HT] There are five kinds of families, differentiated by the five castes and are according to the Tantric Code Language the five Buddha Families. Dombi is proclaimed to be of the family of Vajra, Naṭi of Padma, Cāṇḍāli of Ratna, Brahmaṇī of Tathāgata and Rajak! of Karma. These are the Consorts who bestow the best Accomplishment. Their sexual fluid is adamantine and the holder of the Vow should drink it after serving them. (II.3.61-63)457

[HT] O Vajragarbha, Great Being, respectfully understand all that I have told you regarding this wonderful Tantric Code Language. (II.3.64)458

[HT] The yogī who has been consecrated for the practice of Hevajra and does not communicate utilising this Tantric Code Language will, without any doubt, be breaking the Observance of the Vow. Then he will have troubles from thieves, possession, fevers, poisons etc. Even if he is enlightened he will die if he does not communicate using the Tantric Code Language. If the yogi does not communicate using this code language when in contact with those who follow the same Observance of the Vow, the Yoginis of the four Piṭhas will afflict him with their anger. (II.3.65-67)459

Tantirics also use song and Dance as a method of transmitting their spiritual realizations to the other members of the tantric community. This code language was for the direct, oral, transmission of instructions from the guru to the disciple.

(iii) Song and Dance

456 (HT[F&M]., p.201)
457 kulaṃ pañcabhidhan khyātaṃ varṇabhedena bheditāṃ/ sandhyābhasata evaṃ syur buddhāś ca pañcakaulikāḥ//61/ dombi vajrakuli khyātā naṭi padmakulī tathā/ cāṇḍāli raṅakulī caiva dvījā tathāgatī maṭā//62/ rajakī karmakulī caiva etā mudrāb/ susiddhiḥ/ āsāṃ sukrāṃ bhaved vajraṃ pūjavitā pibed vratā//63// (HT[F&M]., pp.201-202)
458 vajragarbha mahāsattva yan mayā kathitaṃ tavyā/ tat sarvāṃ sādaraṃ grāhyāṃ/ sandhyābhāṣāṃ mahābhutam//64// (HT[F&M]., p.202)
459 (HT[F&M]., pp.202-203)
Song and dance were considered a part of the tantric spiritual practice. Through songs or dohas, the yogis expressed their levels of achievements. The dohas of the 84 Siddhas including Krṣṇāchārya is very famous. The Cāryā songs of these Masters should be considered as pith instructions regarding the theory, practice and experience of the tantric method.

The importance of the ritual of song and dance is stressed in the following two verses from 5Hevajra Tantra:460

[H] If songs are sung from joy then let the supreme songs regarding the Vajra be sung. When joy arises, if the yogi dances for the sake of liberation, then let him dance the Vajra postures with full attention. (1.6.10)

It is said that Dance which is the performance of emanation must be performed with uninterrupted attention, an impassioned mind, and with the postures of the deities which serve to indicate their natures. Songs may be sung at the same time and also at a later time. These songs, couched in code, should express the Means to the supreme. The Dance is said to be the emanation and the Song the recitation of mantra. With the Dance the disciples can become familiar with the forms of the deities to be emanated. With the Songs the whole assembly is protected and the inimical forces subdued. In this manner the whole assembly is empowered by the Dance and the Song during the Assembly of the Circle of Initiates.461

[H] The Vajra songs are considered as signifying mantra and the dance the emanation. So the yogi must always sing and dance. (1.6.13)

[H] With undistracted concentration the dance is performed assuming the postures of the divine Heruka and this emanation is performed with an impassioned

---

460 yadi gītaṁ gītyata anandat tarhi vajrānvitaṁ param/ yadi ānande samutpanne nṛtyate mokṣahetunā/ tarhi vajrapade nātyaṁ kuryād yogī samāhitab//10// (HT[F&M]., p.64)
461 (HT[F&M]., p.xLi)
462 mantraśuddhyā sthitā gītā nartanā bhāvanā smṛtā/ tasmād gītaṁ ca nātyaṁ ca kuryād yogī sada sada//13// (HT[F&M]., p.65)
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mind in a state of uninterrupted attention. With songs and dances which reveal the Vajra natures and with the postures of the Buddhas, the Yoganis and the Mother goddesses, with these the supreme songs and dances are performed. (II.4.11–12)

[HT] The protection of both the assembly and oneself is by means of such song and dance. By this the world is subdued and also by this is the recitation of mantra.

There where the song is attentively sung and the dance is gracefully danced, the appointed leader of the assembly should note the smell. The first smell is that of garlic, then the smell of vultures and after the smell of camphor and sandalwood.

Then after, the empowerment of the song should be noted. The call of a swan and the hum of a bee is to be heard after the song is over. In the outer garden of the assembly ground the sound of a jackal should also be noted. (II.4.13–16)

(iv) Feast (bhojana)

At the Assembly of the Circle of Initiates feasts were offered at the time of consecration and on a appropriate dates in the lunar calendar. Various kinds of food were offered and partaken as part of the ceremony.

In 7Hevajra Tantra 7 the rules for offering and conducting a tantric feast are specified.

[HT] This feast should be offered in a crematory or a mountain cave or a deserted town or a lonely place. (II.7.7)

[HT] There, arrange the seats, nine in number, which are of either corpses or tiger-skins or rags from the crematory. In the central seat place that one who embodies Hevajra. Then the Yoginis should be positioned in the four cardinal directions and in the four corners, previously knowing the appropriate location for each of the Yoginis. (II.7.8–9)

463 nātyam śrtherukarūnepa amuṣitasmṛtīyogataḥ/ bhāvanā raktacittenaviratābhyaśacetasā//11// vajradharmais tathā buddhair yoginibhiṣ ca māttrbiḥ/ abhyām gitanātyabhyaṃ gtyate nṛtyate param//12// (HT[F&M]., p.209)

464 (HT[F&M]., pp.209–210)

465 śmaṣane girikuftje vāmānusya pure tathā/ athavā vijane prānte idam bhojanaṃ ṛabhet//7// (HT[F&M]., p.269)
[HT] Seated upon a tiger-skin one should partake of the sacraments and herbs, and there eagerly eat human flesh. After feasting to one's satisfaction, worship the mothers there. Or else fully worship Mother, Sister, Niece and Mother-in-law and then the accomplishment is attained in the circle of initiates. (11.7.10-11)\textsuperscript{467}

[HT] The auspicious disciple should offer to his guru a sacred skull-cup of one piece filled with liquor and after saluting him the disciple should himself drink. The skull-cup should be accepted with the left hand and should also be given with the same hand. There the practitioners should bow respectfully to the guru again and again. (11.7.12-13)\textsuperscript{468}

The beneficial effect of the sacrament of the Vajrakapala yoga is mentioned.

[HT] All those living beings whose flesh the wise yogis eat are all subdued by means of this Vajrakapala Yoga. (1.7.28)\textsuperscript{469}

The necessity for and the benefit of eating the sacramental offerings is described.

[HT] During the rite attentively eat the sacramental food which includes excrements, and the meant of human beings, cows, elephants, horses and dogs. The Five Nectars must be consumed for the sake of accomplishment in the Hevajra. (1.11.8)\textsuperscript{470}

[HT] The yogi should not think of anything as being prohibited and he should never think of anything as being inedible. There is not anything, good or bad, that

\textsuperscript{467} \text{kalpayed āśaṇaḥ tatra navaśāhyam śavarūpiṣaṃ/ athava vyāghracarman ca śmaśānākarpatāṃ tathā/ madhye hevajrarūpātmā yogiṁ niṇaḥ tato nyayet/ sthānaṁ jītvā yathāpūrvaṁ diśasa vidiśasa/ 9// (HT[F&M], p.269)

\textsuperscript{468} \text{vyāghracarmopari bhuñjita samayasya mālaṁdhanaṁ/ bhakṣaṇaḥ ca bhakṣaye yatātāṁ prayaṇataḥ/ 10/ bhuktvā bhuktvā pūnas tatra pūjyante tatra mātarāḥ/ yadi vā mātā bhaginiḥ bhāgīneyaḥ ca śvasākāḥ/ yadi vā mātā bhaginiḥ bhāgīneyaḥ ca śvasākāḥ/ pūjyanā nirbhāram tāsāṃ sidhīyante gaṇamaṇḍale/ 11// (HT[F&M], p.269)

\textsuperscript{469} \text{vyāghracarmopari bhuñjita samayasya mālaṁdhanaṁ/ bhakṣaṇaḥ ca bhakṣaye yatātāṁ prayaṇataḥ/ 10/ bhuktvā bhuktvā pūnas tatra pūjyante tatra mātarāḥ/ yadi vā mātā bhaginiḥ bhāgīneyaḥ ca śvasākāḥ/ yadi vā mātā bhaginiḥ bhāgīneyaḥ ca śvasākāḥ/ pūjyanā nirbhāram tāsāṃ sidhīyante gaṇamaṇḍale/ 11// (HT[F&M], p.269)

\textsuperscript{470} \text{vyāghracarmopari bhuñjita samayasya mālaṁdhanaṁ/ bhakṣaṇaḥ ca bhakṣaye yatātāṁ prayaṇataḥ/ 10/ bhuktvā bhuktvā pūnas tatra pūjyante tatra mātarāḥ/ yadi vā mātā bhaginiḥ bhāgīneyaḥ ca śvasākāḥ/ yadi vā mātā bhaginiḥ bhāgīneyaḥ ca śvasākāḥ/ pūjyanā nirbhāram tāsāṃ sidhīyante gaṇamaṇḍale/ 11// (HT[F&M], p.269)

\textsuperscript{469} \text{vyāghracarmopari bhuñjita samayasya mālaṁdhanaṁ/ bhakṣaṇaḥ ca bhakṣaye yatātāṁ prayaṇataḥ/ 10/ bhuktvā bhuktvā pūnas tatra pūjyante tatra mātarāḥ/ yadi vā mātā bhaginiḥ bhāgīneyaḥ ca śvasākāḥ/ yadi vā mātā bhaginiḥ bhāgīneyaḥ ca śvasākāḥ/ pūjyanā nirbhāram tāsāṃ sidhīyante gaṇamaṇḍale/ 11// (HT[F&M], p.269)
he should not think or say. The yogi should commence eating and drinking etc. reflecting: 'As in myself similarly in other beings and similarly in myself the supreme identity.' (1.7.24–25)471

Hevajra Tantra has thus described the practice of the Tantric Code Language, Secret Sign Language, the Song and Dance ritual and Feast as salient features of the Assembly of the Circle of Initiates. Based on the above analysis it can be deduced that the features of the tantric cult have been largely presented in Hevajra Tantra.

---

471 nakāryaṃ vidyate kiñcinaḥbhakṣyaṃ vidyate sada/ nācintyaṃ vidyate hy atra
nācasyaṃ yac chubbāśubham/24/ yathāmani tathā satte tathātmani aham param/
iti sāmcintya yogatmā khānapānādim ārabhet/25// (HT[F&M]., p.80)